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delivers on time,
every
ffff
"Software International's P a y roll Personnel gives you a payroll system tha t's
easier to implement than you've ever thought possible.
"And look at all you get: Multiple earnings and deduction categories with
unique user - determined exits for special calculations;
employee and employer tax ca lculations to meet Federal,
State, County, and City tax requirements with Software
International periodic updates. )N x r o l l P e r so n n e l can
es-'
process different payrolls, each with different frequencies, and
keep complete reporting and audit control.
,t
"The personnel information base includes standard personnel data, as well as salary and job history for multiple
job changes. Personnel reporting includes workmen's
compensation, bond, and EEO outputs.
"To find out how quickly and easily you can get more
for your software investment, write or call, today.
Because you get outstanding performance, proven
reliability, superior technical support and comprehensive
documentation from Software International, you get more
than software. You get results!"

More than software results.
Chet Domoracki, Vice President
Payroll, Personnel
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LARGE COMPUTER
SYSTEMS —
for users of IBM. BURROUGHS,
DEC, HONEYWELL. UNIVAC
and ICL computers.
Financial
General Ledger
Payroll /Personnel
Accounts Payable

Name

Title

'

Company
Address

'
I

Accounts Receivable
O

I
I

City

Fixed Asset Accounting

__ S tate

zip

I

Computer System

Call
Today !

Atlanta (404) 955 -3705
Boston (617) 683 -2447
Chicago (31
4) 77 -2
Columbus, OH (614) 773 -2167
Houston (713) 444 -3348
New York (914) 332 -0040
San Jose (408) 249 -7501
Toronto (416) 924 -1461

Phone
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SMALL COMPUTER
SYSTEMS —
for users of System /3 and
other IBM. Burroughs, Univac
9030, Honeywell 62, HP 3000,
Wang, Interdata and most pop ular business minicomputers.
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Elm Square. Andover, Mass. 01810 (617) 475 -5040
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How
to make
o ints
with facts
anTfigures
"Daily ... weekly ... monthly , .. quarterly
... yearly ..." Management at all levels
continually asks "What are sales and profits or what is our cash position?" As a
member of financial, the answers must
come from you. And, the answers must
come quickly, accurately and simply.
3M can help you with your presentation
of those facts and figures. Because for
over fifteen years, the How -to meeting
people have been providing a variety of
effective step- by-step "how -to's- for improving communications in presentations.
Specifically designed for the financial
person is the booklet How To Make Better
Financial Presentations, This How -to guide
is filled with many tips that the financial
person will find invaluable in organizing

and conducting the financial presentation.
In addition, it is a guide in preparing the
correct types of visuals to communicate
your financial message quickly and clearly.
3M's How -to program started with the
writing of How To Run Better Business
Meetings by 3M VP Bert Auger. Now in its
eighth edition this hard bound text is a
complete How -to guide for meetings, problem solving, the do's, and dont's of meetings and cost figures like the graph shown
on meeting costs.
For your free booklet to better financial
presentations, send this coupon to the
How-to meeting people today. It will help
you make points with your facts and
figures. And, with the people you're
presenting to.

Cost of Meetings to Nearest Dollar, Per Hour
Number of participants in meeting
Annual
10
9
8
7
6
5
4
Salary

$50,000
$40.000
$30,000
$25,000
$20,000

❑

3

❑

$481 $433 $385 $337 $288 $240 $192 $144
385 346 308 269 231 192 154 115
288 260 231 202 173 144 115
87
240 216 192 168 144 120
96
72
58 1
192 173 154 135 115
96
77

_

Please send me my free copy
of the 3M booklet on: How to
Make Better Financial Presentations
Please have a 3M How -to meeting representative call me.

NAME
COMPANY

TITLE

ADDRESS
- -'-

CITY

STATE

ZIP

Send to: 3M Representative, Visual Products Division, 3M
3M Center, Bldg. 220 -10W, St. Paul, MN 55101
Dept. F33
In Canada: 3M Canada, Inc., Box 5757, London, Ontario
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MANAGEMENT
ACCOUNTING
Economics

Strategic Planning: the Cutting Edge of Management Accounting

&

By Allen H. Seed, III

Accounting

Strategic plan n in g p ractices have "exploded" in the past five years, but much of it is
undertaken with out the participation of management accountants or without any linkage to
operating p lann ing and control system s. Managem ent accountants can —and should —
provide the quan titative requirements.

A Closer Look at Management Forecasts

10

18

By Eugene A. Imhoff, Jr.
What are some o f the controversies over the development of forecast policies in view of
the pron ouncemen ts by the SEC and AICPA? What are the implications of potential problem areas regardin g management's ability to forecast? Here is som e r ese arc h o n t he
sub ject an d som e imp ortant considerations for managem ent accountants.

Productivity Measurement: a Management Accounting Challenge 24
By Donald J. Wait
In this, the first of three articles on productivity growing out of studies made by the Committee on Man agem en t Accounting Practices, som e of the problems in developing accurate
measurem ents of prod uctivity are discussed.

Practical Productivity Analysis for Management Accountants

31

By Bela Gold
Can prod uctivity analy sis provide an understanding of the changes in costs, investm ent
requ irem ents, revenu es and profits? Yes, according to one economist. What is required is
an analy tical framework that shows how managerial control ratios can be integrated with a
company's produ ctivity network and cost structure.

How Banks Forecast

39

By Gary A. Giroux and Stanley H. Kratchman
The soph istication of financial planning varies according to size of the bank doing it, but a
majority report that the controller's role is writ large in forecasting practices.

A Practical Solution to Forecasting Problems

45

By Edwin A. Wood and Robert G. Murdick
Using pro bab ilistic techniques and ranges, corporate m anagers can offer projections that
will satisfy in vestors and at the same time offer the corporation some security from legal
actions.

Management
Accounting
Issue

Evaluating Multinational Performance under FAS No. 8

49

By Gerard J. Dietemann
Unpredictable monetary fluctuations make the task of evaluating the performance of internation al man agers a complex, frustrating task. But here's a fair method that offers incentives to m anagers for better planning and decision m aking.

MANAGEMENT ACCOUNTING /MAY 1980

Research
Study

The Lease-Purchase Decision

57

By William L. Ferrara, James B. Thies, and Mark W. Dirsmith
How are lease- purchase decisions actually made in corporations? Here is a summary—
based on a survey of 541 firms —of a new research report jointly published by NAA and the
Society of Management Accountants of Canada.

Annual
Conference

Rendezvous in New Orleans

NAA
Nominees

Nominating Committee Report

Departments

Data Sheet on a boom in strategic planning

5

Management Accounting Practices IRS bans lower -of- cost -or- market

7

Letters to the editor

8

60

NAA's Annual Conference, June 15-18, features top speakers ... and jazzy family events.

66

Nominees for NAA officers and directors to serve during 1980 -81 and 1980 -82.

People in the News Vlasho named at Hobart

Future Issues

62

Challenges for Controllers Today's volatile economic environment presents
financial officers and controllers with the gigantic task of holding down costs. The June
issue illustrates how some are coping, In July, stand by for a cross section view of one of
the hottest accounting sub - disciplines— auditing.

Cover:
Productivity in
action as
containerized
cargo is loaded
on a plane.
Photo, KLM
Royal Dutch
Airlines.
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About the Annual Conference
W e expec t to have s om e 2,000 NAA m em bers in New Orleans this
next m onth for the 1980 Annual Conferenc e, By far the Association's
most important m eeting, this Conference presents authoritative speakers from industry, public accounting, governm ent, and academia. The concurrent
ses s ions c over a w ide variety of topics of
concern to managem ent accountants. At
our c onference in New Orleans, for exam ple, we have subjects ranging from time
managem ent to using m ini /m icro com puters. These m eetings also provide an opportunity for offic ers and directors at the national, council and chapter levels to get
better ac quainted and to discuss Association matters.
It c onc erns m e that w e usually get less
than three perc ent o f the membership in
attendanc e at thes e annual c onferences . They are indeed the m ajor
showc ase for the As sociation —and a k ey part of the total educational
package offered to members.
Thes e conferences offer educ ational opportunities and many other
potential benefits for those who attend. Identifying w ith fellow professionals c an be very rew arding and contributive to a professional career. Regional conferenc es which generally draw professionals w orking within a limited area c annot offer the k ind of breadth provided by
our international conference.
I have s pok en w ith m any m em bers who have shared their enthusiasm for having attended their firs t international conference in Boston
this pas t year. They are all coming to New Orleans this year.
The upbeat s pirit that has bec om e a tradem ark of our Association
pervades all of the activities of our Annual Conference. I hope all of
our mem bers will consider the value and satisfaction of attendance at
our annual c onferences. The educational, fraternal and career benefits
can last a lifetim e. I look forward to s eeing you in New Orleans.
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Data Sheet
Robert F. Randall, Editor

Financial Analysts Federation announced winners of its 10th annual "Awards for Excellence
in Corporate Reporting." The 38 companies in
23 industries that were cited also shared these
strengths: informative sales and profit breakdowns on a consistent basis; accessiblitity;
knowledgeability and responsiveness of primary analyst contacts at companies; availability
of top management and operations people;
strong efforts to emulate corporate philosophies; and candidness of communications.

How Do We Deal with the Future?

IIA Modifies Certificate Criteria

There is a boom in strategic planning as more
companies install decision support systems designed to help top managers evaluate tradeoffs in manufacturing, distribution, and marketing problems. Reasons for the boom, according
to Business Week, are: government regulations, shortages of raw materials, the lure of big
savings, and the declining costs of computers.
In a review of the first major annual reports,
Corporate Annual Reports, Inc., found one out
of two companies to be preoccupied with longterm corporate strategies. "We have never
seen so many companies get so publicly
thoughtful about their long -term strategies. And
never before have so many companies addressed the issues head -on, right in the front of
the report, that may be constraints on their future performance," says Richard A. Lewis,
chairman of Corpcom Services, parent company of CAR. Strategies are now a lot more specific, he added, with companies laying out
financial goals and some of the marketing tactics that will get them where they want to be.
(See page 10).

The internal auditing work experience requirement for professional certification has been reduced from three to two years, the Institute of
Internal Auditors announced. The IIA also said
auditing experience in public accounting now
will be considered equivalent to internal auditing experience and that a maximum of one
year's credit toward work experience will be
given for an advanced academic degree.

Canada Chooses Current Cost
An exposure draft issued by the Canadian Institute of Chartered Accountants would require
companies to report the effects of changing
prices as supplementary information on the basis of current cost. Also, the proposal would
require a "net productive monetary items" adjustment to historical cost income to provide for
the effect of specific price changes during the
period, and the amount of the tax provision in
the current cost income statement must be the
same as the amount in the historical cost income statement.

Coopers & Lybrand, Software Team Up
Business /Accounting Briefs
Coopers & Lybrand and Software International
have joined forces to develop a general ledger
and accounts payable system for use in government. The team approach is designed to
provide state and local governments with financial software coupled with the accounting and
management consulting assistance to make it
work.... C &L also announced that its aggregate earnings in 1979 were $172 million, up
15.5% from the year before. Billings increased
to $711 million, an 18.4% gain over 1978.

Nonfinancial Commentaries Praised
Nonfinancial commentaries and well- organized
and readable reports got high scores when the
MANAGEMENT ACCOUNTING /MAY 1980

Duane R. Kullberg has been elected to a four year term as chief executive officer, and M.
Paul LeBlanc, Jr., was elected to serve as
chairman of the board at Arthur Andersen &
Cc.... President Carter has named Stephen J.
Friedman, a New York securities lawyer, to succeed Roberta Karmel as a member of the Securities & Exchange Commission.... Warren J.
Robertson, executive vice president— administration of Nabisco, Inc., has been elected chairman of the board of the Financial Executives
Institute, effective July 1, 1980.... A.A. Sommer, Jr,, former SEC commissioner and now
partner in Morgan, Lewis & Bockius, Washington, D.C. law firm, has been named a public
member of the AICPA board of directors.

In the field of one -write
accounting systems,
you needn't go searching
in haystacks.
Just look for a
good name.
And Shaw - Walker is the best. When
you're looking for a manual accounting
system backed by a tradition of dependability and service, you naturally think of
Shaw - Walker. And when a client needs
quality at a competitive price, it's nice to
know Shaw - Walker thought of you.
We created Stateline for just such an
occasion. It's the one -write answer
designed for economy.
Stateline has the same fast delivery
and prompt supply replacement
you'd expect from any Shaw - Walker
system. Fully adaptable to the
custom - design needs of your client.
And best of all, it's a Shaw - Walker.
So you don't have to search for the
one -write answer to your accounting
needs. Just ask for Stateline. You can't
miss us —we're right in front of the field.

SHAW WALKER
Yes, I'm ready to stop searching.
Please send more information about Stateline.

Name
Firm
Address
Clty / Statelbp

Mail to: Shaw - Walker
5 Division Street/ Muskegon, MI 49443

Management
Accounting
Practices

ed and a report was submitted to the Financial
Accounting Standards Board as input for the
Board's study on "Reporting Earnings." Fuller
coverage will appear next month in a special
article In MANAGEMENTACCOUNTING,Including instructions on how to obtain a copy of the research report.

CASB Approves Capitalization Change

Louis Bisgay, Editor

IRS Bans Lower -of- Cost -or- Market
The Internal Revenue Service has decided that
companies no longer may use the commonly used lower -of- cost -or- market method in valuing
inventories for income tax purposes. Inasmuch
as the new rules are effective for the first taxable year ending on or after December 25,
1979, they must be applied for calendar 1979,
and likely will mean a significant increase in the
tax bill for a good number of firms.
Sources of the discomfort to taxpayers are
Revenue Procedure 80 -5 and Revenue Ruling
80 -60, which were published last March. The
IRS actions stem from a 1979 decision by the
U.S. Supreme Court which supported the IRS in
a claim against Thor Power Tool Co. In that
decision, the Court ruled that although the
writedowns of inventory which Thor reflected
were consistent with generally accepted accounting practices, they could not be supported
because the inventory items in question had
not actually been offered for sale at the low
writedown prices.
The latest IRS rulings fall back on the Thor
case and require companies to recompute inventories and pay any added tax due. However,
payments can be spread over a maximum of
ten years. Because IRS rules specify that any
change of inventory method needs IRS approval, the releases state that companies have
blanket approval to make this change. Furthermore, the ruling makes clear that tax preparers
must make sure that returns conform to the
new law.

Fixed /Variable Research Is Complete
We reported last October that a quick turnaround research project sponsored by the MAP
Committee on fixed /variable expense analysis
was under way. That project has been completMANAGEMENT ACCOUNTING /MAY 1980

The Cost Accounting Standards Board has
amended Standard 404, ''Capitalization of Tangible Assets," to raise the minimum acquisition
cost criterion from $500 to $1,000 (MAP, March
'80). Underlying the change is a desire to permit contractors to adopt practices appropriate
in today's economy. The revised criterion will
be applied to expenditures during fiscal periods
beginning on or after December 20, 1980.
In another action, the CASB issued Interpretation No. 1 of its Standard 403, "Allocation of
Home Office Expenses to Segments." The interpretation deals with the allocation of state
and local income taxes and franchise taxes
based on income from a home office of an organization to its segments. According to the release, some contractors have been making
their allocations by methods that appear to be
in conflict with the Board's intent in CAS 403.
The interpretation provides clarification on the
issue and precedes a general review of several
standards including CAS 403.

FASB Issues Interpretation No. 31
The FASB has issued Interpretation No. 31,
"Treatment of Stock Compensation Plans in
EPS Computations." It constitutes an interpretation of Accounting Principles Board Opinion
No. 15, "Earnings Per Share," and a modification of FASB Interpretation No. 28, "Accounting for Stock Appreciation Rights and Other
Variable Stock Option or Award Plans." Under
present accounting standards, earnings per
share reflect the dilutive effect of outstanding
stock options, including stock appreciation
rights and other variable plan awards. EPS data
are computed as if the options were exercised
at the beginning of the period and as if the
funds obtained were used to buy common
stock.
Interpretation No. 31 states that funds received by a company from the assumed exercise of stock options by an employee consist of
cash to be paid upon exercise, the amount of
compensation to be charged to future expense
by the company, and the amount of any "windContinued on page 65

Ever get the feeling
when your work
is behind,
you're alone?

Letters
TO THE EDITOR
Informative and Helpful
As a first -year member of the Wheeling,
West Virginia Chapter of NAA, I
would like to comment on "How to Finance a Small Business" by William
Wucinich (Nov. 1979). As a banker and
consumer loan officer, I found the article informative and helpful in the area
of commercial lending. It gave an outline on what information would be
needed to make a sound credit evaluation on an individual, company or
corporation to determine their creditworthiness. We have used the Loan
Package Outline as a guide for the lending staff to use in future commercial
lending.
I find MANAGEMENT ACCOUNTING
an informative magazine and helpful in
our end of the financial management
spectrum.
Stephen E. Olinski
The Peoples Savings Bank Co.
Martins Ferry, Ohio.

An Excellent Aid

a

We'll help you catch up
on your accounting,
bookkeeping and edp.

This is in response to the article, "A
Management
Accounting
Reading
Guide for Students," in the January
1980 issue. I think this is an excellent
aid for classroom college teachers and
would recommend it as a suggested format for future articles.
D. R. Zook
Associate professor
of Accounting
Messiah College
Grantham, Pa.

Part of the Ro

the specialized temporary service
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Author's Correction
I erred in not acknowledging the contributions of Judy Jankowski, Brian
Kramschuster, David Lichterman and
Susan Wick to my article titled "The
High Price of Beef: How One Company
Accounts for It," which was published
in the August 1979 issue of MANAGEMENT ACCOUNTING.
Kailas Rao
MANAGEMENT ACCOUNTING /MAY 1980

"FORTEX
Fixed Asset System...
we tr ►uGhtit,
we in: stalled it;
itworked immediately,
and beautifully, "
Poe

BE OUR GUEST

Wendell E. Carlson
Director- In,formation Systems
Olympia Brewing Company
Olympia, Washington

Mr. Carlson sums up the sentiments
of most of our customers after they
install a FORTEX Fixed Asset System. This software program, called
PIM S (Pro perty Informati on and
Management System) is an operationally proven product; concise and
fully documented. It is an extremely
versatile program, kept current with
any ch anges in legisl ati on or acco u n t i n g p r o c e d u r e s t h r o u g h
our standard maintenance agreement. As Mr. Carlson
said, "It's so easy to implement. It's by far the easiest, most
s t rai g h t fo r ward s o ft ware p a ck age I've ever b een
involved in."
With every software package, we supply expert technical support personnel, who have program experience
and functional know -how. They are expert in not only
system capability, but in documentation as well.
Whether you require a software package for fixed
assets, credit, or accounts receivable, Fortex has a proven
system for you. Our systems are running now in many top
corporations; systems that are batch or on -line, systems
that are providing requested functional data in a format
and time frame desired.
We believe a system should give you the information

Fixed AssetSeminar
September 19,1980— Culver City, CA
For Additional Information
Call (312) 454 -1650

you want, in the form you find most
useful, at the time you need it. And

that's why we designed our systems
with true modularity and maintainability. They are adaptable to your
functional requirements.
So, when your priorities dictate a
new software package, call Fortex.
We can provide you with a proven
modular package that features ease
of use, technical support, quick response, cost savings, DP efficiency and maximum maintainability. Fortex Data Corporation, 10 S. Riverside Plaza,
Chicago, IL 60606. Telephone: 312/454 -1650.
i550C� � T� ON

�
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Fortex -we're the dedicated software people.

h
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FORTEX

Strategic Planning:
the Cutting Edge
of Management Accounting
Inflation and FAS No. 33 eventually will have a pervasive effect on
strategic planning and the practice of management accounting.

Allen H. Seed, III, is a
senior consultant with
Arthur D. Little, Inc. He
is a past NAA vice
president and a past
president of the
Minneapolis Chapter.
This article was
submitted through the
Massachusetts North
Shore Chapter.
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Top managements of professionally- managed corporations are increasingly turning toward strategic planning to chart the future course of their
business. While the origins of strategic planning
stem from the "long -range planning" methodologies of the late '50s and early '60s, 1980's brand of
planning is quite different from what was practiced even a decade ago. The concepts of "strategic business units" (SBUs), "alternative futures,"
"strategic evaluation," the "experience curve,"
"program development," and "tracking" have superseded the objective setting and number crunching that used to be the heart of the long -range
planning process.
Several sources have provided impetus to the
development of strategic planning. In the late
'60s, for example, General Electric structured its
business on a strategic basis and introduced the
concept of the strategic business unit; in the '70s it
developed the sector concept for the management
of similar business units. Texas Instruments pioneered the linkage between strategic planning and
the quantitative discipline of program management. Management consulting firms, most notably
Arthur D. Little, Inc., Boston Consulting Group,
and McKinsey & Company also have contributed
to the state of the art. Arthur D. Little developed
"Strategy Center Profile," techniques for integrat0025- 1690/80/6111- 3033/$01.00/0

ing business planning with corporate planning,
and the "alternate futures" concepts. Boston Consulting Group developed the experience curve, the
concept of correlating relative market share with
production costs, and the growth -share matrix.
McKinsey & Co. developed the "stop light" matrix with General Electric. In addition, the Strategic Planning Institute provided an expected business performance data base —Profit Impact of
Marketing Strategy (PIMS) —for businesses with
different characteristics. The strategic planning
practices of each of these firms, their many offshoots and others have exploded in the past five
years, and strategic planning systems are being installed in a wide range of corporate environments.
In fact, it can be assumed that most large corporations employ some form of strategic planning today.
Strategic planning takes on different forms in
different situations. Despite the assertions of some
practitioners, there is no "accepted form" of strategic planning. It is an art and an iterative process, and like all arts, each artist offers his own
point of view, insights, and style. Moreover, it is
an evolving art that often leads the capabilities of
existing data bases and quantitative techniques.
This evolution provides important implications
to management accounting. While these new perspectives may have made the business planning
process more meaningful, in the final analysis all
Copyright
c

By Allen H. Seed, III
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business actions must be quantified — albeit, in a
different environment. This is where management
accounting comes in.
Management accountants, for instance, are asking: "How do we evaluate strategies and their associated capital investment projects ?" "Ho w do
we link the strategic planning system with our traditional operating planning systems ?," and "How
do we track and monitor these strategic plans ?"
Let's review the perceived current state- of -theart of strategic planning and its management accounting implications. While I do attempt to address the critical issues, it is evident that we are a
long way from solving the conceptual and technical problems that are involved. Much work needs
to be done, and in a sense this is, indeed, the "cutting edge" of management accounting.
Characteristics of Strategic Planning
Most strategic planning systems have certain
characteristics in common. The broad process follows a sequence of four steps. The first step is an
educational and fact - gathering exercise. Key questions are:
1. What business are we in? (It is surprising how
difficult it can be to find the answer to this
question)
2. What are the dynamics and key characteristics
of our market and industry?
3. What is our competitive position and what is
the basis of competition?
4. What are our strengths and weaknesses?
5. How does our management system work?
6. 'What has our performance, and our industry's
performance, been?
7. What risks are involved?
The second step is an evaluation phase. Facts
for each strategic business unit are analyzed, issues are identified, alternative strategies are hypothesized, funds requirements are measured,
risks are analyzed, tentative strategies are selected, innovation is applied, and action plans are developed.
The third step is the review, approval and integration process. Strategic plans are reviewed by
higher levels of management; resources are allocated among business units; business unit plans
are integrated into corporate plans; and corporate
strategic plans are linked with operating plans,
capital expenditure budgets, profit plans, and human resources plans.
The fourth step is to track and monitor the results ofthe plan. Because these steps span the entire planning and control spectrum, "strategic
planning" may more properly be called "strategic
management."
Unlike the long -range planning systems ofyesteryear, the focus ofstrategic planning is on develMANAGEMENT ACCOUNTING /MAY 1980

oping strategies and programs that are realistically achievable in the marketplace. This contrasts
with spelling out actions in the context ofan ever improving financial forecast aimed at achieving a
predetermined financial performance objective.
Put another way, today's strategic planning is
"strategy driven" rather than "objective driven."
Projected financial results are the consequence of
a selected strategy rather than targeted objectives.
Requirements of Management Accounting
Most strategic planning is performed outside of
the management accounting organization, and
properly so. However, in my opinion, too much
strategic planning is undertaken without even the
participation ofmanagement accounting, or without any linkage to the operating planning and
control systems that are already in place. This is a
serious deficiency when it is the case.
While this deficiency may be caused partially by
the planners and management accountants themselves, the primary reason for this gap may be that
strategic planning is a new art, and management
accounting has not had a chance to provide the
tools to provide for strategic planning's quantitative requirements.
There are four types of management accounting
requirements that correspond to the characteristics of strategic planning previously discussed:

Too much
strategic
planning is
undertaken
without the
participation of
management
accounting.

1. Fact Finding. Providing the financial data that
are required for strategic planning.
2. Evaluation. Information needs for cost/benefit
and risk analyses.
3. Linkage. Interfacing strategic planning by strategic business unit with corporate plans and
budgets.
4. Tracking. Accumulating actual results and reporting them against the plan.

FACT FINDING
The performance grid in Arthur D. Little,
Inc.'s Strategy Center Profile form for manufacturing companies includes indices and ratios by
strategic business unit by year (see Table 1).
This information is normally gathered as part
of the fact - finding phase. Note that these ratios
are shown by strategic business unit. This is not
difficult, of course, if business units conform with
divisions because sales, cost, expense, profitability
and asset information is usually available by division. However, recasting and estimating is required if business units are determined to be different than a division.
Unfortunately, many divisions contain more
than one business unit, and some business units
are involved in more than one division. For example, in some companies one division manufactures
a product, another converts it, and another sells it.
Yet all divisions may be one strategic business
».

Table 1
SBU INDICES AND RATIOS
Indices (base year = 100)
• Industry throughput (units)
• Business unit's product
throughput (units)
• Business unit's sales (dollars)
• Profit after taxes
• Net assets
Investment (per $ sales)
• Receivables
• Inventories
• Net current liabilities
• Working capital
• Property, plant and equipment,
and other assets
• Total net assets

Cost & earnings (per $ sales)
• Cost of goods sold
• Research and development
• Sales and marketing
• General administration
• Other income and expense
• Profit before taxes
• Profit after taxes
• Return on net assets
Funds generation & deploym ent
• Operating cash flow (per $ sales)
• Change in assets (per $ sales)
• Net cash f low to co rporation
(per $ sales)
• % internal deployment (change
in assets: operating f unds flow)

scores the need for reliable analyses. Product line
measurements should therefore be adequate,
transfer price systems should be realistic, and
joint cost allocation procedures should be reasonable. This applies to service industries and utilities
as well. American Telephone and Telegraph Co.,
for example, has invested many millions of dollars
in developing a sophisticated, computer -based
"functional accounting" system for measuring the
revenues, costs, and investments of the services
that they provide and the business that they are
in. While rate- making and regulatory considerations probably provided the initial impetus for the
development of functional accounting, the concept also has strategic planning implications.
Inflation, and the Financial Accounting Standards Board's recent Statement No. 33 eventually
will have a pervasive effect on strategic planning
and the practice of management accounting. Beginning with the 1979 annual reports, corporations with inventories and property, plant and
equipment in excess of $125 million, or assets in
excess of one billion dollars, are required to provide certain constant dollar (price -level adjusted)
earnings data as comparative supplementary information to show the effects of changing prices.
Beginning in 1980, these companies will also provide current cost data on a comparative, supplemental basis. Thus, for the first time, users and
preparers of published financial statements will be
receiving profitability and other data on a historical, constant dollar, and current cost basis.
While these data will initially be used by security analysts, rating agencies, creditors and investors, it surely will not be long before managements
will start asking for these data by business unit.
Indeed, some companies are already beginning
this process in order to comply with FAS No. 33.
Inflation has an important impact on the financial ratios of many businesses. Thus, fact gathering for strategic planning should separate operating data from the impact of changing prices. Even
though recent research,' and the practices of our
clients, indicates that not many companies are using constant dollar or current cost information for
internal purposes, and many oppose any departures from historical accounting concepts, this
new standard will most likely change the picture if
inflation continues at double -digit rates. After a
period of education, constant dollar and current
cost accounting will no longer be mysterious concepts relegated to the academic and theoretic debate. Like it or not, strategic planners and management accountants, and their managements,
will all have to "get with it." Constant dollar and
current cost, and their associated numbers, are
here to stay as long as inflation remains with us.

unit. In other companies some divisions manufacture and sell several product lines to different
groups of customers. Each product line may be a
different strategic business unit.
A natural business unit is composed of either a
product or product lines with identifiable independence from other products or product lines in
terms of competition, prices, substitutability of
product, style /quality, and impact of product
withdrawal. It is generally a "self- contained"
business entity with one or more business strategies.
The significant point is that top managements
and planners should identify the strategic business
units (SBUs) in their company which might be
quite different than their organizational units.
Management accountants in companies with more
than one SBU should think in terms of coding
transactions so that investment, sales, cost, earnings, and funds information can be accumulated
by SBU as well as by organizational unit. The
need for product line profitability analysis often
takes on new meaning in this context.
Another significant characteristic of the fact
finding required for strategic planning is the emphasis on funds flow. This implies that, if they
have not already done so, management accountants should be thinking in terms of measuring
funds flow by SBU as well as on a corporate basis.
External investors are increasingly looking for disposable income as a primary measure of corporate
performance, and many top managements are
looking to funds flow as a primary measure of
business unit performance. This does not mean
that return on net assets is not important. It does,
however, mean that net cash flows and the percent
of internal deployment will become an increasingly important measurement in the strategic manEVALUATION
agement process.
The key management accounting issues associStrategic business unit measurement under12
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ated with the evaluation phase of strategic planning are:
• The determination of the cost of capital, discount rates, and capital investment hurdle
rates.
• The projection of future operations and funds
flow.
• The quantification of risk.
Each of these issues has been the subject of considerable debate, research, experimentation and
conceptual evolution. There is no generally accepted "best way" ofdetermining the cost of capital, establishing discount or hurdle rates, projecting future funds flow, or conducting cost - benefit
analyses. All ofthese issues must be resolved on a
case -by -case basis. Here, too, recent inflation and
related currency exchange fluctuations have provided a "wild card" that has complicated the application of traditional measurements, discount
rates, and forecasting techniques.
More particularly, methodologies for determining the cost of capital, discount rates, and capital
investment hurdle rates vary. Some of the questions that strategic planners and management accountants must address are:
1. What measurements should be used for determining economic attractiveness of strategic
programs — internal rate of return, net present
value, or years payback?
2. Should a single cost of capital, discount rate, or
hurdle rate be calculated for the entire business, or should separate rates be used for each
business?
3. How should the cost of debt and equity be
computed? Should marginal costs or average
costs be used? Should the cost of equity be
based on industry cost, the market price ofthe
company or an estimation offuture cash flows?
4. What mix of debt and equity should be assumed at the business unit level —the current
mix for the corporation as a whole, or a normative mix for the industry?
5. How should the cost ofcapital be computed for
foreign investment, particularly when political
risks, currency rate fluctuations and fund
blockages are involved?
Techniques for performing cost - benefit analysis
of alternative strategies also vary. They range
from a "rough cut" ranking of alternative strategies on return -risk matrix as shown below to the
quantification of strategic programs and the application of sensitivity and risk analysis techniques.
To illustrate, six alternative strategies for developing the hydraulic cylinder business of an industrial equipment manufacturer were ranked by the
management team as shown in Figure 1.
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In this case, Alternatives 3, 4, 5, and 6 were
discarded as being unattractive, and Alternatives
1 and 2 were selected for additional quantitative
analysis.
Quantitative analysis requires a definition of
specific strategic programs with projectable cash
flows. At this point the language of strategy
formulation must be translated to specific estimations of investment outflows, and operating inflows and outflows. Whether this work is performed with the aid of a computer or calculator, it
is basically an exercise in financial analysis that
Figure 1
RANKING SIX ALTERNATIVES
Low
Alt 1
Alt 6

Risk

A ltt 3
Al 4

Alt 2

How do we
evaluate
strategies and
their associated
capital
investment
projects?

Alt 5
High

Low

I

0

High

Return

0.1

should be dependent on the assumptions of the
strategic planner and the analysis of the management accountant.
Ten years ago, these financial projections could
adequately be prepared in constant dollars, at
fixed foreign exchange rates, on perhaps a high,
low and most probable case basis. Today such
projections must logically include inflation rate
assumptions by cash flow element, exchange rate
assumptions, accounting concept assumptions
(e.g., LIFO vs FIFO inventory valuation), as well
as the business and economic risk variables that
have been traditionally associated with financial
forecasts.
Techniques for quantifying business risk are
also gaining acceptance. Computers have reduced
the "grunt work" of preparing sensitivity analyses
or financial projections that contain alternative assumptions as to cash inflows and outflows. Computers have also simplified the calculation of the
internal rate of return and the net present value of
future cash flows.
Risk analyses techniques also are being more
widely applied on major projects. This involves
assigning a probability to the range of variables
contained in each element of funds flow. Techniques also are being developed for quantifying
political and economic risk. All of these techniques can help management accountants cope
with the increasing complexity of the evaluation
of strategic plans.
LINKAGE
Three characteristics of the strategic planning
process make it difficult
ffi
to link strategic plans,
corporate plans, operating plans, and budgets:
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Figure 2
LINKING STRATEGIC PLANNING WITH
OPERATIONS PLANNING
Evaluate
alternative
strategies

S trate g y
A

S tr ate g y
g

S tra te g y
C

Select
strategy

Inflation and
FAS No. 33
eventually will
ha ve a
pervasive effect
on strategic
planning and
management
accounting.

Define
programs
(projects)

Authorize
capital
expenditure

P ro g ram
1
ip ro je c ts )

P ro g ram
2
(p ro jec ts )

A ut ho ri za ti o n
fo r
e xp e nd iture

A ut ho ri za ti o n
fo r
e xp e nd it ure

P ro f it p lan

Link to
operating
plans and
budget
Hum a n re s o ur c e s p lan

C ap it al e xp e n d itur e b u d g e t

1. Strategic plans by SBU compete for limited
corporate resources. These resources must ordinarily be allocated between SBUs.
2. Strategic plans are structured differently from
operating plans and budgets. SBUs do not always conform to operating divisions, subsidiaries, and other accounting entities.
3. Strategic plans are often prepared independently from operating plans.
"Long- range" plans were traditionally prepared
in a "planning cycle" so that the first year of the
long -range plan became the basis of the budget for
the following year.
More recently, however, the strategic planning
art has advanced to where strategic plans are prepared when they are needed as opposed to a more
structured operating planning and budgeting cycle. Strategic plans may be revised annually or
they may not be updated for several years. On the
other hand, they may be revised more often than
once a year. The concept that is applied here is
that the need to formulate and revise strategies
14

should depend on market, technical, and economic changes, and the nature of the strategy that is
being employed, rather than on a predetermined
calendar. While this concept may make sense
from a strategic planning standpoint, it complicates the linkage problem.
At this point some companies have given up
trying to link strategic plans with operating plans
and budgets. Strategic planning suffers when these
plans become stand -alone documents. The operating planning and control system suffers when not
linked to the strategic management process.
Other companies are solving this problem by
viewing the entire span of strategic management
and operating management as a single planning
and control continum. For example, a program
such as building a plant in Egypt is evaluated and
approved as part of the strategic planning process.
This program has fixed capital investment, working capital investment, cost and expense, revenue,
profitability, and human resource implications
that will affect subsequent capital expenditure
budgets, profit plans and human resource plans.
MANAGEMENT ACCOUNTING /MAY 1980

These subsequent plans are therefore linked to the
strategy of expanding the existing business in selected third -world countries and the strategic program of building a new plant in Egypt.
For purposes of expenditure control, programs
are sometimes divided into projects which correspond with specific capital expenditure authorizations or budget line items.
The mechanics for this linkage are first, the
identification of a specific program (projects) for
the strategy (e.g., building the plant); second, the
quantification of the associated cash flows by time
period, and third, the authorization of the elements of the program (projects) in advance of the
preparation ofthe capital expenditure budget and
profit plan. (See Figure 2.)
TRACKING
Many planning systems have been criticized because they do not provide a means for determining how successfully the plan is executed. As a
result, planning tends to become a periodic "exercise" rather than a component ofan ongoing strategic management process.
Some of the principles of tracking strategic
plans parallel those of operating management reporting. For example, in both cases, reports

should be organized on a hierarchical basis and
focused on the key results the manager can do
something about, formats should be well - designed
and easy to read, and results should be projected
for the future and compared with plan.
In other areas, strategic plan tracking requirements are different than those ofoperating reporting. For example, in reporting systems:
1. A quarterly reporting cycle may be more appropriate than a monthly reporting cycle because strategic actions usually extend over a
long period of time and are less sensitive to
short -term adjustments. However, "strategic
management" requires the constant monitoring
and evaluation of strategies.
2. Quantitative benchmarks are as important as
financial benchmarks. These benchmarks include product development milestones as well
as physical milestones such as offices opened,
salesmen hired, and plant construction.
3. External market and competitive factors must
be as closely monitored as internal results. This
often requires developing a new data base of
external information.
4. Cash flows should be emphasized rather than
operating earnings because strategic planning is

'Stra tegic
Management'
requires the
constant
monitoring and
evaluation of
strategies.

Figure 3
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Figure 4
STRATEGIC RESULTS — SUMMARY
PERIOD ENDED
PROGRAM NUMBER

STRATEGIC BUSINESS UNIT
STRATEGY: Redesigned Product for New Market

THI S QUA RTER

DATE

I

ACTUAL

PLAN

Product development:
Product specification
Product redesign
Preproductio n prototype
Production model
Product testing
Production tooling
Plant construction:
Complete design
Begin construction
Complete co nstruction
Machinery installation
Productio n startup
Marketing:
Establish sales offices
Hire salesmen
Train salesmen
Set up dealers

ACTUAL

I

PL AN

Market share:
Total market units
SBU units
% market share
Pricing:
Average selling price
Consumer price index
Price level adj. price
Cost of sales 1% sales):
Materials
Labor
Energy
Distribution
Other cost of sales
Total cost of sales
Productivity:
Labor hours per unit
Headcount (current)
Hourly
Salaried
Sales
Executive
Total

COMMENTS

oriented to the internal rate of return and the
present value of future cash flows.
Estimations of results (rather than "booked"
results) are widely used for reporting purposes.
While research and development, marketing,
and capital expenditure transactions can be
easily coded, recorded, and reported by program (or project), it is often impractical to keep
track of working capital changes, revenues,
costs, and expenses by program in the books.
In view of these differences, a reporting system
must be especially tailored to provide for strategic
management needs. The two examples that follow
are intended to illustrate the kind of information
that might be included in such reports.
Figure 3 summarizes the financial results of the
strategic business unit. The effect of price changes
on inventories is separated from operating costs
and expenses. Return on net assets, net cash flow
to corporation, and percent internal deployment
are shown. Actual and planned results are shown
for the quarter, year -to -date, and are projected for
the year or planning period.
Figure 4 summarizes certain actual and
planned product development, plant construction,
16

KEY INDICATORS

m

MILESTONES

and marketing milestone dates. Key market share,
pricing, cost of sales (% sales), productivity, and
head count indicators are also shown. Actual information shown for each strategy should, of
course, depend on the milestones and key indicators that are relevant to that strategy.
A Cutting Edge Opportunity
Strategic planning is becoming increasingly important in most progressive businesses as managements strive to manage diversity and cope with an
ever - changing and more complex technological,
market, and economic environment. Double -digit
inflation, currency exchange fluctuations, and the
implications of FAS No. 33 have provided new
"wild cards" that tend to complicate this process.
There are significant management accounting
requirements in the fact - finding, evaluation, linkage, and tracking phases of strategic planning.
The art of strategic planning is rapidly evolving,
but many issues need to be resolved. Thus, strategic planning offers a cutting -edge opportunity to
the management accounting profession in the
1980s.
❑
Allen H. Seed, 111. Inflation: /is Impact on Financial Reporlinp and Decision .MA.
ing. Flnaltcial Execulivo B acarch Foundation, New York, 1476.
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Computerize your distribution
operations in 60 days
for just $800 a month
Order Entry, Invoicing, Automatic Back Order, Inventory Control,
Accounts Receivable, Sales Analysis, Purchase Order Preparation
If your business is at a point where
you need to computerize now to stay
competitive and profitable but today's
economy makes you reluctant to
invest in your own computer, we have
an answer. Keydata's System 800
computer service, one of the most
sophisticated on -line distribution
management systems available
anywhere. For just $800 a month,
System 800 gives you the computer power you need to perform your business processing,
without locking you in to a longterm commitment. Through a
terminal in your office, you'll converse directly with Keydata's
computers via our nationwide communications network. Andy you'll use
the proven application programs we've
developed over 14 years of providing
distribution - oriented business processing to hundreds of companies
of all sizes.
System 800 delivers results: more
effective inventory utilization, improved
cash flow, better customer service,
immediate access to management
information, and improved return on
investment. It provides complete audit
trails for both input transactions and
accounting systems, offers flexible
pricing and discounting methods, and
lets multilocation users gather procedure and control totals daily on a cen-

$800 per month gives you this
complete data processing package
• A fully supported data processing
service with unlimited processing
power and computer storage.
• On -line processing to perform these
distribution - related applications:
order entry, invoicing, automatic

back order, inventory control,
accounts receivable, sales analysis,
and purchase order preparation.
• The inventory, sales analysis,
purchasing, and accounting reports
you need for sound management.
• A typewriter -like terminal installed in
your office, plus terminal maintenance.

• Use of Keydata's nationwide communications network.
• The ability to get immediate answers on the current status of customer, inventory, purchasing, and
order records.
• The freedom to "manage by exception" because the computer automatically notifies you of conditions
requiring management attention.
• A staff of computer professionals to
run the computers and give you the
total support you need.
A system for today —and tomorrow
System 800 can grow right along with
your business without reprogramming. Or even interrupting your daily
processing. You can start with one
terminal and, as you need them, add
up to six more at $800 each in various
locations around the country.
To find out more about the $800
answer to your data processing needs,
mail the coupon today or call us at
(617) 237 -6930.

ke4daTa
20 William Street
Wellesley, Massachusetts 02181
Sales offices in principal cities

tr a l h ac k n n ai n e t W hi n h F r) K A m nn r ti n n

_

TO: Keydata Corporation, 20 William Street
Wellesley, Massachusetts 02181
Please send literature on your System 800
computer service.
17 Have your sales rep call me.
Please send me a copy ofPoints to
Consider before Selecting a Computer,
a white paper on the pros and cons of
owning a minicomputer.
Name
Position
Company
Street
City
State __
Zip
__
Telephone
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forecasting ability of corporations?
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The SEC has taken positive steps to encourage the
reporting of financial forecasts by publicly- traded
companies. While they are not a requirement at
this time, forecasts disclosing key assumptions
and comparing actual results to previous forecasts
are encouraged. It is clear that the Commission's
position is to attempt to encourage management
to provide forecasts to the public on a timely and
uniform basis, allowing all interested parties equal
access to such forward looking data. While not
requiring forecasts, the SEC probably will use any
forthcoming experience with financial forecasts as
a basis for reviewing the effectiveness of its current policy.
Because of the controversy that resulted from
the SEC guidelines, the Commission established a
safe harbor for financial forecasts. The rules limit
a company's liability in case a forecast made in
good faith and prepared on a reasonable basis is
not achieved. The final SEC rules also state that
the burden of proof for misleading forecasts is on
the plaintiff rather than the defendant. The safe
harbor also covers forecasts concerning capital expenditures and financing, dividends, capital structure, and statements of managements plans and
objectives for future operations and economic performance. These items, in addition to revenues,
0025- 1690/80/6111- 2978/$01.00/0

income, and earnings per share, were granted safe
harbor from the liability provisions of the federal
securities laws for both the issuer and the third
party reviewer. While the statement of any key
underlying assumptions is encouraged, the statement of assumptions are not necessary to be
granted safe harbor.
Perhaps the most demanding aspect of the final
SEC rules is that which requires management to
revise its forecasts to reflect new material facts,
both favorable and unfavorable, which might
cause the prior forecast to be misleading to users
who might have relied on prior foward - looking
data. Overall, the disclosure and safe harbor rules
are as liberal as any which have been considered
by the SEC. The current position seems to reflect
the SEC's desire to encourage registrants to include forecasts as much as possible, short of requiring registrants to forecast.
In 1979 the AICPA developed a proposed
guide, titled "Review of a Financial Forecast."
The forecast must be prepared in accordance with
the guide for a report on the forecast to be issued
by a CPA. The guide includes most ofthe content
of Management Advisory Services Guideline Series No. 3 regarding the preparation ofa financial
forecast and Statement of Position (SOP) No. 75-4
regarding the presentation and disclosure of financial forecasts. In addition, the guide discusses how
Copyright ©1980 by the National Association of Accountants

to review the financial forecasts of management
and the report forms to be issued in various circumstances. One of the major inconsistencies between the AICPA and the SEC concerned the
amount of information included in the projection.
The SEC, in setting its safe harbor rules, seemed
reluctant to expand the data covered by the safe
harbor as mentioned earlier.
On the other hand, the AICPA encouraged full
financial statement forecasts, including balance
sheet, income statement, and changes in financial
position statement, and would consider anything
less than the seven items in SOP 75 -4 as inadequate disclosure which the CPA could not issue a
report on. The seven items include such things as
gross profit, provision for income taxes, disposal
of a segment and extraordinary or unusual items,
both primary and fully diluted earnings per share,
and any significant anticipated changes in financial position which are not mentioned by the
SEC's safe harbor rules. This seems to suggest
that compliance with the AICPA exposes management to liability concerning data not covered
by the safe harbor provisions.
It would be ideal if complete financial forecasts
of management were available to evaluate in the
context of existing SEC and proposed AICPA
guidelines. Unfortunately, very little forecast data
is available for public inspection. The one element
which has been forecasted by companies with
some frequency has been earnings per share. Let's
look at some of the forecast experience as covered
in several recent studies with a view of evaluating
the implications of this issue in the future.

A number of research studies have examined
actual management earnings forecasts (one element of forecast data) to determine their accuracy. Most forecast studies have been based on management earnings per share forecasts voluntarily
published in The Wall Street Journal, where management will sometimes provide an annual earnings forecast in conjunction with a first quarter
earnings report or dividend announcement.
Two such studies by Imhoff and McDonald
measured the accuracy of management forecasts.'
Both of these studies evaluated only point estimate forecasts, for example, $3.25 per share,
which were taken from The Wall Street Journal.
Open -ended estimates, such as "at least $3.00 per
share," and range estimates such as "between
$3.00 and $3.75 per share" were not used in these
two studies. While some controversy exists as to
the value of point estimates versus range estimates,' the measurement of forecast errors for
point estimates can be made without assuming
anything about the probability distribution
around the estimate. On the other hand, for range
estimates, in order to measure the forecast error it
is necessary to assume that the earnings estimates
within the stated range are distributed symmetrically, and that the midpoint is the expected overall value. There is no way to test the assumption
that estimates within the range of, say, $3.00 to
$3.75 are symmetrically distributed. As a result,
measurement of forecast errors using range estimates are not capable of measuring the unexpected element of earnings. While some studies have
used range estimates and some authors have argued that they contain more information, their
Management Forecast Accuracy
use in measuring forecast error is questionable.
In order for forecasts to be useful to users they
The management forecasts for both studies were
must reduce uncertainty about future earnings. taken from the January 1 to April 30 issues of The
More accurate management forecasts are, there- Wall Street Journal for the years 1966 -1970
fore, considered to be more useful to external fi- (McDonald) and 1971 -1974 (Imhof}). The total of
nancial statement users than less accurate fore- 318 forecasts, excluding several outliers with very
casts. When the SEC first became involved in large errors, are summarized in Table 11.
management forecasts, it considered the size of
Two points should be made concerning this evithe forecast error as a key element of the forecast dence on management forecast accuracy. First,
disclosure policy proposal. The early guidelines most of the annual average forecast errors across
for forecasting (Release No. 5581) suggested that all firms are less than ± 10 %, with some tendena f 10% error in the forecast would be reason- cy toward overestimated earnings. These data
able, with errors greater than 10% being consid- seem to suggest that the 10% guidelines originally
ered material deviations from planned results. proposed by the SEC might be a realistic hurdle.
These error measures are relative measures. For However, it should also be pointed out that these
purposes of this article, forecast error will be de- annual average forecast errors are biased downfined as:
ward when computed by using the sign (+ or —)
of
the forecast error. A + 25% error and a — 25%
Actual
Earnings
error
result in a zero average error. The bias of
Earnings — Expected
this
procedure
becomes clearer when you comExpected
pute the average absolute error for comparison. In
Earnings
the above case, a + 2 5 % and a —25% error
unless otherwise stated. This permits all positive would yield an average absolute error of 25 %.
errors to be defined as underestimated earnings, While the average absolute errors were not proand negative errors as overestimated earnings.
vided by the first study, the Imhoff study reported
MANAGEMENT ACCOUNTING /MAY 1980

Forecast
pressures could
cause some
companies to
manipulate
earnings,
thereby
distorting
earnings in the
short -run.
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both error measures for a subset of 95 firms as
shown in Table 2•.
In the case of absolute errors, the 10% limit
seems more unreasonable. Based on the Table 2
data, companies issuing forecasts are in error by
more than 10% on the average. In evaluating an
individual forecast, it seems clear that the sign of
the error might be important, with overestimates
suggesting bad news and underestimates suggesting good news since the time the forecast was issued. However, in aggregating forecasts it is not
clear that one measure is superior to the other,
only that they are different.
Table 1
MANAGEMENT FORECAST ERRORS
Year of
forecast

Number of
forecasts

Average
forecast error

Std. deviation
of errors

1966
1967
1968
1969
1970
McDonald subtotal

43
30
40
42
34
189

.7%
-9.4%
-8.8%
-10.2%
-14.8%
-10.2%

14.00%
18.5096
19.30%
14.60%
41.5096
22. 2%

1971
1972
1973
1974

28
28
38
35

-5.04%
+11.63%
+2.25%
-3.66%

16.9896
30.37%
20.30%
31.73%

-1.07%

25.53%

Imhoff subtotal

129

There is a key point which needs to be made at
this stage. The evidence on average forecast errors
would seem to be useful to policy makers in addressing the question: "Can management forecast
accurately?" However, the analysis in Table 2
demonstrated that the way in which guidelines are
stated may have a significant impact on the number of firms which can meet a forecast error standard.
A second point to be made regarding forecast
accuracy is that, even with real error measures (+
and —) as the basis for a guideline, the average
values are still misleading. For example, an average overall forecast error of —1% combined with
a standard deviation of 25% (as is the case for
1971 -1974) could result in the majority of firms
exceeding a f 10% error limit. Figure I shows
the distribution of errors based on the data above
assuming the errors approximate a normal distribution. The data from the study by Imhoff did
approximate a normal distribution, with skewness
and kurtosis being very small. The kurtosis from
the distribution of forecast errors suggests a flatter, lower peaked distribution, with more observations than normal in the tails of the distribution.
Less than 40% of the forecasts fall within t
10 %. As a result, more than one half of the companies which have voluntarily issued earnings projections would have exceeded the t 10% limit
previously suggested as being reasonable by the
20

SEC. It would seem, based on the existing evidence from firms which have voluntarily issued
earnings forecasts, that management forecasts are
frequently in error by 10% or more, and that a
10% materiality criterion might be unreasonable.
However, there is no way of knowing whether
earnings errors are representative of other forecast
errors.
The new SEC rules are intended to encourage
companies to forecast financial information. It
will be interesting to see if the number of firms
forecasting or the amount of financial data being
forecasted actually increase from past levels of
disclosure. It should be noted that the group of
companies which have willingly provided forecasts of certain data in the past might not be representative of all companies in terms of their ability to forecast or the usefulness of the forecasted
information. Also, the group of firms which forecast as a result of the recent SEC rule changes will
not necessarily be representative of all companies.
If the SEC is planning to use its experience with
voluntary forecasts produced under its current
policy as a basis for evaluating a mandatory forecast policy, it should do so with caution. It might
be argued that companies which have and will
provide forecast information on a voluntary basis
might be companies whose managers are more
confident of their ability to forecast than their
counterparts in nonforecasting companies.
Controversial Issues and Analysis
It is difficult to consider one isolated attribute
of forecasting, such as errors, as a basis for evaluating their usefulness to owners and investors. It is
entirely possible that an eight -month forecast
within 10% of actual annual earnings for Company X would be useful to one investor but not another because of their different materiality functions. Also, a 10% forecast error for a firm in the
steel industry may be much more tolerable than a
10% forecast error for a firm in the cosmetics industry because of the inherently different risk levels associated with those industries. Further, for
those investors and creditors with a preference for
risk aversion, a 10% underestimated earnings
forecast may be more tolerable than, say, a 5%
overestimated earnings figure. And finally, it is
most likely that an annual earnings forecast within 10% of actual, issued 10 months in advance of
year -end would be more useful than the same
forecast issued eight months in advance of yearend.
The forecasts themselves and the various aspects of their formulation and issuance are complex enough to present a number of potential
problems which have not yet been completely resolved. Additional aspects which affect the utility
of earnings forecasts to users of financial information need to be considered by the SEC in order to
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EARNINGS PRESSURE
The evidence concerning forecast accuracy discussed above suggests that many companies
would feel some pressure in achieving an earnings
figure within a 10% range of their forecast. In
theory, the conventional accrual accounting model of earnings should tell users something about a
company's long -run future cash generating ability
as well as its past performance, which should, in
turn, help creditors and investors in evaluating the
firm as an investment. To the extent that required
forecasts may put pressure on management to
meet a target earnings figure by way of artificial
(noneconomic- based) accounting earnings adjustments, the forecast requirement could reduce the
relationship between accounting earnings and future cash flows, thereby reducing the utility of the
forecasts. An example of such a noneconomic
based accounting change would be a change from
accelerated to straight -line depreciation.
Alternatively, to the extent that management
might make real economic adjustments in the
company (for example, cut back on research or
maintenance projects) to meet its current earnings
target, the long -range cash generating ability of
the company could be adversely affected. If the
existing forecast disclosure policy results in pressure to achieve targeted earnings numbers, it is
likely to have a negative effect on the usefulness of
accounting earnings in the valuation of the company. This, in turn, would undermine the utility
of the earnings forecasts themselves because it
would reduce the ability of the forecast of earnings and actual earnings to predict the long -run
cash generating ability of the firm. In short, the
manipulation ofearnings, through either economic or noneconomic -based actions by management,
for the purpose of meeting an earnings forecast
will tend to distort earnings in the short -run and
will tend to reduce the ability ofearnings to predict the long -run cash- generating ability of the
firm. While forecasts are not required at this time,
it is expected, according to current policy, that
once a company starts to forecast it will continue
to do so in future years unless some reasonable
basis for discontinuing the practice of providing
forecast data is given.
Another type ofearnings pressure which could
result from current forecast policy might be pressure from competing companies which have voluntarily provided forecasts. The accuracy of forecasts from an organization's competitors might
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place undue emphasis on forecast activity and the
resulting forecast accuracy, bringing about the
same sort of undesirable earnings adjustments
mentioned above. This could be a problem even
within a group ofcompanies in the same industry,
which might have major financial differences that
would reduce their ability to forecast with comparable accuracy. This systematic market riskiness of
companies has been found to be substantially dif-

Table 2
REAL AND ABSOLUTE FORECAST ERRORS
Year

Number
of firms

Average real
forecast error

Average absolute
forecast error

1971
1972
1973
1974
Totals

21
20
27
27
95

—6.49%
+3.07%
+5.91%
.94%
+1.16

12.54%
16.36%
12.61%
22.15%
16.10%

+

effectively evaluate existing forecast policy and future policy developments. At least three additional points concerning the evaluation of current
forecast policy and future proposals should be
considered: earnings pressure, independent review
of earnings forecasts, and representativeness problem.

ferent within given and well- defined industries.
Even an industry like public utilities, which many
view as a homogeneous group of companies, has
been found to be made up ofcompanies with substantially different levels of risk, return, leverage,
and so on.
For example, debt to equity ratios and capital
(versus labor) intensity may vary substantially
among firms in the same industry. Higher ratios
of debt to equity should result in more volatile

earnings per share figures than low debt to equity
ratios. This would make forecasting more difficult
for firms with high debt to equity ratios because of
the greater sensitivity oftheir earnings to fluctuations in revenues. The same line of reasoning will
show that capital- intensive companies, with a
higher percentage of fixed charges, should find
forecasting more difficult than their less mechanized (more labor intensive) competition, all else
being equal.
While companies in a given industry might feel
21

The SEC should
be urged to
proceed with
caution when
reviewing its
forecast policy.
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pressure to match the forecast activity and accuracy of their competitors, it is entirely possible
that the real economic differences among companies within an industry would make comparable
accuracy difficult to achieve. Such a reaction
could, again, result in pressure to adjust earnings
figures in order to achieve short -range earnings
targets, resulting in potential dysfunctional long range effects on earnings.
To the extent that current forecast policy creates pressure on management to achieve target
earnings figures, the relationship between accounting earnings, cash flow, and the valuation of
the company might be impaired. Such an outcome, in turn, would reduce the utility of the forecast itself.
INDEPENDENT REVIEW OF EARNING
FORECASTS
The current SEC policy does not require a third
party review of management's forecast data but
does encourage such a review. Some of the comments received by the SEC suggested that two
problems could result from such a review. First, a
review by a third party might imply greater credibility to the forecast information than outsider users should reasonably expect. Also, it was pointed
out that shopping for favorable reviews would be
possible under the suggested guidelines. The SEC
has not really addressed these concerns by issuance of a safe harbor which includes both the issuer and the reviewer. While the CPA is only one
of the potential third party reviewers, it has been
argued that the CPA is in perhaps the best position to render an attestation. Although some have
argued that the CPA would not, and should not,
be willing to take on the task of attesting to anything other than the historical financial statements, the AICPA has issued a proposed guide
for auditors who will become involved in the process.
The requirements of the proposed guide seem
much more rigorous than the requirements for
forecasting within SEC rules. For example, the
AICPA requires a statement regarding the underlying assumptions in their report on the forecast.
Yet the SEC rules permit the possibility of a forecast being issued without a statement of the
assumptions. This seems important since both
managers and CPAs agree that the value of the
forecast data usually turns on the accuracy or reasonableness of the underlying assumptions. At the
same time, it would seem to be extremely difficult
for either management or the third party reviewer
to assess the accuracy of these assumptions. There
are two key problems with this process which
should be addressed. First, everyone to date seems
to use the actual outcome of the projected data as
the benchmark for evaluating the reasonableness
of the forecast data and the underlying assump-

tions. However, it may not be accurate to call
such differences errors. In theory, a forecast error
would be the difference between the stated earnings forecast and the true or correct forecast that
should have been issued based on all of the information available at the date of the forecast. It is
only reasonable to assume that new information
regarding things related to earnings occurring after the date of the forecast would have the potential to revise the forecast. Therefore, in order to
use the actual year -end earnings figure as a basis
for evaluating forecasts, it would seem necessary
to determine how the new information surfacing
between the date of forecast and year -end should
have affected the forecast. This would be as difficult as determining what the true forecast should
have been at the date of the stated forecast. Yet
this is essentially what would be required if management were asked to identify, and auditors to
verify, incorrect forecast assumptions in order to
explain material forecast errors.
A second point is that, given the original forecast assumptions and the benefit of hindsight, the
differences in assumed and actual events can be
identified. However, the differences are not self explanatory, nor are they independent events that
affect one element of the forecast alone. For example, if the forecast assumes inflation will be 8%
and that GNP will rise 12 %, and when inflation
actually is found to be 10% and GNP increased
11 %, what is the impact of these differences on
any given forecast? If no other assumptions were
incorrect, does that necessarily mean that these
two items automatically account for all the differences between forecast and actual? What if items,
such as stockouts or machine breakdowns, not explicitly considered in the forecast assumptions had
a material impact on the results? Can the auditor
identify and review all possible variables both
specified in the forecast assumptions and unspecified that might account for forecast errors?
To explain meaningfully the exact cause of differences can be a complex undertaking. It is not
clear how such a complex task can be made by an
independent third party reviewer who typically
has less information and knowledge of the business than the issuer of the forecast. Existing
micro - economic thought is not capable of explaining the impact of changes in the economy on the
company in a static environment. In the dynamic
environment of the company, it is doubtful that
the auditor or other third party reviewer will be
able to attest objectively to management's explanations of why material forecast errors occurred'.
REPRESENTATIVENESS PROBLEM
From the available evidence concerning voluntarily- issued management earnings forecasts, the
following two conclusions may be drawn: (1)
management forecast errors tend to average someMANAGEMENT ACCOUNT ING /MAY 1980

where below t 10 %, but with well over half of
the forecast errors in excess of + 10 %; (2) management forecasts are not significantly better than
analysts' forecasts. It is entirely possible, however,
that the evidence from those companies which
have voluntarily provided forecasts is not a sound
basis for evaluating management earnings forecasts. The forecast companies which voluntarily
issued earnings projections may not be representative of non - forecast companies. Ifthe non - forecast
companies are somehow different, then the evidence that is available regarding forecast accuracy
along with the new evidence that becomes available under recent policy changes will probably not
be useful for evaluating either current policy or
proposed future policy, especially proposals to
mandate forecasting.
There are many reasons why one might suspect
forecast companies to be different from their non forecast counterparts. The fact that a company
makes an overt statement regarding expected
earnings is evidence that it wants that information
to be used somehow by investors, which could
easily suggest the issuance of knowingly biased
forecasts. For example if a utility were about to
apply to some regulatory body for permission to
increase its rates, it might want to project a bleak
earnings outlook. In the study by Imhoff, this
seemed to be the case. Only forecasts issued by
utilities called for a decline in earnings. Alternatively, if a company wanted to fend off an expected takeover bid, or if it wanted to make a public
offering ofa new issue, it might want to be overly
positive in its earnings forecast in hopes of increasing the market price of its securities. There
could be any number of reasons why a firm might
want to issue biased projections on a one time basis in hopes of achieving some short -term reactions from users.
The possibility that these forecast companies
may not have been forecasting in earnest places
voluntarily- issued forecast evidence in a questionable position. One might ask how the previously
cited result, showing management and analysts to
be near equals at predicting, could have occurred
if the management forecast errors were somehow
planned. One simple explanation could be that the
two forecasts for any given company were not
made independently. In other words, management
may have influenced, or been influenced by, analysts in the process ofissuing a forecast. This suggests the possibility that both analyst and management forecasts for forecast companies might be of
limited utility as a basis for formulating a forecast
policy.
A recent study by Imhoff attempted to determine the relationship between representative forecast companies and their non - forecast counterparts. The study compared certain key attributes
of forecast companies with non - forecast compaMANAGEMENT ACCOUNTING /MAY 1980

nies, and reported several significant differences
between the two groups. Specifically, the research
reported that forecast companies had more stable
accounting earnings over time, and more volatile
market prices for their stock. These results suggest that forecast companies might be able to forecast accounting earnings more accurately than
non - forecast companies, assuming both groups
are forecasting in earnest, but that the market will
not necessarily view forecast companies as being
less risky because of their more stable earnings
numbers.
The available evidence suggests that forecast
companies are not representative of non - forecast
companies in a number of important respects, and
should probably not be used as a basis for evaluating current or proposed forecast policy. Based on
the above interpretation, it might be expected that
non - forecast companies would produce larger
forecast errors than those observed in the forecast
companies. However, without actually observing
forecast errors on non - forecast companies, by definition an impossibility, there is no way to know
what the actual outcome would be. A SEC proposal does call for mandatory forecasts for electric
and gas utility companies.' However this group of
companies is also not representative because they
tend to be more stable, predictable, and highly
regulated entities. As a result, the SEC's experience with these companies also will tend to be
biased and not useful to the policy evaluation and
formulation process.

Most of the
annual average
forecast errors
across all the
firms are less
than f 70 %.

Forecast Policy —Where
Will It Go from Here
Management forecasts have been a topic of interest to investors, analysts, and auditors for some
time. Current developments by both the SEC and
AICPA should provide an important new phase
to the forecasting area. It will be interesting to
observe how effective the recent developments are
at stimulating voluntary forecast activity and
what impact these results will have on policy evaluation and formulation.
Several important issues remain somewhat controversial at this stage of forecast policy development. For one, the pressure to achieve target
earnings figures could seriously undermine the relationship between accounting earnings, past performance of the company, cash flows and the valuation of the company. Secondly, it may be very
difficult for the accounting profession and others
involved in third party review to develop procedures which will enable an auditor to evaluate objectively the assumptions ofmanagement in developing the forecast, and the probable impact ofdeviations from those assumptions. Finally, the little
evidence which is available on management forecast accuracy at this time is probably not a sound
Continued on page 30
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PRODUCTIVITY: A MAP STUDY -1

Productivity Measurement:
a Management Accounting
Challenge
What is the relationship between measurement on a national scale
and measurements on the corporate level?

Donald J. Wait is
consultant —cost
accounting, General
Electric Co.,
Schenectady, N.Y. He
is chairman of the
Subcommittee on
Productivity of the
Committee on
Management
Accounting Practices.
This article grew out of
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It is generally recognized that there is a need for an
increased rate of productivity improvement in the
United States. An essential element in accomplishing improvement in productivity is the ability to
measure properly the changes which occur. Within
the business firm or other organization, the management accountant should be best able to develop
the proper measures, There is evidence, however,
thut this subject has not received the attention from
management accountants which its importance to
the firm and to the national economy would seem
to require.
The Management Accounting Practices (MAP)
Committee, through a subcommittee, has considered how it might best be of assistance to management accountants in this area. It appeared that the
.subject of productivity measurement is too broad
and the needs of various management accountants
too diverse to permit meaningful coverage in a single document of reasonable length. Furthermore,
the subject continues to be in a state of development
and, therefore, pronouncements as to preferred
practice would not be in order. Experimentation
and development, not codification, seem to be needed at this time.
In view of the .status of productivity measurement
and the probability of a continuing need for improvement in these measures, the Committee has
concluded that it could be most effective by spon0025 - 1690/80/611 1 -0001 /$01.00/0

soring a series of papers on the subject which may
be either the result ofsubcommittee or staff efforts,
or both.
Meeting s ix times during the period. 1976 -78,
members of the subcommittee, along with NAA research staff, developed papers on various aspects of
productivity measurement. The article published in
this issue, and two other articles planned in this
series are derived from those papers.
Beginning the series in this issue is an introduction
to productivity analysis that discusses the relationship between measurement on a national scale and
measurements on a firm or component level, and
suggests an approach to correlating productivitv
measurement at the firm level with income statement analysis. The second article will examine .several conceptual approaches to productivity measurement that have been developed by well -known
authors, and include a bibliography on the subject.
In the third article will be found illustrations of
practical approaches to measurement as represented by case studies ofactual company practice.
Current members of the MAP Committee's Subcommittee on Productivity are Donald J. Wait,
General Electric Co., chairman; Harold S Bott,
Arthur Andersen & Co.; Dwight H. Davis, A.D.
Smith Corp.; Robert F. Garland, Burlington
Northern, Inc.; and Dr. Bela Gold, Case Western
Reserve University. Donald P. Selleck of 3M Co.
Copyright Cc; 1980 by the National Association of Accountants

provement in productivity by an individual enterprise can help to offset the effect of inflation on its
costs, even resumption of a 3% rate of productivity cannot cure double digit rates of inflation. Other factors affecting the national productivity trend
include changes in the mix between industry
groups, programs to upgrade the quality of the
environment, and tax disincentives to capital investment and research.
It does the individual business little good, however, to bemoan these external factors, nor are we
concerned here with understanding their relative
impact. Significant improvements in the overall
productivity trend can be made if productivity improvement actions are taken at the individual
business level. Moreover, this action is necessary
for the success, and perhaps even the survival, of
these businesses individually.
Productivity improvement actions can be taken
without measurement of their effect as such. In
fact, it is quite likely that a significant portion of
By Donald J. Wait
the potential improvement would be derived this
The message that the United States has been way. Nevertheless, appropriate measurement
experiencing a decline in the rate of productivity should add a distinct additional layer. Most activiimprovement confronts us everywhere. How this ties are performed better if they are measured.
trend is portrayed depends upon the portion of the Moreover, it is satisfying to know that an adenational economy being reported on and the com- quate job is being done and an important danger
parative periods portrayed. Management account- signal if the measurement indicates otherwise.
ants may be most concerned with what is happen- However, valid measurement of productivity
ing to productivity in the private business sector. changes is far more complex than is implied by
As measured in terms of output per man hour, the national statistics on output per man hour.
productivity in the private business sector was cal- There is a significant need for the management
culated to be improving at a rate of3.2% per year accountants in all industrial enterprises to become
in the 1947 -1966 period, which has formed the well informed on all aspects of productivity meabasis for a general expectation of3% per -year im- surement and to apply them within the firm. This
provement. However, between 1973 and 1978 the article cannot possibly, and is not intended to,
rate ofimprovement by this measure averaged less cover even all the major complexities of producthan 1 %. What's more, figures released for 1979 tivity measurement, let alone their solutions. It is
show that for the first time since 1974 productivi- hoped, however, that setting forth some general
ty declined for a full year —down .9% from 1978. principles and areas of concern may induce the
This national measure must be recognized as reader to dig into the subject.
imperfect. Nevertheless, the comparative situation
Output Divided by Input
most certainly represents a significant deterioraProductivity is a term which has essentially no
tion which should be of vital concern to all members of society, especially industrial management. meaning except on a comparative basis. An activity can be more or less productive in one period
Productivity improvement is vital to an improved
standard of living for all of us. Moreover, im- versus another period or one entity may be more
provement in productivity by each individual en- or less productive than another. Thus, the change
terprise is necessary for it to remain competitive or difference in productivity may be measured and
expressed as an index. Similarly, actual productivand to improve its profitability.
There are many factors which contribute to the ity can be measured against established goals or
decline in productivity improvement on the na- standards.
Measures of productivity represent the amount
tional level. Many of these are outside the control
of the individual business enterprise. Inflation, for of physical output produced divided by the physiexample, is a problem which everyone is even cal amount of resources applied or, simply, output
more aware of than the decline in productivity. It divided by input. If only one resource were used
is frequently suggested that the drop in the rate of for a single unchanged product and the amount of
productivity improvement is a cause of inflation. this input were equal in two periods, the difference
It is more likely, however, that inflation is a factor in output would be the measure of productivity
leading to the drop in productivity. Although im- increase or decrease. With multiple inputs and

and Robert Prince ofArthur Andersen & Co. also
have contributed to the work of the subcommittee.
Anthony J. Gambino and Morris Gartenberg, both
NAA staff members, conducted research and wrote
portions ofthe material on which these articles are
based. James L. Mammone, also of NAA staff,
helped write the articles.
The MAP Committee is interested in your reactions
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y
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measures
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bottom line
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outputs, the conceptual basis for calculation is the
same, but the problems of measurement become
complex. Although the objective of productivity
measures is to relate real physical output to the
real resources required to produce that output, it
is generally necessary to develop the measures using dollar values in order to integrate diverse resources and outputs.
As already noted, the measure of changes in
productivity in the United States economy as a
whole is the Bureau of Labor Statistics' index of
output per man hour. This index, which sounds
simple, is in fact found to be complex when all the
problems involved in its accumulation are considered. Measuring total output raises many questions and determining input ofman hours is not as
simple as it appears. Although this national measure can be criticilzed, it has a logical basis as a
measure for the economy as a whole. Man hours
ofeffort is the basic resource used to produce all
output, including productive equipment and basic
materials. But it should be remembered that when
changes in the national rate of productivity are
referred to what is meant is the change in the specific measure employed, output per man hour.
It does not follow that the measure appropriate
for the national economy is the measure that
should be employed in an industrial enterprise.
Although it may be useful in simple operations, it
is inadequate, or even misleading, as a measure of
productivity in complex manufacturing operations.
Labor is not the predominant resource in many
manufacturing operations. A business also utilizes: (1) materials which may be of several kinds
and at alternate stages of value added, (2) capital
equipment which some experts believe is the principal factor in improving productivity, and (3)
other services. Productivity of the enterprise can
be influenced by the effectiveness of each of these
inputs, including labor, and by the effectiveness
with which management combines all ofthem for
producing planned output. Productivity measurement in a business enterprise where all these factors are subject to change involves development of
a measure in which all these inputs are reflected
on the input side, and some system of analysis
which will permit evaluation of the contribution
of each. Moreover, for planning purposes it is desirable to develop a method of evaluating the effect on physical outputs of differing relationships
among the various inputs.
These same factors are determinants in evaluating the least cost method of production and in
controlling costs — activities with which management accountants have long been associated. The
question naturally arises as to whether any additional benefit is obtained by developing and employing measures of productivity. Perhaps the answer to this question cannot be determined from

past experience in which it was not done. If, however, improvement in productivity is a vital issue
to both the national economy and the individual
firm, which seems to be the case, it does appear
that it should be measured as such.
Front Line of Attack
A corollary issue involves the level at which
productivity can be measured in a business enterprise. Productivity improvements are usually
accomplished at the operating level in specific
functional components. This may be separate
manufacturing plants or process areas, warehouses, clerical groups, etc. The bases for measurement of productivity for these separate components can often be physical output such as the
number of similar parts produced, number or
pounds ofunits shipped or number of invoices issued. Measures of this type are in common usage
and can be expressed as a productivity index. No
matter how they may be reported, such measurements are an effective tool in improving productivity in these individual components. This is the
front line of the attack on productivity.
These separate measures, however, cannot be
added to determine productivity for the business
entity as a whole. This leaves management knowing that they are attacking the productivity problem but with no overall measure of how well they
are doing. Thus the issue arises as to whether an
overall measure is needed. If a single product is
produced, a physical measure of output is also
available but for most firms it is necessary to state
output in dollar terms. Whether there is sufficient
incremental benefit from an overall measure to
warrant the effort involved is, ofcourse, a decision
for each management. It is suggested, however,
that the need for improved productivity nationally
seems to indicate that such a measure would be
useful in many firms.
Clearly, the development of an appropriate
overall measure of productivity change is a current challenge for the management accountant.
Study of the subject by a subcommittee of the
Management Accounting Practices Committee of
NAA has shown that the range of possible approaches to overall productivity measurement
makes inappropriate any attempt to define a common practice. The circumstances differ too much
among various industries and even among companies within an industry. Moreover, there does not
appear to be unanimous agreement as to what
measurement represents beyond the simple statement that it is the trend in the ratio of output to
input. The more one analyzes the subject the more
problems appear to arise. This brief article cannot
possibly outline all the relevant considerations let
alone provide solutions. However, stating a few
key considerations may be helpful. These would
include:
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1. How complex a measure is needed or desired?
2. How will the impact of major resources be delineated?
3. How will the top level measure be tied to measures in operating functional components?
4. How will the measure be tied to profitability
measures?
5. How are changes in capacity utilization to be
reflected?
6. How are changes in the qualitative characteristics of products to be reflected?
Let us consider these issues in slightly greater
depth.
The simplest overall measure, assuming physical output is not homogeneous, would be total
sales billed divided by total costs. The change in
this ratio from one year to the next would represent the index of productivity improvement. For
example, year "x" sales ($1,000,000) divided by
year "x" costs ($900,000) = 1.11. Year "x + 1"
sales ($1,200,000) divided by year "x + 1" costs
($1,000,000) = 1.20. Year "x + 1" (1.20) — year
"x " (1.11) _ 1.11 = 8.1% or (1.20 _ 1.11)
— 1 = 8.1%. This is valid only if there are no
price changes. A simple index can be constructed,
however, by adjusting sales and costs in the second year to first -year price levels. The degree of
precision employed in adjusting cost by element
will depend, of course, on the differing impact of
inflation on the various costs and the information
available to make such an adjustment.
More complex measures that give effect to the
various input factors have been described by several authors and have been implemented by some
companies. It seems certain that, if the productivity measure is to be of real use to management,
some comprehensive approach to evaluating the
effect on physical output of the various input factors and differing relationships among them is
needed. For example, will increased mechanization of a manufacturing process which decreases
labor cost, i.e., improves apparent labor productivity require more or less capital input than the
reduction in the labor resource? Moreover, how is
the cost of that capital input to be measured? Depreciation has many shortcomings for this purpose.
A critical system requirement is the ability to
relate the firm's measure of aggregate performance to contributions reflected by performance
measures of each of the various lower level components of the organization. When the component's measure is in physical units, this does not
link directly to a dollar measure. However, top
level management must be able to identify the location and the effects of productivity changes in
major operating components. Without this, the
overall measure becomes merely a statistic. Moreover, lower level managers can have no faith in a
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total firm measure in which they cannot see their
contribution. This linkage can be accomplished
but the methods for doing so are a function of the
organizational situation in each firm. If the problem is not addressed, there is considerable likelihood that the productivity index may fall into
disuse or, worse yet, be counterproductive if it
generates internal disagreements.
Productivity and Profitability
Both financial management and executive management are accustomed to controlling the enterprise through measures of cost or income from
sales. Measures of productivity (not directly related to these key criteria) often tend to be a side
issue and to fall into disuse, especially if they appear to tell merely the same story as the profitability measures. However, changes in productivity
are a basic determinant of changes in costs, in productive capacity and of the potential benefits of
changes in product mix —all bearing significantly
on enterprise profitability. Profits represent the
"bottom line" financial measure in a business enterprise while productivity measures represent the
"bottom line" physical measurement independent
of costs and prices in the market place. A closer
tie -in of productivity and profitability measures,
accordingly, should provide management with
greater insight into past and potential effects on
profitability of productivity changes.
The ways in which productivity and profitability analyses can reinforce one another depend, of
course, on how each is measured and how these
measures are integrated with one another. Consequently, methods must be adapted to the specific
needs of each enterprise. However, the importance of this aspect to the management accountant warrants a theoretical illustration.
To illustrate the concept, it will be assumed
that a hypothetical firm has a form of comprehensive productivity measurement in which inputs
consist of four elements: direct materials, employee compensation, facilities charge, and other services and that output is measured by sales billed
with both input and output adjusted to a constant
dollar basis for measuring interperiod changes.
The input elements are further defined below:

In 1979, for the
first time
since 7974,
productivity
declined for a
full year.

Direct Material: Expenditures for raw materials and parts for incorporation in products
and for boxing and packing adjusted for
changes in inventory.
Employee Compensation: Wages and salaries
to all employees plus related benefit costs
adjusted for changes in inventory of manufacturing labor.
Facilities Charge: Depreciation on plant and
equipment plus rentals, tooling expenditures, and related utility and maintenance
material expense.
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Other Services: Expenditures for services
purchased to augment the work normally
performed in the business or representing
work performed in the business in some periods.
This array of inputs assumes that certain costs
such as taxes, insurance, contributions, etc.,
which have no relationship to physical productivity have been excluded but this is not essential to
the concept of tying together productivity and
profitability analysis.
In this hypothetical firm it will be assumed that
sales billed represents a valid measure of output
because (1) inventory turnover is rapid and (2)
there are no significant short-term changes in the
qualitative characteristics of output. If inventory
turnover was not rapid and the inventory balance
fluctuated, it would be necessary to adjust sales
for this. Likewise, long -term changes in product
characteristics might require modification in the
sales billed factor if the analyses were made for a
longer period.
Table 1 is a comparative summary of operations
for which an analysis of changes in income might
be prepared. Also displayed are indexes of prices
and productivity. The calculation of the current
year productivity index and the chained index vs.
a base year is summarized in Table 2. The separate price indexes are calculated in traditional
manner. The index of selling prices is based on the
actual products sold and represents the quality,
quantity, and mix of products included in each
year's operations and not a fixed basket of products. The index of "basic input" is simply the
Table 1
SUMMARY OF OPERATIONS 1979 AND 1978
/Amounts in thousands/
1978

830,400
5,260

1977
426,200
5,150

Incrsase
14.200
110

25,140
21,800

21,050
19,220

4,090
2,680

Income from operations
Other income (net)

3,340
120

1,830
110

1,510
10

Income before taxes
Federal income taxes

3,340
1,800

1,940
1,009

1,510
791

931

8 729

Sales billed
Direct material
Contributed value
Cost of operations

Net income
Ratios to sales W:
Income from operations
Net income

8 1,660

11.0
5.5

Price indexes

8

7.0
3.6

1977 Base
1979 vs.
1879

1978

Selling prices
Direct material prices
Employee compensation rates
Total basic Input

114.9
111.5
113.4
111.6

109.0
106.1
106.2
105.2

1978
105.4
105.1
106.8
106.1

Productivity index

106.9

99.6

109.3
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composite of the other cost inputs as illustrated in
Table 3.
Table 3 represents a format for an analysis of
changes in net income between periods in which
the traditional factors of selling price, sales volume, mix, and cost have been rearranged to show
the effect of changes in productivity. In this analysis, the total change represented by the index of
productivity change has been segregated into
three major factors: product mix, volume, and
performance. This has the effect of separating
from the productivity changes in operations (performance) the factors inherent in the total factor
index over which the users of the resources have
no control.
The total productivity gain developed in this
analysis represents a comparison between 1979 input at 1978 prices and 1979 rate of input
[($22,470 - $26,200 X $28,849) — $22,639 =
$2,103]. This calculation, based on the same data
used for the productivity index, demonstrates that
less input was used, which represents a favorable
effect on productivity. After sorting out the effect
of product mix and volume by similar calculations
the "performance" factor is determinable as a residual of all other efforts affecting productivity as
computed in the index.
It is recognized that (1) an analysis of this type
is not precise, (2) the data represents reasonable
approximations of the cause and order-of- magnitude values of productivity and profitability
changes, and (3) a change in the level of programmed or discretionary expenses may tend to
distort the amounts shown in the analysis. A variation in discretionary or programmed expenditures will be reflected as a change in performance
in the year incurred and as improved performance
in the periods in which the benefits are realized.
The indexes, cost classifications and other aspects of this example are considered realistic but
are not presented as a recommended specific basis
for such an analysis. This analysis, for example,
requires a segregation between variable and fixed
costs because this is considered a common and
useful analysis. However, similar analyses could
be prepared without this segregation or with more
refined categories, such as those in which discretionary or programmed costs are segregated from
other fixed costs. The management accountant
who wishes to incorporate this concept into the
reporting structure will have to construct an analysis which relates cost classifications and productivity measurement techniques in a manner appropriate to the specific firm or segment.
Measures of productivity change are generally
constructed so that an increased output acts to
show a favorable index due to certain costs being
fixed within a volume range. Conversely, a decrease in volume impacts unfavorably on the index. This has a corollary in the national measure,
MANAGEMENT ACCOUNTING /MAY 1980
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Price index 1979 adjusted
11978 = 100.0) to 1978 prices
105.4
$28,849

Input
Direct materials
Employee comp.
Facilities
Other services

5,470
16,295
1,820
435

5.325
15,070
1,710
365

105.1
106.8
103.5
103.9

5,205
15,257
1,758
419

24,020
3,040

22,470
1,900

106.1

Excluded costs

22,639
3,040

Total costs

27,060

24,370

25,679

3,340

1,830

3,170

Output net sales billed

$

Income from sales

127.4

=

+

Productivity rados
22639 x 100
28849
22470 x 100
26200

=

+

116.6

116.6 x 100

=

+

Productivity index
127.4

109.3

Chained index -1977 base
99.6 x 109.3

108.9
=

(1978 x 1979)

$

1978
$26,200

$

1979
$30,400

One additional point may be worthy of consideration by a business that undertakes to measure
productivity changes. Productivity gains do not
all, or even primarily, remain with the firm. They
are shared by customers in the form of lower
prices, by employees in the form of higher wages
(or shorter hours) and, in some instances, by suppliers in the form of higher prices, and finally by
shareholders of the firm after the federal government gets its share through taxes. It is difficult to
separate much of this from the effect of inflation,
but it should be helpful to management to know
both what gross improvements in productivity
have been obtained and how those improvements
were shared. If too much is distributed elsewhere,
the firm's share, of course, may be negative. Com-

Table 3
ANALYSIS OF VARIANCE IN NET INCOME 1979 vs 1978
Increase (decrease) In net Income
due to changes In:
Selling prices

%

One of the more difficult problems inherent in
productivity measurement results from the changes that occur in the qualitative characteristics of a
product, Where additional input is applied to increase the quality of a product this may or may
not be reflected in a price change. If it is so reflected, it may be difficult to separate this change from
a price change due to inflation. If the separation
from an inflation change is accomplished or is not
a factor, the price change may not truly reflect the
qualitative difference.
Theoretically, improvements or reductions in
the qualitative characteristics of a product should
be factored into the index. An improvement with
no input resource increase is, in effect, an improvement in productivity but it is difficult to
measure. However, qualitative changes are not
likely to have a significant impact between one
year and the next, particularly in a business with
many products. If specific adjustment is ignored,
the index may be biased — presumably toward the
downside if the qualitative changes represent improvements.

Am ounts in thousands

Amount
I$ in 000's)
$1,551
185

Sales volume
Price levels:
Direct materials
Employee compensation
Facilities and other services

0.6
(0.9)
(3.4)
10.2)
(4.5)

(791)
367
2,527
2,103

(2.6)
1.2
8.3
6.9

(948)

(3.1)

1,510
10
(791)
729

5.0

Productivity gain (loss) due to:
Product mix
Volume
Performance
Total
Other costs
Income f rom operations
Other income
Income taxes
Net income

to 1979
sales
5.1%

(265)
11,038)
(78)
(1,381)

$

Measurement: a Fitting Challenge

Table 2
1979 PRODUCTIVITY INDEX

—

output per man hour. If total output is increased
relative to a fixed complement of man hours, productivity of the national economy is improved.
The logic of this is clear because both the ability
to produce and the ability to consume the output
are a function of the national economy.
For an individual enterprise, however, its output (sales) is generally a function of market conditions, not the ability to produce. A question arises
as to whether the effect of decreases and increases
in sales volume as related to fixed costs represents
a true measure of productivity. By one concept, a
higher sales volume permits more productive use
of existing facilities and organization and, therefore, is a proper factor in determining productivity change. However, a common concept of productivity is that improvement occurs when a job is
being done more effectively. Under this concept,
changes due simply to increases or decreases in
sales volume related to fixed costs would appear
not to represent productivity change.
There is no correct answer to this issue. It is
essentially a matter of definition. However, it is
suggested that any system of productivity measurement should separately display this effect if it
is included in the measure employed. There are
various ways this might be done. One potential
method of showing its effect can be the construction of a separate index using variable costs only.
The example shown in Table 3 provides an analysis of the effect of volume in dollar terms. The
productivity index can be linked to indexes of percent of capacity used. The appropriate method depends upon the total productivity measurement
system adopted by an individual business.

(2.6)
2.4%
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mon techniques of financial analysis do identify
which cost elements have increased and whether
prices have changed. They do not display, however, what gross productivity improvement has been
achieved and how it has been distributed. It is
suggested that this additional perspective would
be useful for management.
Measurement of changes in productivity may

be accomplished very simply or it may become
very complex. Or it may be simply ignored. Perhaps the business will prosper if the latter course
is taken, but it does appear better to have appropriate measurement of this key factor. Developing
the appropriate measurement in the light of the
many complexities is a fitting challenge for the
management accountant today.
❑

A CLOSER LOOK AT MANAGEMENT FORECASTS
Continued from page 23
basis for judging the forecasting ability of companies in general, and any set of future forecasts issued on a voluntary basis are apt to be equally
biased.
In evaluating its recent forecast policy changes
and proposing policy revisions, the SEC should be
urged to proceed with caution. At this stage it is
not at all clear that the new policy will have a
positive effect on the number or quality of finan-

cial projections. And even though an evaluation of
the new policy might suggest some benefits to
owners and investors, it is necessary to weight the
cost against any benefits to justify their overall
effect on companies and investors.
❑
'See E. A. Imhoff, "The Representativeness of Management Earning Forecasts,The Accounting Review. October 1978, and C. L. McDonald, - Examination of the
Reliability of Published Predictions of Future Earnings." The Accounting Review.
July 1973.
' For a good discussion of point estimates versus range estimates, see Dan Givoly
and Dan Palmon. "Earnings Forecasts by Management: Range vs. Point Esumates," The Collegiate Forum. Dow Jones & Co., 1977.
A total of 6'outliers' (firms with very large forecast errors) were removed from the
forecast data.
These firms were the 95 of the total 131 which had analysts forecasts available.
The Wall Srmet Journal, Dow Jones & Co., June 6, 1979, p. 12.
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Practical Productivity Analysis
for Management Accountants
One of the prevailing myths relating to productivity is that
productivity measures reflect
changes in the efficiency of production.

Advances in productivity analysis can strengthen
existing managerial guides for planning, controlling and evaluating operating performance within
the firm by providing deeper insight into the
sources of changes in costs, investment requirements, revenues, and profits. Such contributions
require an analytical framework which would enable management to work backward from changes
in the aggregate performance of the plant or firm:
to uncover the positive and negative contributions
to that outcome of each organizational unit; to
identify the productivity and other changes responsible for alterations in each unit's performance; and, furthermore, to determine the extent to
which such changes were caused by departmental
innovations as over against plant -level decisions,
such as changes in product designs, product -mix
or capacity utilization. Such a framework also
would facilitate working in the other direction to
trace the effects of past or prospective productivity- improving innovations on inputs, processing
methods and product -mix through the successive
linkages —from procurement through the various
stages of production and distribution.
In order to make such contributions practical
as well as economical, productivity analysis must
be broadened in coverage. It also must be integrated with existing information flows and control
0025.1690/80/6111 - 0002/$01.00/0

systems, and made applicable to the task of appraising the effects of prospective innovations in
inputs or processes, as well as uncovering the specific causes of past adjustments in results.
Productivity Myths
Changes in productivity levels are increasingly
recognized as a major influence on a wide range of
managerial problems, including wage levels, cost price relationships, capital investment requirements, labor utilization and even competitive
standing. The very importance of these problems,
however, emphasizes the seriousness of continued
widespread misunderstanding of the nature and
effects of productivity adjustments.
Probably the five most important productivity
myths are that:
1. Productivity measures reflect changes in the
efficiency of production.
2. Changes in productivity are reasonably well
measured by output per man -hour;
3. Increases in output per man -hour, or in output
per unit of other inputs, are invariably desirable because they yield decreases in unit costs,
and, hence, tend to increase profitability;
4. Cost accounting analyses and management efforts to improve performance can be significantly improved by reliance on productivity
measures which purport to compare the quality
Copyright 1980 by the National Association of Accountants
c
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management must be concerned with each category of input requirements per unit of output, while
also recognizing that the overall effects of adjustments within any category may change significantly over time and may differ widely among
industries, and even among firms in the same industry.
But it does
follow that decreases in any input per unit of output necessarily represent increases in its productivity (i.e., its contributions to
output per unit of input), or even that such a
change is necessarily advantageous from management's point of view. Instead of reflecting an increase in a given factor's productivity, a decrease
in its input per unit of output may result from
shifting some of its former tasks to other inputs.
Output per man -hour may rise for a variety of
reasons other than increased efforts by direct labor.
not

of all inputs combined with the quantity of all
outputs combined; and
5. Prevailing productivity measures permit reasonably effective comparisons of productivity
performance among all firms within an industry and even among different industries, as well
as with performance levels in the past.

conversion

energy

to

respect

PRODUCTIVITY AND "EFFICIENCY"
To begin with, it is inherently impossible to
measure the physical "efficiency" of manufacturing processes, or of most economic activities, for
the concept is based on a false analogy. To measure changes in the physical efficiency of a process
requires comparing a combined physical measure
of all relevant inputs with a combined physical
measure of all relevant outputs in terms which
reflect the primary purposes of the undertaking.
Thus, one can calculate an engine's physical efficiency
by comparing the energy content of its fuel consumption
with the energy equivalent of the useful power delivered by it. But it is not possible to measure the
physical "efficiency" of the engine as a whole, nor
of the process of producing it. Such determinations are prevented by the absence of any important physical common denominators for combining the input contributions of many kinds of
labor, materials, facilities and equipment, and a
wide array of technical and managerial activities.
Nor are there important physical common denominators for combining the wide range of quality characteristics and service characteristics
which differentiate the many available types of engines from one another.
Lacking an economically significant concept of
"physical efficiency ", managerial efforts to improve operation must be refocused on appraising
the effects of changes in various input- output relationships on specified performance objectives subject to management control. Thus, management
needs a productivity analysis framework.
in

It does not
follow that
decreases in
any input per
unit of output
necessarily
represent
increases in its
productivity.

LABOR OR OTHER INPUTS PER UNIT OF
OUTPUT
As noted above, outputs obviously represent the
integrated contributions of a wide variety of inputs. Outside of service operations, labor usually
accounts for only a limited proportion of total input contributions and, hence, changes in labor requirements per unit of output tend to play only a
modest role in accompanying output changes (for
example, wages have long accounted for less than
20% of value of product in total U.S. manufacturing— although this ratio approaches 35 -40% in
some industries). Other inputs play comparably
significant but nevertheless limited roles. Hence,
32

UNIT INPUT REQUIREMENTS, UNIT COSTS AND
PROFITABILITY
The vulnerability of the expected advantages of
increases in the apparent productivity of any given
input is apparent from the uncertainty of its effects even on its own unit costs. The effect of
changes in man -hours (or other input quantities)
per unit of output on its unit cost depends, of
course, on accompanying changes in wage rates
(or in the relevant factor's price). Far from being
independent of one another —as is assumed by
common approaches to productivity analysis —
changes in input requirements tend to
with their factor prices. As a result, changes in the
latter may either offset the expected unit cost saving—as in the common example of increases in
wage rates paralleling gains in output per manhour—or even accentutate such savings, as in cases where declining requirements for some materials may actually engender reductions in their
prices.
In addition, the effects of such productivity adjustments on total unit costs also include the cost
effects of changes in each of the other inputs affected by the given innovation. As a result, apparent increases in "productivity" often lead to increases rather than decreases in total unit costs.
One of the most widespread examples of this involves the mechanization (or computerization) of
manual tasks. Often, resulting increases in output
per man -hour have not only been offset by accompanying increases in wage rates —thus eliminating
the expected reduction in unit wage costs —but
also have entailed increases in capital charges,
thereby resulting in higher total unit costs than
before the innovation.
interact

Not one of these beliefs is widely applicable even
on theoretical, much less on practical grounds.

SHORTCOMINGS OF COMMON PRODUCTIVITY
MEASURES
Other over - simplified measures which have
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served adjustments in quantitative input- output
relationships, as may be illustrated by changes in
the productivity ofsmelters traceable to variations
in the metal content of ores. The second warns of
the dangers ofquantifying peripheral rather than
core aspects of input and output flows, illustrated
by the common use of tonnage shipped to measure
the output of steel mills, even though most production efforts beyond the furnaces seek to increase the value of products by changing the
shape, and incidentally reducing the weight, ofthe
steel being processed.
The three remaining requirements are that the
numerator and denominator of productivity ratios
should relate to congruent sectors of activity; that
they should relate to properly linked time periods;
and that the contribution of the input must be
absorbed into, and affect, the output. By emphasizing in the first requirement that the inputs and
outputs being compared must relate to the same
department, plant or firm, we seek to prevent such
errors as comparing all of the inputs of a plant
with only part of its output (such as relating total
man -hours in an integrated steel mill to the steel
output of the furnaces). The second requirement
counsels against using input and output data for
the same period unless all of the input is absorbed
into the output within that period. Thus, in an
operation involving a six month production cycle,
it may be more meaningful to compare output levels with the material consumption levels of six
months earlier than with their current levels. The
direct implication of the third requirement is that
outputs would be compared with input measurements covering all of the factors which can be
Productivity Measurement Requirements
substituted for one another. For example, it would
Merely comparing the magnitudes of various be easy to misinterpret changes in the ratio of pig
inputs and outputs obviously reveals nothing iron input to steel furnace output if no account
more than changes in ratios without indicating were taken of corresponding changes in the scrap
their significance. An analytical framework which steel inputs which may be used in place of pig
encompasses all of the inputs and outputs of the iron.
system and which reveals how each contributes to
The Productivity Networks Approach
overall performance is required to make such
The model in Figure 1 offers one means of
quantitative findings meaningful. Specifically,
such a framework permits working backward meeting these needs. It identifies six components
from specified performance objectives to deter- of the network ofproductivity relationships. Three
mine which variables should be studied and how cover the input requirements per unit of output,
not only for labor but also for materials and for
they should be related to one another.
The significance of given input- output ratios de- fixed capital. In the case of the latter, net fixed
pends not only on the analytical relevance of the investment is compared with productive capacity
categories used, but on five additional require- rather than with output in order to differentiate
ments whose intuitive recognition in simple pro- between what the capital goods can produce and
duction system often has been overlooked in more the extent to which they are under - utilized becomplex applications. Two of these concern the cause of market factors. The remaining three links
qualitative stability of each input and output cate- cover the proportions in which these are comgory through time, and the susceptibility to mea- bined; for example, the extent to which more
surement of those attributes which bear directly highly processed materials or additional facilities
on the evaluative criteria being employed. The may be substituted for labor. Because of the possibility noted above that capital facilities may be
former emphasizes that qualitative changes in
puts or outputs may confuse interpretation of ob- under - utilized, these factor proportions relate la-

Efforts to
develop more
precise and
more
comprehensive
estimates are
not only
feasible but in
management's
practical
interest.

in-

been used include the ratio of value added to man hours or to total wage payments. Value added is,
of course, merely the total value of products less
the cost of materials, or the sum of wages, salaries,
overhead, other costs and profits. In view of the
array of other factors affecting the inputs, costs
and revenues comprising the value added numerator, it is obvious that increases in value added per
man -hour need not have any consistently meaningful relationship to either man -hours or total
wage payments. Indeed, inflationary increases in
wage rates alone would tend to increase value
added per man -hour, As for the ratio of value
added to wage costs, this merely reflects the wage
percentage of value added — another measure
whose determinants include a wide variety of factors having no direct relationship to labor productivity.
Presumably because of the intuitive appeal of
one `over -all" measure of physical "efficiency ",
economists have developed an ostensible measure
of changes in total physical output per unit of all
physical inputs. This involves dividing changes in
product value (i.e., total costs plus profits) at fixed
product prices by accompanying changes in total
costs at fixed factor prices. But how are resulting
variations in this ratio to be interpreted? Do they
measure: changes in "efficiency" levels (as implied
by terms like "total factor productivity" and "aggregative efficiency index "); or changes in the ratio of (deflated) total revenue to (deflated) total
costs —i.e., some form of (deflated) profit mar gin—or changes in the ratio of product price to
factor price indexes?
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bor and materials inputs to actively - utilized net
fixed investment.
By presenting productivity relationships as a
network of interactions, this approach emphasizes
that a change in any component , such as output
per man -hour, may be merely the passive resultant
of changes initiated elsewhere in the network, because all components must be brought back into a

Figure 1
THE NETWORK OF PRODUCTIVITY RELATIONSHIPS
AMONG DIRECT INPUT FACTORS
o utp ut
Fixed invest x Ou t p u t j: Ma n hr
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S, Eilon, B. Gold, and J. Saesan, Applied Productivity Analysis for
Industry, Peigamon Press, Oxford, 1976

working balance. For example, the partial displacement of labor by additional machines would
represent an initiating decrease in the ratio of
man -hours to actively - utilized facilities and would
lead to increased output per man -hour, even if the
remaining labor continued to work at unchanged
tasks and at an unchanged pace. But the adjustment process would require either a reduction in
man- hours, if output remained at the earlier level,
or an increase in materials inputs if output were
increased in proportion to the gain in output per
man-hour. In either case, the ratio of man -hours
to materials inputs would decline— thus completing the adjustment cycle unless such mechanization had also involved changes in materials requirements per unit of output or in the ratio of
capacity to fixed investment.
Integrating Productivity into
the Cost and Profit Analysis
Whatever may be the technological desiderata
of engineers, the appraisal of innovations from the
economic point of view —which is critical for
managerial purposes -- cannot be restricted to predominantly physical input - output relationships.
Specifically, management cannot evaluate the net
benefits of a past innovation solely on the basis of
data specifying resulting adjustments in each of
the six components of the network of productivity
relationships. Nor can management choose between alternative innovations on the basis solely
of estimated effects on each of these six components. Estimates of such relationships are critical
elements in appraising their economic implications, but the analysis must be extended to include
34

the latter if it is to serve as a sound basis for managerial decisions. A first step in this direction
would involve exploring the cost effects of changes
in unit input requirements and factor proportions
by superimposing the structure of costs onto the
network of productivity relationships as shown in
Figure 2.
The effect of changes in output per man -hour
on unit wage costs depends, of course, on concomitant changes in wage rates. Similarly, the effect of
changes in unit material requirements on unit material cost depends on accompanying changes in
the price of such materials. And the effect of
changes in the productivity of fixed investment on
the costs of such investment per unit of output
depends on the annual rate of charges on such
investment as well as on the rate of utilization of
capacity. What is being emphasized in this framework, however, is the necessity of considering interactions between productivity adjustments and
factor prices instead of continuing to make the
simplifying assumptions that the latter remain unchanged.
In turn, the effect of a change in unit wage costs
on total unit costs depends on the proportion of
total costs accounted for by wages as well as on
concomitant changes in other unit costs weighted
by their respective shares of total costs. For example, if wages, account for less than one -fifth of
total
costs —as
is
common
in
U.S.
5%
manufacturing' —a
decrease in unit wage
costs would tend to reduce total unit costs by only
1 % . But total unit costs are more likely to increase than decrease if the innovation engendering
the decline in unit wage costs involved increases in
unit material and unit capital costs, which together account for more than three times the wage
share of total costs in many manufacturing
industries.'
Integration of the productivity network and
cost structure models thus relates changes in apparent input productivities and factor proportions
through factor prices to each of the unit costs; and
it also relates changes in individual unit costs
through cost proportions to total unit costs.
Hence, it identifies the additional kinds of information required to evaluate the prospective effects
on total unit costs of given patterns of past or
anticipated changes in the network of productivity
relationships.
It should also be noted that the analysis of the
effects of productivity adjustments (see Table 1)
must begin by identifying their sources. Thus, labor- management disputes about the extent of increases in output man -hour and about the proper
magnitude of atttendant adjustments in wage rates
often divert attention from the means and costs of
effecting the changes in production processes
which account for all or most of the resulting
change in output per man -hour.
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Finally, managerial decisions in private industry obviously cannot be based on minimizing total
unit cost either, in view of the over- riding importance of the rate of profit on investment. Accordingly, the productivity network and the structure
of costs must be further integrated with some
model of the determinants of changes in profitability, such 4 the managerial control ratios
This model attributes changes in the rate of
profits on total investment to the interactions of
changes in five factors: average revenue per unit of
output; total costs per unit of output; the rate of
capacity utilization; the capacity available relative
to fixed investment; and the proportion of the latter allocated to fixed investment ( see Table 2).
Hence, efforts to increase such profit rates need
not concentrate on cost reducing innovations
alone. Indeed, the latter would be deemed undesirable if achieved by means leading to reductions
in product prices and capacity utilization levels
which more than offset the prospective gains in
profitability derived from unit cost reductions.
Conversely, innovations might be deemed attractive if they offer prospects of increases in capacity
utilization and in product prices large enough to
offset any increases in total unit cost ( whether due
to higher priced input factors or heavier input requirements per unit of output).
Figure 2 shows how these managerial control
ratios may be integrated with the network of productivity relationships and with the structure of
cost relationships. The resulting unified framework facilitates systematic exploration of the
complex of interactions linking changes in factor
inputs and factor prices to unit costs and cost proportions and to the other determinants of changes
in the rate of profits on investment . This framework may be used in analyzing past performance,
in developing integrated plans for achieving specified future targets, or in appraising alternative innovations, even when their initial impacts focus
on different parts of the system.

Figure 2
PRODUCTIVITY NETWORK, COST STRUCTURE AND
MANAGERIAL CONTROL RATIOS
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Changing Performance Criteria
Effective management also requires penetration
beneath aggregate firm or plant -wide relationships
to the behavior of the component operations
which underlie them. Such measures would provide progressively more explicit guides to detecting the loci of all significant changes in input -output relationships and to probing attendant causes
and effects over wider sectors of associated operations.
Within plants and firms, evaluative criteria tend
to be derived downward from the guiding objectives of the whole through successively smaller
subdivisions; and controls over resource flows
tend to be developed backwards from the intended
output pattern through successively antecedent
stages to initial inputs. Hence, all input -output adMANAGEMENT ACCOUNTING /MAY 1980

ju stm ents m ust be interpreted within the context

of their specified restrictions.'
Within
part for a
physical
d om inate

a com ponent departm ent producing one
m arketable product, the relationships of
inputs to physical outputs tend to
perform ance evaluation because the

qualitative specifications for labor, materials and
equipment —as well as their prices and charges —
usually are set by other units of the organization
(for exam ple, procurement, engineering, industrial

relations and accounting). Welfare constraints are
also specified for the given unit through health
and safety standards, insurance protection and
other components of company policies, trade unio n agreem ents and social legislation. Thus, physica l cr it er ia a re d om in an t only because financial
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Do your clients get in a lather
when they caret reach you?
business with the assurance of
complete privacy. Should you need
to include a colleague, just press
the Privacy Release button and
your collea ue can
part
discussion.Tress
it take
again,
andin the

Here's how the Bell System
can help a professional
office improve
its client service.
Your clientsare your business.
The last thing you want is to have
them foaming at the mouth because
they can't reach you.
Helping you solve this problem
is our business. And the Bell System
has a way that helps assure you'll
never miss an important telephone
call again, even if you're out of
the office.
The answer is a Com Key* or
Horizon's business communications
system by Western Electric. Say
you're out of the office and an
important client calls. Someone
who must talk to you immediately.
With a Com Key or Horizon system,
your secretary can call you and
connect you to the call, no matter
where you are. As long as you're

complete your call in confidence.
If you're an insurance agent,
you conduct a large part of your
business by telephone.
So you want to make sure that
calls aren't missed when you're
away from your desk.
Saved by the Bell again —
because with the Com Key or
Horizon system, you can make
your phone ring at any other phone
you choose.
Just think what that will mean
near a phone, you'll never miss
at times when most people are out
important calls.
of the office, such as during lunch:
no more missed calls from important
A more professional system. clients
—or prospective ones- The Com Key and Horizon
because somebody didn't hear the
systems were designed with a busy phone ring. Or couldn't get to it
professional's needs in mind. If
in time.
you're an attorney, for example, you
Tailored to your needs.
probably spend a lot of time on the
phone with a number of people
There are even more ways
trying to nail down a contract.
Western Electric communications
With the Com Key or Horizon
systems can make your business
system's conference calling feature, more productive and efficient.
you can speak to your client, a
Your local Bell company can
bank officer, and an associate at the tailor a system that's just right for
same time. It's easy to set up —you
you. And they back every system
do it yourself at the touch of a few
with prompt, dependable, experi•
buttons. Without operator assistance. enced service.
If you're an accountant, you
To find out what the right
need a phone system that prevents
system is for your needs, call your
someone from accidentally breaking local Bell company today.
in on a confidential conversaYou'll end up with more than
tion. Privacy is built into the
a better communications
Com Key and Horizon
system.
systems. That means you
You'll end up with a better
and your client can discuss
business.

0

Western Electric

*Trademark of AT& l

Table 2
CHANGES IN THE RATE OF PROFIT ON TOTAL
INVESTMENT
Profit
Total invest

_

Product value
_
Output

Total cost l
Output
/

Average
product
prices

Average
costs

and welfare conditions are fixed outside the given
unit.
In evaluating the larger system which manufactures the complete product, however, it must be
recognized that cost supersedes physical quantity
as the aspect of input flows to be compared with
physical output within any given set of physical
and welfare constraints. This reflects the production manager's freedom to improve performance
not only by decreasing the quantity of each input
per unit of output, but also by altering the qualitative specification of inputs, by adjusting factor
Table 3
WEIGHING PRODUCT OUTPUT BY AVERAGE COST
A
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output 2 1 _
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2
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J
l
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Where a and b are different products, 0 and P represent their respective
quantities and prices, and 1 and 2 represent successive periods.

proportions and by seeking reduced factor
prices —all derived from h is emphasis on lowering
to tal u n it cost.
At th e level o f th e firm , th e prim ary criteria for
perfo rman ce evalu ation chan ges again. Within defined p h y sical an d welfare co n straints, reducing
co sts relative to p h ysical o u tpu t becom es less im p o rtan t th an in creasin g reven u e relative to costs;
an d in cr easin g p ro fit relativ e to to tal investm ent
becom es still m ore im po rtan t. Thus, one m ay note
a sh ift in p erfo rm an ce m easu re from physical input /physical ou tp u t to fin an cial input /physical
ou tp ut to finan cial in p u t /fin an cial output at these
successively higher levels o f aggr egation within
th e firm . In ad ditio n , p rod u ctivity m easures m ight
be develo ped to co ver activities which would confo rm with estab lish ed organization groupings,
th u s in tegratin g su ch m easu res into the structure
of adm in istrative co n tro ls.
Th u s, using th e en tire p ro d uctivity- cost -m anagerial co ntro l stru ctu re o f relationships provides a
reason ab le m ean s of d ealin g with changes in relatio nsh ip s wh ich m igh t o therwise encourage misinterpretation s.
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( Output l r Capacity l f
\ Capacity / \ Fixed invest I \
Capacity
Utilization

Productivity
of fixed
investment

Fixed invest
Total invest
Internal
allocation
of investment

Some Practical Measurement Problems
Alm ost all of t h e d a t a required to apply the
suggested productivity analysis approach to actual

operations are usually available as by- products of
existing procurement, production control, personnel, cost accounting and sales records. The two
most common exceptions are measures of total
physical output and productive capacity. But
these, too, can be readily calculated from such
data.
Measures of chan ges in the tota l physic al output of oper ation s are usefu l bot h in d eterm ining
the extent to which increases in revenues are due
to incre ases in prices rather than in produ ct volum e, and also in comparing the latter with changes in to ta l costs to assess accom panying adjustm ent s in avera ge u nit cos ts. For su ch purposes,
managem ent requires measures of total output
reaching beyond purely physical dimensions —
such as the num ber, weight or volum e of various
products —so as to aggregate the output of sm all
and large, sim ple and co m plex pr oducts in term s
of their econom ic significance- Nevertheless, there
is still widespread use in m ajor industries of such
sim ple physical measures as tons of steel shipments and kilowatt -hours of electricity generated,
despite their obvious failure to encom pass the additional costly activities involved: in converting
raw steel into a wide range of finished bars, plates,
sheets, tubes and strip; or in transm itting and distributing elec trical power f rom gen erating plants
to industrial and residential users.
Useful m easures of the total physical output of
multiproduct operations have long been available.
The m ost com m on of these involves weighting the
output of each product in the base and in the com parison period by its average price in the two periods (Table 3). Hence, any change in the resulting
total value of all products between the two periods
m ust be att rib uta ble to chan ges in physical output —for the other determ inant of total value,
product prices, rem ains identical in the two periods.
In m ost plants and indus tries, the level of productive capacity is a basic conside ration in p roduction planning, capital goods procurem ent, production control arrangem ents, the design of
Continued on page 44
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How Banks Forecast
This survey of bank forecasting practices reveals insights that can
be useful to management accountants in other industries.

By Gary A. Giroux and Stanley H. Kratchman
Management accountants generally have played a
passive role in financial forecasting— analyzing
historical information rather than projecting future cash flow or other data. With today's specialization, however, accountants must be up -to -date
on the latest forecasting techniques so they can be
at the forefront of their companies' planning processes.
Unfortunately, the "standard" or "textbook"
treatment of forecasting, planning and budgeting
is inadequate for specialized industries. Therefore,
we decided to develop a forecasting framework
associated with planning functions relevant to a
single, specialized industry and tell how the forecasting techniques can be applied. Other industries can draw on this example and apply procedures to their situations.
We chose the banking industry for our study
because it is a large, relatively homogeneous industry (there are nearly 15,000 commercial banks
in the United States with combined assets of approximately $1 trillion) that plays a critical role in
the nation's economy. In addition, there is great
variation in the size of firms from the small
"neighborhood bank" to the giant multinational.
Also, banking industry literature suggests banks
are using more quantitative methods. In other
words, this industry should be a leader in the use
0025 - 1690/80/6111- 2976 /$01.00/0

of quantitative forecasting/planning techniques.
What Is Financial Forecasting?
Before we discuss our study and its results, we
need to take a look at financial forecasting. This
function has two interrelated parts: forecasting
the external environment (e.g., economic, competitive, regulatory factors), including the development of scenarios of potential environmental impact, and analyzing financial decisions based upon
the environmental forecasts and a firm's current
financial position. The current financial position is
the result of past decisions for acquiring funds
from various sources and investing these funds in
alternative investment opportunities such as plant
or bonds. Current decisions on acquiring and investing funds will affect the company's future financial position, so they should be based on the
firm's existing financial position and the expected
external environment.
Given the forecasts of the relevant economic
variables, the planning staff should analyze the
impact of specific management decisions in the
context of changes in the overall balance sheet position, the impact of future earnings potential, and
the relative risks to the financial position of the
company over the planning horizon. Sensitivity
analysis often is useful for analyzing the exposure
to risks from forecast error and is thus considered
a part of the financial forecasting process. Pro forCopyright
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Table 1

ANALYSIS OF FORECASTING TECHNIQUES POTENTIALLY
USEFUL FOR FINANCIAL PLANNING

QUALITATIVE
Judgmental

Forecasts are prepared based upon the
insights of individual managers or designated
staffs. Results are dependent on the intuitive
judgment o f the individuals. (It should be
noted that any quantitative fo recast should be
subject to judgmental mo dif icatio ns, when
appropriate.)

No quantitative analysis.
Accuracy is dependent
solely o n the subjective
insight of the f orecaster.

Analysis can be formal or
informal; forecasts can be
adapted quickly to changing
circumstances.

Delphi method

A formal process conducted by a group of
experts to achieve consensus on f uture events
(such as future financial structure o r regulatory
environment). To avoid face -to -face interaction
problems, the group interacts anonymo usly.
Feedback among the group is achieved by
formal questionnaires or computer demand
terminals.

No quantitative analysis.
Iterative pro cess is time
consuming, a limitation to
sho rt-term planning.

May be useful in long -run
planning when histo rical
data is unavailable or not
relevant.

Multiple linear
regression

Independent variables are related to dependent
variable (the one to be forecast), using least
bx1
u, where is
squares:
a
cx2 ...
the independent variable; x1,x2, etc. are the
independent variables; and u is an error term.
Regression is a statistical technique, increasing
potential analysis le.g., calculating confidence
intervals).

Satisfactory dependentindependent variables may
not be available. Various
statistical co nditions must
be met to achieve reliable
forecasts.

Strong dependence on
causal assumptions, thus
forecasters cannot only
predict future events, but
analyze why they will
occur.

Econometrics

A system o f interdependent regression
equations describing one or more economic
sectors. Econometric models are generally
associated with some macro - economic theory
(e.g., keynesian or monetarist) and are thus
a mathematical representatio n of economic
theory

Expensive and requires a
long lead time to arrive at
accurate forecasts. Various
economic assumptions
associated with specific
macro - economic theories
have been subject to some
debate.

Highly so phisticated, with
the po tential to predict
patterns, and turning points
with great accuracy.

Input- output

A system of simultaneous equations
concerning the f low o f goo ds and services
within an entire economy (natio nal and
regional). Application to specific firms involves
inter - industry flows. Simultaneous equations
link industry (or company) output with specif ic
productio n inputs.

Expensive. Useful when a
firm's market share is
relatively stable.

Can achieve good sector
forecasts, based on a
detailed flow analysis and
matching input- output
correlations.

Simulation

Mathematical equations are used to evaluate
various policies, proposals, and scenarios.
Simulations of complex, interrelated systems
can provide quantiative analysis within a
dynamic and uncertain environment. The
Monte Carlo method, for example employs
random numbers from one or more probability
distributions to simulate a system.

Various events must be
quantifiable in a
probabalastic pattern.

Computer mo dels allow
analyses and
experimentation of
scenarios before (or instead
of) real -world events andlor
decisions are selected.

Exponential
smoothing

Based on averaging past values of a time
series in a decreasing (exponential) manner,
i.e., decreasing weights are given to older
values. Weightings can be adjusted to give
little or considerable smoo thing.

Does not adapt rapidly to
changes in data pattern and
is relatively poor for
predicting seasonality.
non - statistical

Inexpensive, and calculations
are relatively easy.

Classical
decomposition

A time series that attempts to identify trend,
cycle, seasonality, and error (randomness): S
TxCxSxR. Approach: (1) determine seasonality
using 12 -month moving average; (2) determine
trend and cycle; (3) forecast: TxCxS.

User must determine trend
and cycle. Non - statistical.

Inexpensive; go od method
for data series having
seasonal component.

Box - Jenkins

Fit data pattern to a B -J model based on the
autocorrelation of successive values. There
are three general classes of models: (1) auto
regressive (AR); (2) moving average (MA); and
13) mixed (ARMA). B -J can accommodate
seasonal or non - seasonal data patterns.

Expensive and requires
considerable computer time
and appropriate programs.
User must determine
appropriate B -J model.

Pattern accuracy can be
very precise. It is a
statistical model, allowing
further computations (e.g.,
confidence limits).

+

+
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ma financial statements, based on specific forecasts of the economic environment and decision
assumptions, also may be a part of the planning
process.
Financial Forecasting Techniques
What forecasting techniques are suitable for
providing predictions in the financial planning
process? We found nine which have been identified in the forecasting literature as useful and
which appear in our survey results. See Table 1
for an explanation of these techniques.
The qualitative techniques rely on experts' insight, or subjective forecasting. Explanatory techniques express "causal" relationships quantitatively— logical relationships can be used and analyzed
to develop forecasts. With these techniques,
changes in value of the independent variable(s)
should explain changes in the specified dependent
variable (the one to be forecasted). Time series
techniques use observed historical data, based on
the assumption that the patterns discerned will
continue over the forecast period. A major criticism of time series techniques, however, is that
there is no explanatory power (i.e., future values
are dependent on past values). These models,
therefore, may be poor at predicting turning
points.
There are four basic time series patterns: horizontal, trend, seasonal, and cyclical. Planning variables with seasonal and cyclical sensitivity may
be forecast satisfactorily with these methods.
A Bank's Use of Forecasting
Initially the forecasting function should be concerned with the economic variables relevant to the
future external environment of the bank (the general economic conditions at both the national and
regional levels). Such factors as potential deposit
levels, loan demand and interest rates are of primary concern. Once a bank has a forecast of these
variables for the planning horizon, it can analyze
the impact of the variables on its future financial
position. For example, a forecast of strong eco-

nomic growth may lead to expectations of rising
deposit levels at financial institutions, increased
loan demand, and an upward trend of most interest rates. Accurate forecasts of the specific variables impacting on the bank's portfolio then
become crucial to the planning functions and
management decisions.
Management decisions are dependent upon
planning over a specific time horizon, while planning depends upon accurate information on a
firm's current financial position and economic environment. Forecasts of future economic conditions are necessary inputs to the planning process
so a bank can anticipate change and adapt to new
conditions. For example, Figure 1 illustrates the
general management process involving financial
decisions in banking. Given a bank's current financial position, forecasts of the economic environment are necessary inputs to the planning
process. Planners use this information, analyze alternative economic conditions and financial decisions, and develop formal plans, which may be
modified as new information becomes available.
Ultimately, management decisions are made, relying on the most recent financial plans as modified
by management objectives and other inputs.
In the context of a banking framework, financial forecasting is most relevant to the interrelated
concepts of asset and liability (balance sheet)
management and profit planning. Balance sheet
management is concerned with the simultaneous
management of the asset, liability, and capital
accounts of a bank as a portfolio for financial
planning. Balance sheet management techniques
typically have a time horizon of several years but
require review and revision on a regular basis.
Profit planning may be defined as the analysis of
revenues and expenses and the determination of
anticipated profitability annually.
Most banks probably have a formal budgeting
process, but many may combine this formal process with informal long -range forecasting and planning procedures. The larger banks would be expected to have formal and relatively sophisticated

The level of
sophistication
in forecasting
techniques
appears to
depend on the
size of the
bank.

Figure 1
A SIMPLIFIED MANAGEMENT PROCESS
Other
inputs
r

Current
external bank
environment

Expected
environmental
changes

L

Forecasts of
future
environment

Ll
Bank's current
financial
position
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Planning
(optimizing performance
under changing
conditions)

Decisions
(to maximize
future bank
performance)

Feedback
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Table 2
RESPONSE RATE OF SUB - POPULATIONS
Questionnaires

Responses

Percent of
mail sample

195
200
150

123
81
30

63
41
20

545

234

43%

Large banks
Medium banks
Small banks
Totals

Percent of
population

63
10
.2
2%

RESPONSE CATEGORIZATION
Large bank s Medium b anks Small banks

Total

B an ks us i ng

quantitative techniques
Banks not using
quantitative techniques
Total

87 (71 %)

26 (32 %)

4 (13%)

117 (50%)

36 (29%)

55 (68%)

26 (87%)

117 (50 %)

81

30

234

123

balance sheet planning models such as simulation
and optimization models.
By using an optimization model such as linear
programming for financial planning, bankers attempt to optimize their banks' financial position
over some multi -period planning horizon. This
concept involves simultaneous planning of the entire balance sheet structure to maximize some objective function (generally the present value of
some definition of earnings) subject to specified
constraints. Because of high leverage, regulatory
limitations, and the possibility of deposit run -offs,
bankers must balance earnings with adequate liquidity and risk limitations. The considerations of
liquidity, risk, and various regulatory restrictions,
as well as managerial considerations, may be stated as mathematical constraints in a linear programming model. Major advantages of the linear
programming model are that the impact of changing parameters in the constraints can be analyzed
(a sensitivity analysis can be performed) and that
the determination of the possible costs associated
with forecast errors can be evaluated.

subpopulation, also presented in Table 2,indicates
major differences among the three groups. Overall, 50% of the responding banks used quantitative techniques. The percentages were 71% for
large banks, 32% for medium banks, and 13% for
small banks. The use of forecasting techniques appears to be highly correlated with bank size; the
use of sophisticated methods declined rapidly as
bank size diminished.
Forecasting techniques by subpopulation are
presented in Table 3. Simulation, econometrics,
and multiple regression proved to be t he most
widely used of the forecasting techniques within
the large bank subpopulation. Each technique has
had wide coverage in the banking literature and is
well established in forecasting methodology.
Relatively less use was indicated for time series
techniques, with a total of only 35 responses for
this group. This was somewhat surprising because
many of the typical planning variables should be
well suited for time series techniques, especially
for inputs to short -run decisions. The majority of
the medium banks (68 %) relied either on
judgment only or made no formal forecasts. Simulations, exponential smoothing and multiple regression were the most widely cited quantitative
techniques. Our results indicated that few medium banks used quantitative methods, and the ones
that did typically employed less sophisticated
techniques than did large banks. Small banks can
be characterized as non -users of statistical forecast
methods. Three banks used simulation, while one
each used classical decomposition, multiple regression, and the delphi method. Most banks relied on management opinion as the primary internal source. A comment from a small Florida bank
may be typical of the group: "We are a very small
bank and do not have the resources to employ
sophisticated forecasting techniques."
Is Judgment Relevant?

What Are Banks Doing Now?

One hundred and eight (46 %) of the banks reTo determine the state of the art of financial lied on judgment only rather than on various
forecasting in banks, we surveyed bankers who quantitative or more sophisticated qualitative
could evaluate their bank's forecast position. Our techniques, but this situation does not necessarily
sample of 545 banks (using stratified sampling lead to poor planning results. Consider the commethods) was based on total deposits as of De- ment from a large Ohio bank using judgmental
cember 31, 1976, as reported in Polk's World techniques only. "Perhaps more important than
Bank Directory (1977). We identified three sub - the `techniques used' is the management of the
populations (based on total deposits): (1) large results, i.e., the relative success or failure of the
banks, defined for this study as those with total financial plan once it is developed."
deposits over $500 million; (2) medium banks, with
Planning may be detailed and thorough without
deposits ranging from $100 to $500 million; and(3) quantitative forecasting techniques. For example,
small banks, with deposits below $100 million.
a Michigan banker replied:
234
We received usable responses from
banks, a
response rate of 43 %. See Table 2 for the response
Most of our variables are based on the expebreakdown of the three subpopulations.
rience and judgment of several individuals
who consider external economic factors
Sub-Population Comparisons
along with the potential impact upon diviThe quantitative /nonquantitative dichotomy by
sion financial plans and objectives.
42
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Also, a few respondents relying on judgment reported that results of past experiments with quantitative methods were poor:
Our forecasting system has the capability to
apply scientific methods in forecasting (exponential smoothing, multiple regression
and simulation). However, due to the frequent changes in the money markets and
economy it is difficult to apply these methods effectively. Currently we rely on direct
input from senior management and division
managers. (A California banker)
We have tried statistical projection methods
and find them to be less accurate than our
managers in forecasting turns. (A Virginia
banker)
Responses from several apparently successful
sophisticated users, however, indicated that judgment is important in the forecasting/planning
process:
Any use of large -scale econometric models
implies judgment on the part of our economists, as to likely error in particular sectors.
(Illinois)
Use of statistical technniques ... must be
tempered with broad knowledge of the organization and as much information as possible gathered from the marketplace. (Texas)
No matter how sophisticated the forecasting techniques used, almost all respondents indicated the
simultaneous use of management judgment for
each planning variable.

quantitative forecasting techniques are not essential inputs to optimization (or other bank -wide financial planning) models.
Who Prepares the Forecasts?
Preparers /sources of forecast information are
presented in Table 4. The controller's staff was
cited by the largest number of banks, which would
indicate the important relationship between forecast information and the accounting function. The
specialized staff positions — forecast /planning staff
and economist /staff —were widely cited by the
large banks, and forecast /planning staff was cited
by 33% of medium banks. In general, quantitative
forecasts of economic variables were associated
with economists or forecasting /planning staffs,
and quantitative forecasts of financial statement
variables (primarily using simulation) were associated with controllers' staffs. The ability to use specialized staffs may be an important reason for the
wide (and presumably successful) utilization of
quantitative forecasting methods. Published data,
the most widely cited external source, were employed within all three subpopulations. Several
large banks used consultants, while medium and
small banks placed more reliance on correspondent banks. This seems a logical process, with the
larger banks and /or bank holding company staffs
providing information to the smaller correspondents or subsidiaries. We had expected greater utilization of external sources, particularly published
data because a great deal of economic information
is available in this form.
What is the Future of Financial Forecasting?
The banking industry uses many different forecasting procedures that concentrate on judgmental and explanatory forecasting to predict eco-

Using Optimization Models
There are differences among size groups for employing optimization models. Fifteen percent of
all banks employed at least one optimization model. The utilization percentages were related directly to bank size: 24% for large banks, 9% for
medium banks, and none for small banks. These
figures represent,a utilization rate much less than
expected, particularly by the larger banks. Optimization models have had wide coverage in the
banking literature for a number of years, which
suggests greater use than reported. Perhaps the
high cost of implementing a "successful" model is
perceived by the majority of large banks as outweighing potential benefits.
As expected, banks using quantitative forecasting techniques are more likely to use optimization
models: 24 of the 29 large bank users of optimization techniques were "quantitative forecasters."
That some of the "nonquantitative forecasters"
used optimization models suggests, however, that
MANAGEMENT ACCOUNTING /MAY 1980

Table 3
FORECAST TECHNIQUES USED, BY SUB - POPULATION
Large banks
D e l p h i M e th o d

Medium banks

Small banks

Total

9

3

1

13

J ud g m e n tal (o n ly)

36

22

108

Multip l e re g r e s s io n
E c o no m e tric s
I np ut /o utp ut

40

50
9

1

50

50

3

0

53

12

0

15

S im ul ati o n

52

3
11

4

66

18

4
10

1
0

28

5

0
2

0
0

5

5
0

5

4

9

C las s ic al d e c o m p o s itio n
E xp o ne nt ial s m o o thi ng
Box - Je nkins
O the r tim e s e rie s
No f o rm al f o re c as ts

7

12

7

nomic variables and simulation to evaluate the impact of alternative complex financial decisions.
Bank size appears to be the determining factor in
the sophistication of forecasting and planning
techniques used. This factor may indicate that a
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Table 4
PREPARERS /SOURCES OF FORECASTS
Large banks Medium banks Small banks

Total

I nte rnal s o urc e s
Fo re c ast/ p lanning s taf f

80

27

4

E c o no m is tl s taf f

66

7

2

75

C o ntro lle r' s s taf f

65

57

7

129

Mg m t . o p i n io n o nl y
O the r

111

7

6

16

29

22 "

14"

0

36

35

E xte rnal s o urc e s
4

21

10

C o n s u lta nt

C o rr e s p o nd e n t b a nks

21

5

1

27

P ub lis he d d ata

38

27

11

76

ho l d i ng c o m p a ny

10

10

0

20

O the r (b ro k e r d e ale r)

1

0

0

1

He ad q uart e rs , b ank

'

Specifically: branch managerslfunctional areaslresponsibility centers (8);
investment department (4); treasurer (3); loan officers (2); international
department (1); interest rate committee (1); finance committee (1); market
research (2).
"Specifically: department heads /managers (5); profiticost centers (2); loan
administration (3); assetlliability committees (2); trust department (1);
investment department (1).

high cost is associated with sophisticated planning
techniques so that only the huge deposit base of a
relatively large bank will generate benefits believed to offset forecasting costs.
The growing use of quantitative forecasting
techniques by banks may be inevitable for several
reasons. Banking entities are becoming larger
(partially as a result of merger and multi -bank
holding company activities); the economic, regulatory, and competitive environments are becoming increasingly complex; and economic conditions are, as always, uncertain. Thus, managers
should rely on sophisticated planning that seems
to require sophisticated forecasts even though the
progress toward greater sophistication may be
slow, and specific applications of forecasting techniques may result in spectacular failures, particularly when they are in the development stage.

Success is directly related to the degree of management confidence in, and ability to interact with
quantitative forecasts and their planning implications. Given increasing financial "and economic
complexities, however, the option of relying exclusively on subjective insight and vision successfully
seems more and more in doubt.
Accounting Implications for Other Industries
Based upon the results of our study, the controller's role seems vital to the forecasting/planning process. At large banks, specialists usually
provide economic forecasts, but controllers analyze financial statement variables (as in considering alternative decisions on financial position).
The controller's obligation for forecasting/planning increases as bank size diminishes. Thus, at
relatively small banks, the forecasting/planning
process is nonquantitative and almost entirely a
controller's function.
We expect our conclusions to be similar to the
theoretical concepts and state -of -the -art results
within other financial and nonfinancial industries.
A controller's planning techniques at non -bank
organizations may relate to the above results.
Thus, forecasting economic conditions is necessary to the planning process, and quantitative projections provided by specialized staffs represent a
viable approach to economic forecasting. Analyzing complex economic and financial data to arrive
at relevant formal plans is the controller's responsibility. As the analysis ofalternative decisions becomes more complex, quantitative financial planning models such as simulation become more
appealing in a cost - effective sense.
Our study results apply to banking. Further industry-wide research on current forecasting methods and the interaction between specialized staffs
and controller departments represents the next
step in determining the state -of -the -art and the
role ofaccountants in financial forecasting.
❑

PRODUCTIVITY ANALYSIS FOR MANAGEMENT ACCOUNTANTS
Continued from page 38
depreciation formulae and in other sectors of
plant operations and managerial decision - making.
Hence, most managements have in mind, or readily at hand, at least a rough estimate ofthe productive capacity which they administer. This is particularly likely to be true on a product -by- product
basis, ifnot in terms of a properly weighted composite of all products. It should also be noted that
the basic data required for the measurement of
productive capacity are usually readily available
44

as the by- product of other plant operation and
control functions, including engineering and the
establishment of production and cost standards.
One may conclude, accordingly, that efforts to develop more precise and more comprehensive estimates ofproductive capacity are not only feasible
in most plants, but would be in the practical interests of management.
❑
B. Gold, Productivity, Technology and Capilab Economic Anatysis, Managerial
Strategies and Government Policies Lexington Books -D.C. Heath, Lexington,
Mass., 1979.
' tbid.
' Gold, "Productivity Analysis and system Coherence," Operational Research
Quanerly. September 1965.
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A Practical Solution
to Forecasting Problems
Making projections does not have to be a "no -win" situation,
as many financial executives believe.

By Edwin A. Wood and Robert G. Murdick
Executives of American enterprises have responded to the prospect of earnings forecasts in a manner comparable to that of the American Medical
Association when confronted with the prospect of
a national health program. The unknowns embraced by change typically meet with some resistance, and in this respect managers and CPAs are
no different than any other segment of society.
Corporations, aware that future earnings will
likely be either higher or lower than specific estimates, feel that making projections is a no -win
situation. Yet the British experience shows it is
possible to develop techniques for making interval
estimates which will provide useful information to
the public and provide protection to the corporation for reasonable differences between anticipated
and actual performance.
British chartered accountants have attested to
rather detailed earnings projections in prospectuses and "take over" merger data for a number of
years. In the case of annual reports, British accountants are not unlike their American counterparts, and formal forecasts are not rendered.
Notwithstanding the use of point or discreet
data in preparing projections for prospectuses or
merger situations, the British accountants have
been remarkably successful. David C. Damant
0025 - 1690/80/6111- 2740/$01.00/0

notes that in "take- over" situations, 210 earnings
projections were examined for part of the year
1971 of which 170 or 81% of the projections were
realized within 10 %. Of the 40 "failures," 19 were
in vestigated of which only three were devoid of a
satisfactory explanation.'
It sho uld be no ted that in the ca se of Br itish
fo recasts, only a relatively short period is involved
(ranging from six months to 18 months at the
most). This is reasonable since any attem pt to
fo recast beyond the near term would be subject to
in creasing uncertainties.
Som e com m entators have suggested that differen ce s in t he Am e ric an and British legal system s
precludes earnings projections in the Am erican
bu siness comm unity. In Great Britain, class action and derivative suits are not available and thus
actions against accountants are relatively rare by
Am erican standards. But in light of t he British
su ccess with projections, the greater legal vulnerab ility of account ants in the U.S. does not appear
to be a valid argum ent against providing forecasts
in annual reports.
Few Forecast Guidelines
Probably the greatest potential difficulties in
preparing and /or attesting to earnings projections
arise from the fact that there are few existing stand ards or procedures and that it would be very
Copyright ©1980 by the National Association of Accountants
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hard to verify projected data-' It should also be
recognized that projections are based on certain
assumptions, and that these assumptions themselves provide useful information to an investor,
and therefore should be disclosed. Disclosure of
assumptions would permit the investor to evaluate
them subjectively.
Furthermore, a reasonable operating history
(for instance five years) could be a prerequisite to
providing an earnings projection. This past record
Table 1
FORECAST BASED ON ANALYSIS AND JUDGMENT
Projected

$160,500,000

Costs and expenses:
Contract Et mfg. costs
Selling Et G&A expense

$132,400,000
15,000,000

$134,600,000
15,800,000

$138,000,000
16,300,000

$147,400,000

$150,400,000

$154,300,000

600,000

5,700,000

6,200,000

Income before federal
income tax

$

Maximum

$15.6,100,000

$

Most likely

$148,0_00,0.0.0

$

Minimum

Net sales

range

could be a standard on which the reasonableness
of the projection would be assessed. Most publicly -owned companies should have five years of operating history.
Lastly, investors should be cognizant of the fact
that the future is uncertain. Use of range or interval projections would facilitate this objective. As
mentioned earlier, the nature of the environment
and the cost allocation process are such that complete precision is extremely unlikely. Obviously,
managements and their accountants should not be
held responsible for external economic or political
developments which could not have been accurately predicted.
Assuming that equity demands a uniform and
reasonable system of disclosing future prospects,
that the movement toward providing these projections will continue, and that there are valid arguments (including possible accountants' liability)
against "point" estimates, how are these projections to be formulated? A possible answer to the
projections problem is to provide a
of earnings, preferably with an estimate of the probability
of earnings falling within the range.
Simple Estimates of Range
The simplest alernative to providing a "point"
estimate of next year's earnings is to give a range
of earnings based upon judgment. Thus, instead of
the past practice in which management issues the
glittering generality found in so many annual reports: "Improvements in earnings are expected
next year," management could issue a statement
such as: "We anticipate that earnings will be in
the range of $3,180,000 to $3,650,000." Management would select a range with which it feels
"comfortable," but such a range should not be so
broad as to be meaningless. The overriding objec40

tive is to achieve a "reasonable" degree of precision with a "reasonable" degree of confidence in a
nonstatistical manner.
The rationale behind such a simple estimate for
some companies or industries is as follows: If a
company has stable earnings rate over a period of
years and a trend appears clearly established, this
fact would lend some credibility to the estimate.
Companies that market a variety of products,
none of which are important enough to influence
sales greatly, might use a simple estimate of range.
Highly cyclical companies, companies dependent
on the introduction of new products, or compariies in a rapidly changing competitive industry
(such as electronics) would find it more difficult to
project earnings on the basis of historical data.
A simple estimate of earnings, however, could
be prepared with a more fully developed marketing and financial basis. An abbreviated example is
shown in Table 1. It is assumed that the selling
price has been established prior to this sales forecast. In this table, the sales forecast may be produced by marketing research, sales force composite, curve fitting, correlation with some set of
more predictable variables, or executive group
judgment. The upper and lower limits may be calculated on the basis of external and internal environmental factors that management has concluded willl have either a probable or possible impact
on sales. Examples of factors which affect upper
limits are: selling effort available, actions of competitors, and manufacturing capacity. Lower limits are suggested by historical sales, selling effort,
and market and sales potential.
Once unit sales of each product line have been
forecast, an analysis of production costs may be
made. Again, judgments must be made to identify
factors which may affect production costs in some
unusual way. The introduction of new equipment,
new production systems, anticipated increases in
material costs, or potential wage increases are examples.
Finally, management must examine the "most
likely," the maximum, and the minimum sales
and cost figures. It would appear plausible to combine the "most likely" sales and costs to obtain
"most likely" earnings. It is not at all logical,
however, to combine the highest sales figures with
the lowest cost figures to estimate the maximum
profit since both units sold and units produced are
normally closely related.
Probabilistic Forecasts of Earnings
Probabilistic (and analytic) forecasts of earnings commence with research and management
judgment just as did the method discussed above.
However, an additional requirement is that management identify underlying probability distribution of estimates such as the normal distribution
or Beta distribution. Two estimates are required
MANAGEMENT ACCOUNTING /MAY 1980

to define a normal distribution and three estimates
are required to define a Beta distribution for the
forecast of sales or a particular expense item. The
benefit obtained from employing probability distributions is that we may combine sales and expense distributions to arrive at a probability distribution for earnings A probability distribution of
earnings, in turn, allows us to represent management inputs in the form of such statements as:
"We are 90 % confident that earnings will fall between $2,100,000 and $2,900,000."
A number of papers have treated such probabilistic forecasts and the technical aspects of combining variables that appear in the income statement.
Here we will employ an example using the Beta
distribution because this distribution has become
well known in its applications in PERT. It should
be noted that the nonsymmetrical distribution is
suited to many real situations.
Forecast of Earnings Based on
Beta Distribution of Estimates
With this method, management first makes a
"most likely" estimate, m of each variable in the
earnings statement. This is the forecast which
would be expected to occur if the situation were
repeated many times or if a number of qualified
people were asked to estimate its value. Next, a
lower bound, a, is estimated as a value for which
there is only one chance in a hundred of obtaining

apply. Although the sales and expense values are
estimated independently, the "expected" income
is determined by combining the expected sales and
expected expenses on the basis of elementary statistical theory.
Table 2 shows a sample calculation of earnings.
Since "expected" values are averages of "reasonable" probability distributions, each expected value may be assumed, itself, to be normally distributed. The sums or differences of such averages
may be combined directly, and the combined result will have a variance equal to the sum of the
individual variances. Thus under the Central Limit Theorem, the estimate of income, $4,933, has an
estimated standard deviation of $2,293, calculated
and shown in Table 2. The estimate of earnings
and the variance of the estimate are determined
from the final figures in the two righthand columns.
We know that 50% of the area under the normal curve lies in the range of X + .67 standard
deviations from the mean. Therefore, we may say:
"The probability is .50 that earnings will be within
the range of $4,933 t .67 ($2,993), or between
$3,397 and $6,469."
This statement, however, may not inspire much
confidence in the minds of the investors. Investors
would certainly prefer greater confidence and
more precision in a statement. The company's
management might overcome this problem by

Table 2
PROBABILISTIC FORECAST WITH BETA DISTRIBUTIONS
Minimum

Most
likely

$148,000,000

$156,100,000

132,400,000
15,000,000

134,600,000
15,800,000

Projected

Standard
deviation
IL expected)

$160,500,000

$155,483,000

$2,083,000

138,000,000
16,300,000

134.800,000
15,750,000

933,000
217,000

$

12083) 2

4,933,000

$2,293,000-

(217) 2
+

+

(933) 2

v

!I NC OM E =

870,489

+

+

4,338,889

=

INCOME

Maximum

Expected
values

=

1 INCOME

=

"

&

Net sales
Cost and expenses:
Contract b mfg. co sts
Selling
G&A expense
Income before federal
income taxes

British
accountants
have been
remarkably
successful with
projections.

47,089

5,256,467
2,293

a lower value. An upper bound, b, is estimated for
which there is only one chance in one hundred of
a higher value occurring.
The "expected" value of sales or costs is computed as in PERT:
X= a +4m +b
6
The standard deviation of the distribution is:
o- =b — a
For each expense category, the same formulas
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judgmentally narrowing the range of each estimate or by using some systematic and logical
process. Obviously, the latter approach is more
desirable. We suggest that an adaptation of the
DELPHI' or PROBE' methods (from technological forecasting procedures) be used.
Delphi and Probe Techniques, Modified
The basic concepts underlying Delphi and
Probe forecasting comprise the selection of a panel of experts, the establishment of a procedure for
making independent estimates repeatedly, and
provision for feedback or results to the individual
47

4. Manager of Accounting (or a representative)
Figure 1
PANEL AVERAGES
1.
2.
3.
4.
5.

Me d ia n
$156.1

Mini m um
$148

Maxi m um
$160.5

panel memb ers. Essen tially, the proce dure is an
iterative one whereby estimates are refined and
mad e to co nverge to ward a narrow limit. Th e
forecasting o f p ro fits would employ three such
panels:
Pa nel I fo r Sa les Fo reca st a nd Sales Expense
1. Presid en t an d /o r Vice President
2. Man ager o f Marketin g
3. Man ager o f Mark etin g R esearch and /o r Sales
Fo recast
4. Sales Managers (selected )
5. Pro d u ct Man agers (if such exist in the com pany)
6. Man ager o f Ad vertisin g an d Sales Prom otion
Pan el 2 for Co st of Sales
1. Man ager o f Pro d u ctio n
2. Pro d u ctio n Plan n in g an d Contro l Manager
3. In d u strial En gin eer

Figure 2
EFFECT OF GROUP SIZE

.9

m

.
�

8
.7

-

6
.

mom

5

�

.4
1

5

p

.

�
9

-

-

-

-

�

Ir-

17

21

25

Number in group

Source: Norman C. Dalkey, The Delphi Method: An Experimental
Study of Group Opinion, Memorandum RM 5888 PR, The
Rand Corporation. June 1969
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1. A questionnaire is sent to each m em ber of the
particular panel asking for an estimate o f a
lower bound , m ost like ly value, a nd an upper
bound. Each panel mem ber is requested to supply these answers without conveying his estimates to other panel m em bers.
2. The estim ates are com bined by averaging the
lower bounds, the m ost likely values, and the
upper bounds. The aver ages are then reported
back to mem bers of the panel. A popular pictorial m ethod for feedback is shown in Figure 1.
3. Each panel m em ber is then asked to review his
three estim a tes and cha nge them if he wishes.
If any one of his estim ates fall below the lower
bound or above the upper bound, he is asked to
write a brief explanation for his estim ate.
4. The estim ates are combined again , explanations are attached, and the averages are reported back to the panel once m ore.
5. Again, e ach pane l m e m ber is aske d to review
his three estim ates in the light of the new averages and the explanations.
6. The final averages are used to supply the data
in Table 2.

Simulation —A Costly Method

+,
13

A typical procedure which might be used would
include these actions:

The effect of repeated estim ates m ade independently by panel m em bers has been shown to narrow the dispersion of the estimates. Figure 2
shows an example of this effect. In addition, R.F.
Vancil made a study in which forecasts of sales for
the year 19x5 were m ade in 19x1, 19x2, 190, and
19x4 for s am ples of 16 to 39 com panies , and the
estim ates approached the actual sales very closely
by 19x4. 5

A ve rag e g r o up e rro r

o

Panel 3 for G &A Expense
Vice President of Operations
Manager of Accounting
Manager of Em ployee Relations
Manager o f Finance
Accounting (budgets)

29

In large companies, simulation offers another
method for obtaining a probability distribution of
earnin gs. Th e fir st ste p in s im ula tion is to d eterm ine a probability distrib ution for sales in units.
Next, a probability distribution for price m ust be
determ ined. Then probability distributions for
each expense must be obtained.
The difference between this method and the
previous analytic method is that any em pirical
distribut ion m ay be used instead of a the oretical
distribution. The problem arises in obtaining
Continued on page 55
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Evaluating Multinational
Performance under FAS No. 8
A key premise: the local top management team in a subsidiary is
held accountable, at least in part, for earnings deviations due to
foreign exchange movements.

In times of wide and unpredictable monetary fluctuations, trying to evaluate the performance of a
foreign subsidiary of a U.S. -based multinational
corporation on the basis of U.S. dollar reports is a
little like trying to measure a distance with a rubber yardstick, and can be about as frustrating as
playing cricket with Alice in Wonderland. Comparisons made between current -month dollar results and corresponding dollar budgets established
only a few months before are often not meaningful. This is so because today's expenses in a foreign subsidiary are translated at an exchange rate
different from the rate used at budget time. That
is, the dollar value used in budgeting and planning
is not the same as the dollar value used subsequently for control purposes. Without a uniform
yardstick for both planning and measuring, distortions creep into the entire reporting and control system. International executives are only too
familiar with the following scenarios:

Since it was issued in 1975, the Financial Accounting Standards Board Statement No. 8 (FAS
No. 8) has been blamed endlessly in the press for
arbitrary fluctuations in and distortions of foreign
subsidiaries' earnings. Swings of tens of millions
of U.S. dollars in currency gains and losses between a current and previous period have been
reported regularly by major corporations. Such
reports were particularly frequent a few years ago
when all major currencies were shaken by the
dual impact of currency realignments following
the transition from fixed to floating exchange
rates, and the surge in oil prices.

Gerard J. Dietemann is
vice president, finance,
Carrier International
Corp. He has an MBA
degree from Syracuse
University. This article
was submitted through
the Syracuse Chapter,
of which he is a
member.

Can Dollar Statements Provide
Fair Assessment of a Subsidiary?
General misunderstanding of the underlying
causes of these distortions
U.S. dollar figures
has tended to undermine the credibility of all reported U.S. dollar earnings. This is bad enough
per se, but takes on an added dimension for the
manager whose performance is being measured by
questionable reliability.
a yardstick
The business community often has overreacted
of

• U.S. dollar reports of the Japanese subsidiary of
a MNC show selling, G & A expenses to be substantially above the budgeted dollar figure. Called
upon to explain the unfavorable variance, the Japanese manager promptly points out that local currency expenses under his control are on target and
the excess over budget exists only on U.S. dollar
statements because of a steady strengthening of
the yen as against the dollar, at a much faster rate
than had been anticipated at budget time.

during the year from a budgeted $10,000 to
$600,000. This reduces drastically the reported
U.S. dollar profits of the small company even
though local currency results are fairly close to
budget. Since the management team's bonus is
now jeopardized, the manager is clearly unhappy
and feels that he should not be penalized because
of an unanticipated and perhaps reversible movement between the local currency and the U.S. dollar.

of

By Gerard J. Dietemann

• A subsidiary's foreign exchange loss has grown
0025 - 1690/80/6111- 3085/$01.00/0
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Too much
reliance on
judgmental
rates can lead
to a breakdown
in assignment
of responsibility
and
accountability.
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and disregarded official U.S. dollar results as a
yardstick for measuring a foreign subsidiary's performance. Instead, it has resorted to methods with
questionable credentials. We will examine these
methods and their implications.
Then, several alternative methods of presenting
foreign earnings in terms meaningful to U.S. management will be considered and their reliability
examined. It will be shown that official U.S. dollar
results, per FAS No. 8, of foreign operations cannot be completely ignored in measuring a foreign
subsidiary's performance. On the contrary, official
figures must continue to provide the basis for any
evaluation method. Adjustments designed to correct the impact on any one year of either the volatility or the magnitude of some exchange rate
movements, however, may have to be made. But
they must always be applied within an objective
and controlled framework.
The U.S. Dollar as a Measuring Unit
Almost 10 years ago, life was considerably simpler for the international manager. The U.S. dollar appeared immutable and destined to remain
forever as stable as the Rock of Gibraltar — Respite
occasional pronouncements to the contrary by
Charles de Gaulle. Exchange rates were fixed, and
most other currencies tended to erode gradually
vis -a -vis the U.S. dollar. The dollar was therefore
the ideal measuring unit for assessing the performance of foreign subsidiaries.
For international managers the variables were
in most cases reasonably predictable since currency declines were, to a large extent, a function of
balance of payment imbalances, and other factors
which were easily recognized. As a result, MNC's
could safely anticipate and budget the exchange
rates of foreign currencies for the following year.
In fact, these estimated rates were usually so close
to actuality that there was hardly ever a need to
adjust them during a fiscal year. A small error in
one currency was, in most cases, offset by a compensating error in another currency.
All this ended abruptly in the early '70s with
the collapse of the fixed parity system of Bretton
Woods. The devaluations of the dollar in 1971
and 1973 ushered in an era of floating exchange
rates for practically all currencies — including the
dollar. The transition from fixed to floating rates,
followed by the oil crisis, produced severe and erratic fluctuations in the exchange rates of all major currencies. The dollar added its own gyrations
to those of other currencies and the overall pattern became even more volatile. Actual exchange
rates were apt to deviate materially from budgeted
rates in any given year. Huge currency translation
variances were generated, which, in turn, had a
major impact on reported dollar results of foreign
subsidiaries. As the dollar's fluctuations increased,
its qualifications as an international measuring

unit became questionable.
To add insult to injury, FAS No. 8, issued in
1975, imposed not only a common methodology
for translating foreign currency statements but
also broke with past practice by requiring that all
currency gains or losses enter into the determination of current income. Valuation reserves could
no longer be used to cushion the impact of unanticipated currency movements. As a result, erratic
translation gains and losses were given maximum
visibility in the income statement, whether they
had been realized or not. Faced with this situation, MNC executives began to blame FAS No. 8
for all their foreign reporting problems.
While FAS No. 8 is far from perfect, executives
usually overlooked that the major culprit is not
the accounting rule but the wide fluctuations of
the U.S. dollar and other currencies. Under similar circumstances most (if not all) translation
methods would produce equally erratic results unless, of course, actual currency gains or losses
could, as in the past, be deferred; but this is just a
cover -up, not a solution. As a matter of fact, there
is little doubt that erratic fluctuations will only
stop when some measure of stability is restored to
the world's major monetary markets, regardless of
the translation methods used.
Search for Alternate Tools
A growing dissatisfaction with FAS No. 8 reporting prompted more and more corporate executives to start clamoring for alternate methods,
ostensibly to put fairness back into the performance assessment of foreign subsidiaries and managements. These include the use of:
1. Local currency financial statements;
2. Budgeted exchange rates for translating actual
local currency statements during the entire fiscal year, and
3. Official U.S. dollar statements per FAS No. 8
after backing out reported foreign currency
translation gains and losses.
Whatever yardstick is used to evaluate a subsidiary's performance (e.g., return on investment, or
comparison to budget or to other targets), net annual income generated by the subsidiary normally
is, and should be, a key element in the calculation.
Each one of the three approaches referred to
above yields a different profit figure, either in local
currency (first method) or in U.S. dollars (second
and third methods). The merits of each approach
will be determined based upon its ability to measure correctly the performance of various management levels in a foreign subsidiary, especially top
management. This assessment must be correct —a
bonus will be assumed to depend on it.
Let us further assume that we are dealing with
a normal U.S. -based MNC whose corporate headMANAGEMENT ACCOUNTING /MAY 1980

quarters and international division are located in
the U.S.; and that the international division is responsible for managing the corporation's overseas
investments, which consist of decentralized manufacturing subsidiaries organized as profit centers
in several foreign countries.
How does each of the three methods perform as
a tool for measuring the performance of overseas
managers?
Local currency reporting. This method is simple. All revenue and expense items can easily be
compared to corresponding items in the local currency budget.
But the method has several drawbacks. One,
statements from many countries reported in a
multitude of currencies will confuse MNC managers at U.S. headquarters. Two, such statements
cannot be used for consolidating the results of a
worldwide network of foreign subsidiaries. Three,
there is a basic incompatibility in using foreign
currency results to measure the performance of a
venture created by a U.S. -based MNC, presumably with U.S. dollars. Therefore, the method cannot be recommended for assessing the performance of top management in a subsidiary.
This is not to say that local currency figures are
of no use for measuring performance of some international managers. Rather, such figures are indispensable for evaluating results achieved by local middle managers in the cost centers or business segments under their responsibility. Likewise,
variance explanations in a standard cost system,
cash flow variance, and a variety of other analyses
should be done in local currency.

Use ofbudgeted exchange rates for all translations of local currency statements into U.S. dollars
during the fiscal year. This method eliminates the
unpredictable nature of erratic currency fluctuations by using budgeted exchange rates — instead
of current rates —to translate current local currency statements into U.S. dollars during the fiscal
year. (Such U.S. dollar statements are, of course,
supplemental to the official FAS No. 8 reports
used in the corporate consolidation.) The method
permits valid comparisons to be made during the
year between actual and budgeted revenue and expense items, all expressed in U.S. dollars. No part
of a variance is due to unanticipated changes in
exchange rates; the variance is attributable entirely to noncurrency factors under the responsibility
of local management in much the same way as if
local currency statements were being used. This
method also has the same limitations as the first
approach; its application should be restricted to
evaluating middle management.
Overall U.S. dollar profits calculated under this
method can deviate substantially from official
FAS No. 8 results, if actual exchange rates differ
from budgeted rates during the year. To account
for this profit discrepancy, it is usually added to or
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charged against retained earnings on internal financial statements in order not to affect the performance measurement of the subsidiary. It is
then considered the responsibility of corporate
headquarters, although there is no rational justification for so doing.
The method therefore can create a situation in
which international managers receive good bonuses every year while shareholders suffer a loss. This
anomaly can even be aggravated and perpetuated
if local managers are successful, at budget time, in
influencing in their favor the budgeted exchange
rate for the coming year (despite the fact that final
decision making in this area usually belongs to
corporate management.) Too much reliance on
judgmental rates can lead to a breakdown in the
assignment of responsibility and accountability.
Finally, valid comparisons cannot be made with
actual results of previous years unless past years'
financial statements are retranslated at the current
budgeted rate. Such retranslations are often of
questionable value. Meaningful comparisons can
only be made between current year figures, i.e.,
actual current year results versus budget.
A variant of the above method consists in retranslating during the fiscal year the original local
currency budget at current exchange rates for
making comparisons to actual results as per FAS
No. 8. Both methods have similar strengths and
limitations. Under this method, the unaccounted for profit or loss is between budget figures retranslated at current rates and the original U.S. dollar
budget commitment of local management which,
literally, is lost in translation.
Neither method can be recommended for evaluating the performance of top management of a
foreign subsidiary.

Trying to
evaluate
performance of
U.S. foreign
subsidiaries is
like trying to
measure with a
rubber
yardstick.

Official U.S. dollar results are used but foreign
currency translation gains and losses are backed
out of the U.S dollar income statement. This is
undoubtedly the easiest system to implement and
to "understand," at least superficially. It gives the
comforting illusion that exchange rate fluctuations
can be ignored as irrelevant. Unfortunately, the
results thus obtained are, in most cases, illusory.
This method is often advocated by local managers when their bonuses are favorably affected and
just as forcefully rejected when the impact is unfavorable. In any event, it is basically irrational.
Calculating bonuses on local currency results
would make more sense.
The method is both unreliable and deceptive. It
gives the appearance of eliminating the impact of
currency de- or re- evaluations when, in fact, it
usually does not because the effect of currency
changes is not restricted to the "foreign translation gain or loss" line in the income statement but
is truly an integral part of the financial statements.
Making the assumption of a weakening foreign
currency to eliminate in the income statement all
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MNC
executives
began to blame
FAS No. 8 for
all their foreign
reporting
problems.

traces of currency changes would also entail rolling back selling price increases set to counter a
declining currency, adjusting cost of goods sold,
reducing high interest costs which are symptomatic of a devaluation climate, and probably making
many other adjustments to the income statement.
This is, of course, not practical; financial statements would become totally cut off from reality
and subject to all sorts of manipulations by interested parties. Any meaningful performance evaluation needs objective standards consistently applied, which are definitely absent in this method.
Accordingly, it should be rejected out of hand.
Methods Illustrated
Table 1 demonstrates the profits that result
from the application of the three alternate methods and of FAS No. 8. In it, annual income statements and balance sheets (budget and actual) are

presented in local currency (LC) and then translated into dollars. Exchange rates used assume a
devaluation of the local currency.
Given the wide disparity in results obtained by
applying each translation method, which of the
examples in Table 1 most accurately represents
the performance of the foreign subsidiary? Is a
one -year time frame even appropriate for measuring the effects of a major currency fluctuation on
reported U.S. dollar results? In many cases, probably not. Particularly with long lead time items,
the effects of a major de- or re- valuation will influence reported profitability well beyond the year in
which it occurs. Furthermore, short -term fluctuations are reversible in case of float, resulting in
continuing distortions.
Validity of Alternative Methods
The first and third alternatives are not accept-

Table 1
WHICH PERFORMANCE MEASUREMENT IS BEST?

=
=
=

LC1
LC1
LC1
LC1
LC1

=

Beginning of year - actual rate:
End of year- budget rate:
End of year actual rate:
Average rate - budget:
Average rate - actual:

=

Exchange rates
$0.25
$0.22
$0.18
$0.235
$0.215

Beginning and ending balance sheets for year 19 -F n ,l in n hu lu .. ro c hu te

Beginning balance sheet
Actual

Budget

Actual

ASSETS
LC 5,000

$1,250

LC 8,000

$1,440

2,000

LC 7,000
9,000

$1,540

8,000

2,115

10,000

2,150

4.000

1,000

5,000

1,235

5,000

1,215

17,000

4,250

21,000

4,890

23,000

4,806

Current liabilities

7,000

1,750

8,000

1,760

9,200

1,656

Borrowings

6.000

1,500

7,500

1,650

8,000

1,440

4,000

1,000

5,500

1,480

5,800

1,709

17.000

4,250

21,000

4,890

23,000

4,808

+

Cash
receivables
Inventory
Fixed assets (net)
Total
LIABILITIES

Equity
Total

Income statement for year 19 -Budget

Actual
Per method 2

Per FAS No. 8

LC 16,000

$3.760

LC 18,000

$4,230

LC 18,000

$3,870

6,000

6,500
(3.000)

1,407

6,500

13,000)

1,290
(7051
ri4a

17051

(3,000)

1,117
(645)

Profit before tax

3,000

833

3,500

962

3,500

1,075

Profit after tax

1,500

480

1,800

539

1.800

709

Sales
Margin
Expenses
Exchange gainslllosses)

603

260

Sum mary of results under the various methods (profit after tax)
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709

$

106

$

$

539

$

Budget

LC 1,500
480
232
480

$

Actual

LC 1,800

$

$

Method 1 in LC:
Method 2 in $:
Method 3 in $:
FAS No. 8 in
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able for evaluating a foreign subsidiary's overall
performance. Local currency reporting is not
practical for a U.S. -based MNC and simply backing out foreign translation gains or losses in the
U.S. dollar income statement is conceptually unsound. Method # 2 , which uses budgeted exchange rates, has serious limitations when applied
outside the confines of specific expense and revenue items under the responsibility of middle management in a subsidiary. For higher management
levels, the method is inappropriate. Nevertheless,
all computations should be made under Method
#2 at least annually. These calculations will help
guide the manager to a fair assessment of a foreign
operation through a method described below.
The proposed method is predicated" on the
proposition that there must be consistency between the standards used by international management to measure a subsidiary's top managers,
and evaluate the contribution made by a subsidiary to consolidated profitability.
Method #2 fails to qualify as a tool for measuring a subsidiary's overall performance because
its results are totally divorced from the subsidiary's reported earnings contribution, per FAS No.
8, to consolidated corporate profitability. This
lack of correlation is a major weakness because it
is precisely on the sum total of such contributions
that the investing community will value the
MNC's stock.
On the other hand, FAS No. 8 results fail too,
unless properly adjusted. In periods of high currency volatility, FAS No. 8 accounting rules and
disclosure policy tend to accentuate the impact of
currency movements on a company's reported results, often to the detriment of local management's evaluation and bonus in any given year. If
reported figures are to be used, it is necessary, in
certain years, either to even out temporary swings
resulting from currency floats or to spread the impact of major de- or re- valuation over an appropriate period of two or more years.
The method I propose recognizes the need for
occasional adjustments to these official results and
establishes guidelines designed to create and
maintain close links between adjusted results and
FAS No. 8 earnings. Judicious application of
these guidelines by international home office management will prevent the unaccountable earnings
gap referred to under Method #2 from getting
out of control, while, at the same time, providing
a framework for an equitable evaluation of top
subsidiary management.
The objective of a first set of guidelines is to
yield an adjusted profit figure for the year which
has just been closed (i.e., year 19 —in Table 1).
The guidelines call for the establishment of an
earnings range comprising at one end the official
FAS No. 8 results and at the other, U.S. dollar
results calculated according to Method # 2 .
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Method #2, it is recalled, yields U.S. dollar results which differ from FAS No. 8 results only in
that budgeted exchange rates are used to translate
local currency statements. In all other respects,
the two sets of results are internally consistent. On
the assumption that budget rates were established
with great care and reflect the long -term outlook
of the currency, adjusted earnings should be made
to fall within this range. As noted in Table 1, this
range would be between $709, representing official
net profit per FAS No. 8, and the $539 hypothetical profit figure under Method #2.
A second set of adjustments is designed to ensure that aggregate adjusted results for the current
and next one or two years (to be decided by international management) agree with combined FAS
No. 8 earnings for the same period of time. This
will prevent adjusted results from straying too far
from FAS No. 8 results over a period of several
years. This approach is conceptually justifiable on
the grounds that any systematic and rational
translation method should yield roughly the same
profits over the long run.
Once adjusted profits have been determined,
what benchmark should be used to measure them?
While there are many potential candidates, the
U.S. dollar profit commitment established at budget time is most meaningful in the present context.
This, and similar commitments from other subsidiaries, have formed the basis for corporate planning and resource allocations. This commitment
of any one subsidiary is also fully consistent with
the adjusted profits of that subsidiary, because
both sets of results are based on the same corporate capital structure.

Local managers
must agree to
participate
in the
management of
foreign
exposure.

Application of the Proposed Method
Having accepted these ground rules, the international manager at headquarters will first decide
whether reported earnings need to be adjusted. A
comparison between bonus calculations based on
FAS No. 8 and Method #2 results will provide a
clue as to whether the local manager will consider
the difference between the two figures to be "material." If it is, an adjustment is called for.
Next, he will make a number of judgmental decisions. Among the most important are (a) his assessment of the nature of currency movements observed during the year, i.e., a long -term trend or
merely reversible float, (b) the selection of the appropriate time period over which adjusted earnings must be made to equal official earnings, and
(c) the amount by which official earnings must be
adjusted to evaluate equitably the subsidiary's performance during the year under consideration.
At the time these decisions are made, i.e., at the
end of the fiscal year, at bonus time, the manager
should have a reasonably good insight into the
nature and long -term implications of currency
movements that occurred during the fiscal year.
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Local managers
must be
prepared to
take action or
make recommendations in
virtually all
areas of
exchange
exposure.
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Nevertheless, there may still be many unanswered questions. In real life, currency movements are often a complex combination offloats
and permanent de- or re- valuations. The earnings
reconciliation required for control purposes,
therefore, can be greatly complicated and may
have to be extended in time beyond the originally
selected period. Careful documentation of adjustments over the years and a sound knowledge of
economic factors in a foreign country are essential
prerequisites for successful implementation.
His analysis of the situation may convince the
international manager that the exchange rate deviations from budget rates are not permanent, but
represent only temporary swings in a currency
float which will reverse itself in the near future.
He will then establish an adjusted earnings figure
which comes close to Method #2 results within
the earnings range. If his assessment turns out to
be correct, the float will swing back in the following year and a similar adjustment to FAS No. 8
profits in the opposite direction will result in a fair
evaluation of both years' performance. The combined results for both years under the two methods will be in agreement and the control objectives
of the method will thus be achieved.
On the other hand, the consensus at international headquarters may be that a re- or de- valuation is permanent (as, for example, in Mexico in
1976 or in Indonesia in 1978). In this case, the
reported foreign exchange transaction and balance
sheet gains or losses reported in the year will not
be reversed in the near future; they are real in the
sense that their realization is usually only a matter
of time. Nevertheless, it may be advisable to
spread the de- or re- valuation effects over a two to -three year period (depending on the magnitude
of the currency movement and, perhaps, on the
timing of realization of losses or gains) on the theory that the underlying causes and effects of such
permanent currency movements usually extend
beyond one year. Reported official profits again
will be adjusted to fall within the earnings range.
This time, however, unlike results in the currency
float situation, the adjusted earnings figure will be
closer to FAS No. 8.
Note that the method must take into consideration future business activity and currency trends
in making earnings adjustments. Properly administered, it should prove an incentive for managers
in the home office or the field.
Finally, a foreign subsidiary's U.S. - dollar results adjusted under the proposed system should
be used only for local top management evaluation
purposes. These results are not necessarily suitable for other uses. Earnings comparisons with
other foreign subsidiaries can be misleading because various subsidiaries may differ substantially
in terms of capital structure and other factors,
such as debt and dividend policies.

Accountability of the Local Management Team
One of the key premises underlying the proposed method for evaluating the performance of
foreign subsidiaries is that the local top management team in a subsidiary is held accountable, at
least in part, for earnings deviations due to foreign
exchange movements. In fact, if local top managers are unable or unwilling to think in U.S. dollar
terms, corporate efforts at controlling these deviations cannot be fully successful. Local top managers must accept this responsibility as just one
more risk of doing business abroad. Relieving a
subsidiary's top management ofall responsibility
for foreign exchange exposure is just as unrealistic
and damaging to the MNC's overall performance
as would be a decision to exonerate a sales manager on the ground that his sales shortfall is due to
stronger than anticipated competitive activity during the year and is, therefore, not his fault.
The responsibility of overseas top managers for
managing foreign exposure must be clearly defined in corporate procedures. It should comprise
direct responsibility for realized and unrealized
transaction losses and gains, and shared responsibility with international division management for
balance sheet translation exposure. Ultimate decision- making authority in this area usually is vested in international division management in the
U.S., primarily for reasons of worldwide coordination. However, local subsidiary management
frequently is in the best position to evaluate overall foreign exchange exposure risk, including economic exposure, and should therefore be constantly on the alert to make recommendations.
The above definitions assume a good understanding by local managers of the impact that currency movements can have on their financial
statements under FAS No. 8. The managers must
be prepared to either take action or make recommendations in areas of exchange exposure such as
invoice prices and currencies, sourcing of imported raw materials, leading, lagging or hedging techniques, and payments of interim dividends in anticipation ofa devaluation. Exchange rates will be
set by international management but local advice
should be considered.
Controlled Assessment
FAS No. 8 doubtless has a number of shortcomings. Its detractors are correct when they
point out that the method looks at foreign companies from a static and narrow U.S. dollar perspective (a "liquidation concept" according to some)
rather than from a dynamic "going- concern" foreign currency perspective; but then, I suspect, so
do most U.S. shareholders whose savings have
been invested in foreign ventures.
Results derived through FAS No. 8 do not lend
themselves to evaluating the performance ofinternational managers on a consistent basis. They
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tend to exaggerate the impact ofcurrency fluctuations, materially distorting financial results in years
ofhigh currency turbulence, which precludes the use
of such figures for bonus calculations.
Various methods for evaluating MNC division
performance have been proposed. Some of them
are adequate for evaluating the performance of
middle level managers but are inappropriate for
the top international jobs. A valid evaluation
method for the latter must be based on earnings
figures that are consistent over the long run with
those which these same managers report under
FAS No. 8 to the MNC's shareholders.
Consistency with FAS No. 8 results implies
that top managers in foreign locations, to a certain
extent, are held accountable for U.S. dollar results
of their operations and hence for the impact on
their financial statements of exchange rate variations from the rates forecast at budget time.
The method proposed here focuses on the assessment of top managers in the MNC units
abroad. Under this method, the evaluations process starts with reported FAS No. 8 results. Adjustments necessitated by unexpected currency
movements are strictly controlled within specified
limits; they will affect not only current but also
future earnings. Control is achieved by making
sure that aggregate adjusted earnings within a

time frame determined by the international manager agree with combined FAS No. 8 earnings for
the same period. This control objective must never
be lost sight of, even if unexpected and new exchange rate deviations in successive years force an
extension of the time span for the reconciliation of
the two sets of earnings.
This method leads to guidelines for arriving at
adjusted profits within an earnings range. These
adjusted earnings provide a measure of local top
management's accountability. The U.S. dollar
profit commitment made at budget time by local
management is the benchmark against which the
adjusted earnings should be compared. It is obvious that a careful budget preparation will enhance
the reliability of the performance evaluation process at bonus time one year later.
The proposed system does not completely eliminate subjective judgment, and it will always be
strained by major upheavals and unexpected circumstances, as would probably any other systematic approach. It is, however, tied in a flexible
manner to an objective set of figures, namely
FASB results, and over a period ofyears. It therefore avoids the dangers and pitfalls usually associated with fully judgmental and open -ended approaches which can easily degenerate into popularity contests.
❑

The advantage
of the system is
that it is tied in
a flexible
manner to an
objective set of
figures.

A PRACTICAL SOLUTION TO FORECASTING PROBLEMS
Continued from page 48

tions of earnings in annual reports is becoming
more insistent. Some companies are already inenough estimates to establish the empirical districluding these projections in their annual reports.
bution. For example, a manager might be required
The British have had successful experience with
to estimate something like this: Sales will be less
earnings projections for a number of years.
than $24 million with probability of .10, less than
The main objection of U.S. managers appears to
$26 million with probability of.30, less than $28
hinge on the realization that they will always permillion with probability of 1.00.This requires the
form above or below a point estimate. In either
development of reliable questionnaires and the
case, they will be subject to criticism from many
availability of sophisticated respondents.
quarters.
The distributions are combined by the Monte
Here we have pointed out that the practical
Carlo process with the aid of a computer. This
solution to this problem lies in making interval
involves a random choice of each variable, a comestimates of earnings to allow for uncertainties.
bining of this set of variables to yield a single valDespite considerable coverage of techniques for
ue of earnings, and subsequent repetition of this
interval estimates in the literature, apparently no
process several hundred times to generate data for
one has proposed specifically that they be used to
a probability distribution.
solve the current problem of providing manageGenerally, simulation is more costly than other
ment and accountants with an operational means
methods for developing an earnings distribution,
of forecasting future earnings.
❑
particularly if several categories of expenses are
used as inputs. Its advantage is that any types of 1 David C. Damant. "Financial Forecasting by Companies," Financial Analysis
Se tember•Octnber 1972.
distributions may be used and combined by any Journal.
2 Dan H. Guy, "Auditing Procedures for Projected Financial Statements: A Suggested Approach.- Canadian Chartered Accountant. June 1972.
method, not just additively.
3 M.J. Cetron, Technological Forecasting. A Practical Approach.New York: Gordon
A Practical Solution
The demand by the Securities & Exchange
Commission, investors, and the public for projec-
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and Breach Science Publishers, Inc., 1960, or Robert M. Campbell and David
Hitchin, "The DELPHI Technique: Implementation in the Corporate Environment." Management Service.& November - December 1968.
4 Harper Q. North and Donald E. Pyke (both of TRW, Inc.), "Technological Forecasting To Aid R &D Planning," paper presented at the National Conference on the
Administration of Research, St. Charles, 111., September 24, 1968.
5 Richard F. Vuncil, "The Accuracy of Long -range Planning," Harvard Business
Review. September- October 1970.
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NAA RESEARCH STUDY

The Lease - Purchase Decision
For many companies, the lease purchase decision is an increasingly important and complex question. This problem has become more significant as the use ofleasing as an alternative to
debt financing has increased. It has been estimated that the
dollar value ofnew leases reached $15 billion in 1975, or 15%
of total capital investment spending, and represented about
one -third of all new industrial and business equipment
acquisitions.I To date, much of the professional literature dealing with the lease purchase decision has been normative or theoretical in nature, with relatively little emphasis placed on how
the decision is actually made in practice.
A research project, just published by the National Association of Accountants and the Society of Management Accountants of Canada, was undertaken to accomplish two objectives.
The first objective ofthis project was to obtain a more complete
understanding ofactual practice and real world issues involved
in lease purchase decision making within U.S. and Canadian
industrial companies+ This base was then used to accomplish
the principal objective —to develop a lease purchase decision making model which is not only representative ofreal world
problems but also is based upon a sound conceptual structure.
The research book, The Lease- Purchase Decision, was written by William L. Ferrara, professor ofaccounting,- James B.
Thies, associate professor ofaccounting and management information systems, and Mark W. Dirsmith, associate professor
of accounting and management information systems, at the
Pennsylvania State University. Following is a summary of the
report.

By William L. Ferrara, James B. Thies,
and Mark W. Dirsmith
The study consisted of four phases. The first phase involved a
mail survey which was used to gather information about current lease- purchase decision- making practices and to select
companies for the second phase of inquiry. A four -page questionnaire was sent to 925 companies (817 were U.S. and 108
were Canadian) selected from the Fortune Double 500 list of
U.S. companies, and the Financial Post 300 list of Canadian
companies. Usable replies were received from 541 firms —a
response rate of 58.5 %. These respondents represented a
broad cross - section of companies with regard to size and industry.
Among the items included in the questionnaire were questions concerning: the importance of leasing various types of
assets; expected changes in the pattern of leasing the various
types of assets over the next five years; the importance of
'U.S. Department of Commerce, Fquipment Leasing and Rental lndusiries: Trends and Praspecrs, U.S.
Depnrimcni of Commerce, 1976, Washington, D.C., 1976.
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various factors in the lease- purchase decision - making process;
the use of specific guides to action in making leasing decisions; the extent to which various types of assets are being
capitalized as a result of FAS No. 13, "Accounting for Leases;" the extent to which FAS No. 13 is influencing lease -purchase decision making within the participating companies;
and the frequency with which the companies are entering into
financing arrangements similar to leases but which do not
require capitalization in accordance with FAS No. 13.
The questionnaire results indicated that computers, vehicles, duplicating equipment, and buildings (including office
space) were the most heavily leased assets in both countries
and that relatively little change was anticipated for the next
five years concerning the pattern by which such assets are
leased. The concentration on computers, vehicles, and duplicating equipment was expected due to the high obsolescence
and service /maintenance characteristics of such items.
Among the most interesting results of the questionnaire
survey are conclusions based upon the integration of the questionnaire responses and financial statement data derived from
the COMPUSTAT Expanded Industrial Annual File. These
conclusions are:
1. High leverage, low profit firms are most likely to be involved in leasing;
2. Smaller firms and financially weaker firms stress flexibility,
working capital conservation, financing restrictions, and
off-balance sheet financing as factors which influence leasing decisions;
3. Larger and more financially sound companies stress implicit interest costs, obsolescence, and income taxes as factors which influence leasing decisions;
4. Smaller and financially weaker firms stress outside consultants as guides to action in their leasing decisions;
5. Larger and more financially sound companies stress specialized staff analysis, standardized techniques, formal policy statements, and computer analysis as guides to action
in their leasing decisions;
6. FAS No. 13 was not, in general, expected to have much of
an impact; however, in the case of U.S. firms, those firms
most vulnerable to FAS No. 13 (high leverage, low profit,
and weak current ratio) did anticipate more impact on
their lease- purchase decisions and their FAS No. 13 circumvention activities.
A major conclusion of the questionnaire survey is that financially strong and weak firms stress different factors and
use different guides to action in making lease- purchase decisions. It was also found that industry is not highly formalized
or structured with regard to the lease- purchase decision proc57

ess except perhaps in the case of larger companies.

cost of financing associated with leases included avoiding the
threat of obsolescence, obtaining additional services from lesWho Makes Decisions?
sors, and optimally sharing tax benefits between lessors and
The second phase of the study involved a review and analy- lessees.
sis of in- house, corporate policy statements concerning lease The third phase of the study involved in -depth interviews
purchase decisions submitted by a subset of companies partic- with bond rating agencies , certified public accountants, lesipating in the questionnaire survey. The purpose of this sors and lessees. The purpose of this phase of the study was to
inquiry was to determine how lease- purchase decisions are aid in interpreting the results obtained from phases one and
actually made and who makes them. Based upon survey re- two, and also to gain insight into additional facets of the
sponses, 92 companies which appeared to be more formalized lease- purchase decision process. Generally, the persons interin the lease-purchase evaluation process were asked for their viewed confirmed that the results obtained from the survey
in -house policy statements. Responses were received from 63 were consistent with their experience. Bond raters indicated
firms yielding a response rate of 68.5 % . Although only 34 of that lease capitalization required by FAS No. 13 would have
the 63 firms provided information which could be regarded as no effect on bond ratings because they were already capitalizcomplete and unambiguous, the remaining 29 companies ing leases for their purposes long before the issuance of the
were contacted once more and a limited amount of informa- statement. The public accountants indicated that they would
tion was requested from them.
have anticipated greater capitalization of leases for financial
Generally, it was found that the people involved in the reporting than revealed by the survey results. All four groups
lease-purchase decision -making process are many and varied touched upon the importance of services provided by the lesbut tend to be more frequently associated with the treasury sors and the ability to avoid ownership risks as contributing
function as opposed to the controllership function. Tech- to the growth of leasing, despite its being a relatively expenniques used to evaluate lease - purchase alternatives varied but sive form of financing.
could be broadly classified in terms of the cost of capital conThe fourth and last phase of the study involved an integracept employed , i.e., the " borrowing opportunity rate" which tion of information obtained from the first three phases with
underlies the quasi -financing technique and the "investment existing lease- purchase literature, and an analysis and evaluaopportunity rate" which underlies the quasi-investment tech- tion of alternative lease- purchase decision - making techniques.
nique. Neither technique, however, clearly dominated as the It was concluded that the quasi -financing technique appeared
method used by a majority of companies participating in the to be most readily adaptable to the real world issues encounstudy . Specific reasons cited for bearing the relatively high tered by companies involved with lease - purchase decisions. O
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This new NAA Research Study examines the
important and complex problems of the LeasePurchase dilemma many companies find
themselves in today. As Dollar Values on new
le a s e s r e a c h in f lat io n a ry n e w h ig h s — w e ll o ve r
the 1975 FIFTEEN BILLION DOLLAR m ark —a
n e w e r u n d e r s t a n d i n g o f t h e a c t u a l p r a c t ic e s
involved in the Leas e- Purc has e Dec is ion is

needed.
THE LEASE - PURCHASE DECISION,
w ritten by W illiam L. Ferrara , Jam es B. Thies

Decision Making Model which is representative
of the Real World.
This four -part study, jointly published by

NAA and the Society of Managem ent
A c c o u n t a n t s o f C a n a d a , is b a s e d o n s o u n d
conceptual structure and logic and deals w ith
th e I MP A CT on th o se m o s t like ly to co n sid er th e
"lease -or - buy" o p t io n . T H E L E A S E -

PURCHASE DECISION is an ABSOLUTE
MUST for today's decision
$
C

and Mark W . Dirs m ith of Penns ylvania State
University, sets out to develop a Lease - Purchase

m aker!
Send for your copy(s)
NOW !

Mail this form and

Please send "THE LEASE - PURCHASE DECISION" to:

remittance to:

National Association of Accountants
919 Third Ave., New York, N.Y. 10022
ATT : M arketing Division
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Member No.
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J
PRICE

10%discount to members

Name
Address
City, S tate, Zip
Price: $6.95 (10% disco unt to member - $6.25) 132 pgs.
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You can use the same
financial technique
employed by
Americas major corporations
to save a tremendous
amount of money
whether you acquire
a new IBM computer
or keep the one you have.
Over 75% of the big mainframe
computers installed in America are
financed through third party leasing.
The reason is simple. Third party
leasing offers cost control, flexibility
and direct cash benefits not available
through other acquisition techniques.
Now you can take advantage
of the same financial benefits for
your company on your IBM
computer.
Amplicon Leasing can provide
the IBM computer you need or
refinance the one you have for
considerably less than the cost of
buying or leasing directly from IBM.
And you still continue to enjoy the

Amplicon Leasing Corporate Offices:
505 North Tustin Avenue
Santa Ana, CA 92705.
Regional offices serving major cities
nationwide. For information in any
region, call (800) 854-0217.
In California, call (714) 834-0525.

same IBM support and maintenance
that has always made IBM
equipment so desirable.
And with an Amplicon lease,
you can reduce the risk of being
stuck with outdated equipment by
choosing the form and term of lease
that best fits your needs.
Give us a call toll free at
(800) 854 -0217. Well arrange for a
field representative in your area to
come out and help you determine
the best way for your company to
finance your IBM computer.
You'll discover that with
Amplicon, you don't have to be a
financial giant to think like one.

FAIAMPLICON LEASING
IBM for computers. Amplicon for leasing.
(800) 854 -0217
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NAA members and their families will meet in the Crescent City,
June 15 -18, for an in -depth look at accounting
and economic issu es ... and all that jazz.
y

Y

'•?
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A ro m a n tic c ity .. . a m et ro p o lis w ith a colorful
p ast .. . a se ap o rt f am ed f o r its cu lin a ry d elights.
That —and more — describes th e s ite o f t h e 1980
NAA Ann u al Co n feren ce, Ju ne 15 -18.
Fo r New Orlean s is a unique Am erican city
with a u n iq u e h e rita ge. Th e Fre n ch an d Span ish
strain s still ru n th ro u gh th e city 's cu ltu re, leaving
m arks on th e arch itectu re, music, legal system,
cu sto m s, an d cu lin ary arts. Fo r m o s t p eo ple, the
wo rd s "M ard i Gra s" a n d " jazz " ar e sy n o n y m ous
with New Orlean s.
Th e last An n u al Co n fer en ce h eld in Ne w Or leans was head q uartered at th e Ju n g Hotel in
1968. This year m o st Co nferen ce activities will be
held at the Fairm o n t Ho tel, accord in g to Peter
Meo , gen eral ch airm an o f th is co n ven tio n .
Oil an d th e Do llar

s:

1

Th r ee themes run th rou gh th e techn ical program , acc o rd in g t o Do n ald J. Trawicki, p ro gram
ch airm an . Th ey are energy, th e in ternational
econ omy, an d the hum an relatio ns ch alle nge to
acco un tants. He is a p ar tn e r o f To u ch e Ross &
Co ., N ewark, N.J.
Dick Jac km an , wh o sa y s " Neve r tr eat humans
like relatio n s," will get th e 1980 Co n ference off to
a ro u s in g st art with h is ad d re ss, "M ake Ro om in
Yo u r Min d f o r Th in gs o f To m o r ro w. " M r. J ac kman is a veteran sp eaker wh o m o tivates au diences
th ro u gh u se o f a h o n ed hu m o r th at h as en livened
co n ven tio n s fo r 20 y ears.
Fo llo win g h is ad d ress o n Mo n d ay m o rn ing, the
An n u al Meetin g will be gaveled to o rd er a nd a

num ber of awar ds pres ented. Then the elections
for national officers and directors will be held.
At the keynote luncheon, Jerry McAfee, chairman and chief executive officer of Gulf Oil Corp.,
will offer an insider's view of the pervasive energy
problem.
At the afternoon session on Monday, government, industry, and Financial Accounting Standards Bo ard spea kers will focus on the p roblem s
and opportunities in international business. C.
Fred Bergsten, assistant secretary for international affairs, U.S. Department of Treasury, will speak
on " Th e U.S. dollar in t he Int erna tio nal Economy "
Gwain Gillespie, senior vice president, finance
and administration at Heublein, Inc., will focus on
the problem s of Am erican m ultinationals. His address: "Fina ncial Managem ent in International
Business."
Ralph Walters, FASB m em ber, is set to discuss
the controversial foreign translation standard. His
address is titled "The St atem ent of Finan cial Accounting Standards No. 8— Status and Prospects."
Hum an Behavior —an Accounting Challenge is
the them e of the Tuesday technical session. William D. Merkel, presiden t of William Merkel Associates, Inc., will describe "Leadership Styles in
Achieving Corporat e Goals."
Stanley R. Pylipow, vice president, finance and
adm inistration, Fisher Controls, a company affiliated with Monsanto Co., gives his views in an address, "Changing Expectations of th e New Ac-

countant and How to Cope with Them."
Charles Powers, vice president of corporate responsibility at Cummins Engine Co., will speak on
"Morality, Ethics and Management Decision
Making," winding up the Tuesday technical program for members.
Three series of concurrent sessions will be held
on Wednesday at the Marriott Hotel. The topics
are: Improving Organization Effectiveness--Getting Down to Cases (a follow -up to William
Merkle's presentation), Successful Expression in
Written Communications, Time Management for
Accountants, Current Cost Accounting Requirements under FAS No. 33, Personnel Selection
Clinic, and Using the CMA in a Financial Management Development Program.
Other topics are: Writing for Publication (with
emphasis on getting published in MANAGEMENT
ACCOUNTING), Performance Measurement at the
Business Segment Level, Standard Costing —State
of the Art, Internal Control Responsibilities for
Management Accountants, Using Mini /Micro
Computers in Small Business, Developing Reporting Standards in the Governmental Sector, and a
follow -up to the Tuesday session on Morality,
Ethics and Management Decision Making presented by Charles Powers.
And All that Jazz

and Housmas House —are scheduled on Monday.
During the tours, spouses will see sugar cane
fields, West Indian cottages, and the majestic cypress tress and ancient swamplands along Lake
Pontchartrain.
A tour of New Orleans itself is the feature of
the Tuesday program, beginning with the heart
and soul of the city —Le Vieux Carre or the
French Quarter. From Jackson Square the group
will proceed up Esplanade Avenue to see the elegant homes built by the Creoles and then follow
the route of the St. Charles Avenue streetcar. As a
contrast to the antebellum South, they will view
the Superdome, world's largest enclosed stadium
area, and a symbol of modern New Orleans. Other
sites on this day's tour are the International Trade
Mart, the Spanish Plaza, Piazza d'Italia and the
Rivergate Convention Center.
As an alternate attraction on Tuesday, the
spouse's program features an address on "Planning Your Financial Security." The speaker is
Selwyn "Buck" Small, partner, Touche Ross &
Co., Houston, Texas.
A delicious luncheon at the New Orleans' Hilton Hotel serves as the entree to the Wednesday
activities. Following the luncheon, a presentation
on Creole cooking, with special emphasis on
herbs, is scheduled.
Cruising along the Bayou

New Orleans is considered the birthplace of the
only original American music fo rm jazz. So
NAA members and their families especially will
enjoy the Family Event Tuesday evening, which
features the Dukes of Dixieland and Pete Fountain in a program titled And All that Jazz. For the
first hour, the Dukes will play a variety of blues,
dixieland, and ragtime numbers that should delight everyone. In the second half of the program,
Pete Fountain and his band will play a blend of
musical strains that they call "New Orleans
Jazz." You'll learn why Pete is considered one of
the finest clarinet virtuosos playing today.
The spouses' program is designed to cover the
major attractions of the Crescent City, drawing
upon its rich, colorful history and famed cuisine.
Tours of two Old South plantations —Oak Alley

A cruise through the Louisiana Bayou country
on the Voyageur will offer teenagers a dramatic
excursion into New Orleans' past. The "Poor
Boy" sandwich, a favorite here, is on the luncheon
menu Monday. A morning tour of the Superdome
is scheduled for Tuesday, and on Wednesday,
teenagers will explore the French Quarter and visit two museums —The Cabildo and The Presbytere.
A full program also has been scheduled for the
younger children who accompany their parents to
New Orleans. It includes visits to the Historical
Wax Museum and Haunted Dungeon, the Pontalba Historical Puppetorium and a two- and- a -halfhour show by a master clown. On Wednesday,
they'll visit the streetcar terminal and later the
zoo, with dinner and a magic show in the evening.
New Orleans is unlike any other city in the continental United States. Its color and charm serve
as a perfect backdrop for the 1980 NAA Annual
Conference —and offer the opportunity for members to update themselves while enjoying a rewarding vacation with the entire family.

People in the News
Vlasho Named at Hobart

Ross Foods. All are members of Cuyahoga Valley Chapter.

Louis Vlasho, Tro y , Oh io , has been
nam ed vice p resid en t an d co n t ro ller o f
Hobart Co rp . H e is a past natio nal
NAA vice p res id en t an d p a st p resid en t
of Dayton Ch ap ter. Cu rrently , he is

M. D. Hawbaker, Austin, Tex., has
been appointed treasurer and chief financial officer at Lumberman's Investment Corp. He is a member of the Tippecanoe Chapter.

serving as chairman of the Committee
on Planning.

Donald R. Marshall, Baton Rouge, has
been promoted to senior vice president
and controller of the Gulf Union Mortgage Co. . . . Thomas L. Morrison was
named manager of the Baton Rouge office of Seidman & Seidman.

Promotions and New Positions
Ronald J . Carlson, Aurora, Ill., has
been named controller and vice president at Old Second National Bank. He
is a member of the Fox River Valley
Chapter.

Earl L. Sommer, Birmingham, is now
assistant vice president of Southern
Natural Resources.... Jack S. Breckenridge has been named assistant vice
president of Southern Natural Gas Co.

David C. Sanborn, Aurora, Ohio, was
appointed assistant treasurer by Fashion Two - Twenty, Inc. He is a member
of the Cleveland East Chapter.

Joseph T. Bell, Carrollton, Ga., has
been promoted to vice president - special
services division of the Carrollton Federal Savings and Loan Assn.... Gelon
E. Wasdin, Bremen, Ga., has been elected to the board of directors of the same
association. He is a partner with Was din Darnell Penland. Both are members

David G. Doerr, Aurora, Ohio, is now
assistant controller for the Synflex Division. ... C harles N. Moore , Ravenna,
Ohio, has been promoted to vice president and treasurer of Ravenna Savings.
. . . Raymond L. Weisel, Mogadore,
Ohio, was named controller at Betsy

Accountants:
Start your own bookkeeping, account- service over 16,000 monthly business
ing and tax service practice. Our ad- clients.

vertising and marketing system helps COMPUTERIZED SUPPORT
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RUGGIERO
Long Island- Nassau

Dudley R. Banner, Colorado Springs,
Colo., was named controller of Proto
Shop Automatics. . . . John M. Toth,
Colorado Springs, was named tax manager at Holly Sugar Corp. They are
members of Colorado Springs - Pueblo.
Stephen A. Sheridan, Columbus, has
appointed assistant treasurer of Nationwide Corp.... Timothy T. Swan is now
the finance manager of the Industrial
Electric Heating Co.
Michael T . Nelligan , Denver, is now
vice president for corporate development with Ideal Basic Industries.

Volmer is now controller at Freeman Darling, Inc.

THE SYSTEM
start or expand your own practice.
A marketing and accounting system CALL V. A. COX TOLL FREE
which has been perfected through 29
(8O0) 323 -9000
Anywhere in the continental U.S.
years of experienc e ... allow ing
0 1 0 =

controller.

Mich a el J. Hie m s t ra , Detroit, has been
elected
vice
president- finance
of
McLouth Steel Corp. . . . Charles E .

I
get clients. Our proven COM- Our large scale computer quickly and
PREHENSIVE® accounting system efficiently provides your clients with
helps you profitably service those complete financial data —every month.
small and medium -sized businesses. Learn more about how you could
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Doug A. Dean, Cedar Rapids, has
joined Industrial Managem ent, Inc., as

Robert E . Heum ann, Des Moines, is
now manager of accounting for the
Magazine Division of the Meredith
Corp. . . . Dar re ll H . Hibbs has been
promoted to executive vice president by
the F eder al Ho m e L oan Bank.

WORK FOR
YOURSELF

CO M P R E HE N S I V E a c c o u n t a n t s t o

of the West Georgia Chapter.

'

Sterling J. Parks, Elyria, Ohio, is now
the president of Management Recruiters
of Lorain County. He is a member of
the Cleveland Chapter.
William G. Bennett, Jr., Evansville, has
been promoted to vice president of administration and finance for Niehaus Industrial Sales, Inc.... Miller F. Hughes
has been reappointed a director of the
city- county building authority which
manages the Civic Center.
Fred F. Ruggiero, Farmington, Conn.,
is now vice president- finance of United
MANAGEMENT ACCOUNTING /MAY 1980

Technologies Automotive Group. He is
a member ofLong Island - Nassau Chapter.

Telephone Operating Group of General
Telephone and Electronics Corp. Mr.
Schwerin is a Member -at- Large.

Oscar Kraus, Jr., Fond du Lac, Wis.,
has been named controller ofSt. Agnes
Hospital. He is a member of Sheboygan
Lakeshore Chapter.

Alan V. Davis, Macon, Ga., is now tax
manager with the Bibb Co. He is a
member ofthe Middle Georgia Chapter.

James R. Pierson, Ft. Washington, Pa.,
has been elected to the board of directors ofWilliam H. Rorer, Inc.... David
H. Pixton is now the plant controller of
C.H. Masland & Sons. Both are members of North Penn Chapter.

lot

-
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HAYNES
Syracuse

MOLZ
Chicago

James S. Dunham, Hamilton, Ohio, has
been named controller of the Beckett
Paper Co. He is a member ofthe Miami
Valley Chapter.

Dennis J. Kalscheur, Madison, has been
appointed assistant vice president of finance for CUNA Mutual Insurance
Grou p.. .. Aud rey J. Kleinschmidt has
been named chairman of the executive
committee for Smith and Gesteland... .
Gerald T. Pryse has been named manager of the Metropolitan Department of
the First Wisconsin National Bank of
Madison.... Christine I. Purinton has
joined the University of Wisconsin as
auditor in the internal audit department.
Alan D. Narveson, Mankato, Minn.,
has been appointed controller of Mankato Corp., a division of the Bemis Co.
He is a member of the South Central
Minnesota Chapter.
Gordon L. Bateman, Memphis, has been
promoted to secretary - treasurer of Tennessee Cemeteries, Inc.

IS THERE A
DIFFERENCE
AMONG
RECRUITING
FIRMS?
Yes. In service, dependability,
professionalism. At Foster McKay,
our standards reflect those
differences.
A high degree of sensitivity and
perception; an ability to recognize
and evaluate quality of skills,
adaptability, self motivation, attitude.
In-depth identification and
prescreening of candidates, beyond
the expected, until the assignment is
completed.
The difference, then?
It's all in a name.
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Financial Specialists

535 Fifth Ave.,
New York, NY 10017 12121 867.5780
30 Vreeland Road
Florham Perk. NJ 07932120119664M
11222 S. LeClenega Blvd.,
Inglewood, CA 90304 1213► 870.6600

Robert B. Yates, Jr,, Kingsport, Tenn.,
has been named supervisor of cost accounting for Tennessee Eastman Co. He
is a member of the East Tennessee
Chapter.
Homer L. Koliba, Las Vegas, has been
made a partner with Keltner, Milam
and Co.
William L. Harris, Lima, has been
named controller of Ex- Cell -O's new
plant in Orlando, Fla.
Stuart L. Schwerin, Los Gatos, Calif.,
has been named regional vice president— finance for the Western Region

Through OFF Campus
Independent Study without
class attendance.
Law Grads qualify
for CA. Bar Exam
Call toll free: 800 -423 -4530
Calif ornian 2 1 3 .7 9 5 . 5 5 5 8

or write

SOUTHLAND UNIVERSITY
69 N. Catalina Dept. E13
Pasadena, CA 91106
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ident of Sico Co.... Donald E. Marquart, vice president— finance, Picture
Tube Division of RCA Corp., has been
named to the Lancaster Association of
Commerce and Industry Board of Directo rs .. .. Harry J. Shaub, Jr., general
manager of WGAL -TV, has been elected to the Lancaster Region Board of
Commonwealth National Bank.

Emeritus Life Associates
Nicholas J. Babich, Milwaukee.
J.L. Botsford, Detroit.
Raymond C. Brainard, Grand Rapids.
James T. Campbell, Trenton.
Murray M. Christenson, St. Paul.
John H. Combs, Jr., Pittsburgh.
Charles F. Counts, Jr., North Texas.
H. Donald Cunningham, Los Angeles.
President R. Lee Brummet (r) presents charter for Southeast Idaho
Robert A. Darr, Canton.
Chapter to first president, Kenneth G. Taylor.
William J. Davis, St. Louis.
James W. Malaney, Milton, Pa., has has been named treasurer ofthe Federal George W. Donnelly, Cleveland.
been elected president of the Savings Resources Corp. He is a member of the Collis W. DeHaven, Dayton.
Milton F. Fare, Piedmont Winston and Loan Association of Milton. He is a Salt Lake Area Chapter.
Salem.
member of the Susquehanna Valley
Michael C. Smith, Sioux City, Iowa, Edwin J. Filipi, Cedar Rapids.
Chapter.
has joined the Postal Financial Corp. as Frank F. George, Worcester Area.
systems
coordinator. He is a member of Arthur L. Gignac, Detroit.
Jerome L. Langenecker, Milwaukee,
the
Greater
Ozarks Chapter.
has been elected vice president of fiM.F. Heffernan, Tulsa.
nance for The Brady Co.
Chester
H. Kimball, Philadelphia.
J. Joseph Howe, State College, Pa., has
been appointed vice president of opera- W. Frank Laudenslayer, Reading.
Michael J. Jensen, Minneapolis, Minn.,
tions with C -Cor Electronics. He is a Wallace E. Lausch, Lancaster.
was appointed vice president and conmember of the Central Pennsylvania John B. Lehman, Syracuse.
troller of Northwest Computer Services,
Louis L. Lote, Rochester.
Chapter.
Inc., the subsidiary of Northwest BanRaymond Lutjen, Des Moines past prescorporation. He is a member of the John M. Haynes, Syracuse, has been ident; past national vice president, 1970Minneapolis Northstar Chapter.
named senior vice president of Niagara 71; Stuart Cameron McLeod Society.
Mohawk Power Corp.
Susan H. Magette, Charleston.
Philip J. Molz, New York, has joined
Macmillan, Inc., as senior vice president Michael Shelton, West Columbia, S.C., Ellis W. Mast, Lehigh Valley.
and chief financial officer. He is a mem- has been named general accounting Harry O. Mayer, Essex County.
manager for Gould -Brown Boveri. He is John T. McBride, Shreveport.
ber of Chicago Chapter.
James O. McConnaughay, Fox River
a member of the Columbia Chapter.
Richard Biltz, Pittsburgh, Pa., was proValley.
Robert D. Baker, Wichita, has joined Rose T. Miller, Florida West Central.
moted by Wheeling- Pittsburgh to Mon
Valley division controller. He is a mem- Great Plains Corp. as senior vice presi- Charles K. Peck, Syracuse.
d e n t . . . . Rose M. Rice has joined In- Ralph Pepper, Danbury Area.
ber ofthe Beaver Valley Chapter.
vestment Resources, Inc. as controller.
John P. Schmitt, South Central MinneGregory A. Farrell, Plymouth, Mich.,
sota.
has been named MTS financial analyst Author
John W. Scott, St. Louis.
at Burroughs Corp.'s Plymouth facility. Frank R. Molitor, Edison, N.J., has Shirl O. Sease, Dayton.
He is a member of Western Wayne written a combination text and work- Delbert T. Sorrells, St. Joseph Area;
Chapter.
book on Accounting and Computing past national director, 1967 -69; SCMS.
Systems for Profit Improvement. He is a Rudolph J. Stromp, Essex County past
Paul L. Guenther, Racine, Wis., has
member ofthe East Jersey Chapter.
president.
been elected vice president, finance, and
John
W. Vondercrone, Jr., Lehigh Valwas named to the board ofdirectors at
ley.
Organization
Service
E.C. Styberg Engineering. He is a memFranklin R. Eichler, Lancaster, has Bruce L. Washburn, Oakland East Bay.
ber of the Racine- Kenosha Chapter.
been re- elected treasurer of the Sico John Woronka, Greater Youngstown
Foundation. He also serves as vice pres- Area.
P. Arlen Agren, Salt Lake City, Utah,
64
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approved of the general thrust of proposed Standard 421, "Cost of Money
as an Element of the Cost of Facilities
Under Construction" (MAP, April '80).
The MAP Committee said, however,
that CAS 421 would be unnecessary
if the Board extends the concept of
recognizing the cost of money by
amending CAS 414. NAA members
are welcome to copies of the letters.
Just write to Ms. Rosemarie Coppola
c/o the NAA office specifying the letters) you wish.

Eastern Illinois University

■

Department of Acco unting, Data
Processing, and Finance needs chairperson (doctorate, CPAICMA, 5 years
university experience) and accounting
faculty (ABD or doctorate, certification
required for tenure). Rank and salary
competitive and commensurate with
education and experience.
Contact:
Ted Ivarie, Dean
School of Business
Eastern Illinois University
Charleston, Illinois 61920
(217) 581 -3526

AC C O U N T A N T S !

■

"FED UP"

with corporate politics? loin the
leader in Business counseling,

■

The PBS program has enjoyed tremendous success and profitable growth
through our nationwide family of successful affiliates. From California to
New York, accountants have established their own accounting, bookkeeping and tax practices, streamlined
by our own computer systems.
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PBS will provide...
Training Seminar Computer Service
Starter Kit Annual Tax Guide Marketing Film Support Consultation
Fairchild Projector
Wats Line
"Dial - An- Answer"
3,000 Qualified
Leads Monthly Tax Newsletter Sales
Presentation Kit
Travel. Meals
Lodging Training Manuals Your InHouse PBS Computer (Optional)
Total Investment $10.500.
•

letters of comment to the FASB, the
American Institute of CPAs, and the
W illia m H. Donaldson, 65, Kalamazoo
CASB. The Committee's comments
past president, 1947. ELA.
to the FASB concerned two exposure
Ross A. E aton, 58, New York, 1962.
drafts of proposed FASB statements.
Art hur J. Fehrenbach, 51, Dayton,
With regard to "Accounting for Preacquisition Contingencies of Purchased
1976.
John M . Fr it s, 47, Fresno Area, 1971.
Enterprises" (MAP, March '80), the
William D. K e l ly, 37, Des Moines, 1975. MAP Committee (1) noted that the
Gerald F. Korzelius, 46, Orange Coast
Board has adopted a sensible, pragCalifornia, 1962.
matic approach that accords with its
Robert E. Lid e, 69, Columbia, 1960.
Statement No. 5 and Interpretation
ELA.
No. 14 and (2) recognized that the
Robert B. Loc kha rt, 75, Spartanburg
draft's conclusion may be impacted
Area, 1948_ ELA.
by the outcome of the project on acJohn J . L ue z y c ki , 52, Northern New
counting for business combinations.
York past president, 1968.
In responding to "Accounting for
John L . Lund, 44, Northwest Suburban
(MAP,
Compensated Absences"
Chicago, 1966.
March '80), the MAP Committee supM a r k J. M a rc o uag e, 22, Harrisburg
ported the Board's intent to recognize
Area, 1980.
costs of compensated absences of
Rita J. Mo o r e , 63, Worcester Area,
employees when incurred and not
1960.
necessarily when paid. Despite such
John J . Mu l li n , 60, South Jersey, 1976.
support, the comment letter cited a
Charles W . P ark er, 56, Middle Georgia,
number of circumstances for which
1978.
the proper accounting is unclear and
How ard D. Rot h, 65, Salt Lake Area
suggested that the exposure draft
needs substantial clarification and expast president, 1974.
John F. Scanlon, 60, San Diego past
pansion to produce the results the
president, 1962. SCMS.
Board apparently seeks.
Stev en l3. S mith, 38, Richmond, 1971.
Although the MAP Committee conV ictor W . Stout, 77, Piedmont- Greenscluded that the specific procedures
boro, 1946. ELA.
reflected in the AICPA's proposed
Nelson E. T amp lin, 50, Denver, 1959.
guide for independent auditors, "ReELA,
view of a Financial Forecast," are outRobert N . T enzer, 60, Member -atside its sphere of interest, it menLarge, USA, 1967.
tioned in its letter that it has "long
William S. We s t on , 64, Columbia, 1950. been reluctant to support the growing
trend toward a requirement for corporation- issued public forecasts. We believe the danger of misunderstanding
MANAGEMENT
on the part of unsophisticated invesACCOUNTING
tors and the varying degree of forePRACTICES
casting capability on the part of
Continued from page 7
business entities will negate the usefulness of published forecasts to the
general
public. Nevertheless, we recfall" tax benefit to be credited to capital (resulting from a tax deduction for ognize the usefulness of forecasts for
compensation in excess of compen- restricted purposes and the need for
sation expense recognized for finan- guidance to CPAs who become incial reporting purposes). The interpre- volved with them."
The MAP Committee sent comtation is effective for fiscal years
beginning after 12/15/79, with earlier ment letters to the CASB on two proapplication encouraged.
posed rule changes. In its response
to proposed revisions of "Contract
Coverage and Disclosure Statement"
MAY Committee Comments on
regulations, the Committee comIssues
mended the Board for its effort to improve the usability of the standards
The Committee recently submitted involved. The NAA spokesmen also

In Memoriam

For more information and a sample
startup kit. call now, toll free,
800/638 -9390. In Maryland. call
301/7274600.
Thomas 1. Morris III, VP
Professional Business Systems
Suite 253 /The World Trade Center
Baltimore, Maryland 21202
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NOTICE OF ANNUAL MEETING
Notice is hereby given to all members of the Association
th at t he Annual M e et ing of th e Na tio na l As so c ia tion o f
Ac co unt a nt s w ill be h e ld at t h e Fair mo nt Ho t el in Ne w
Orleans, La:, on Monday, J une 16, immediately following
the conc lusion o f t he o pening s ession, to rece ive the repo rt o f t he N omina ting Co mmit te e a nd t o t ra ns a ct s uc h
other business as may properly come before the meeting.
New York
May 1, 1980

W. M. Young, J r.
Executive Director

Nominating Committee Report
To M e m b e r s o f t h e N a t io n a l As s o c ia t io n o f A c c o u n t a n t s .
As p r o v id e d in t h e C o n s t it u t io n a n d
By la ws , m e m b e rs e ac h y e a r ele c t t h e
Pr e s id e n t , Tr e a s u r e r , an d 12 V ic e
Pr e sid en t s t o s er v e a o n e - y e a r t er m .
Fo r a two -y ear t e r m , m e m b e r s
also ele c t o n e - h a lf o f t h e m e m b e r s h i p o f t h e Bo a r d o f D ir e c t o r s . T h e
Bo ar d o f D ir e c t o r s is co m p r is e d of
o n e d ir e c t o r fo r ea ch 2.5 d o m e s t ic
c h a p t e r s , r o u n d e d t o t h e n e x t h i gh est m u lt ip le o f t e n , b u t in no case
les s th an 1 0 0 . T h e E x e c u t iv e D ir e c t o r d e t e r m in e s t h e n u m b e r o f c h a p te r s e x is t in g o n J u ly 1, a n d o ne - half
o f t h e n u m b e r o f d ir e c t o r s r e q u ir e d
u n d e r th e f o r m u la a r e e le c t e d each
yea r. Th e i r te r m s o v e r la p w it h t h e
te r m s o f t h o s e e le c t e d a y e ar e a rlie r .
W e ar e p r e s e n t in g n o m in e e s for
th e o ffices o f P r e s id e n t , V ic e Pre sid e n t , Tr e a s u r e r , a n d N a t io n a l D ir e c t o r . To c o m p ly w it h t h e By l a w s , 65
no m in e e s f o r N a t i o n a l D ir e c t o r a r e
p r e s e n t e d f o r e le c t io n t h is y e a r . Th e
ele c tio n will b e h e ld a t t h e A n n u a l
M e e t i n g o f t h e A s s o c ia t io n in N eva,
Or le a n s , L a ., J u n e 1 6 , 19 8 0 .

Th is r e p o r t also in clud es no m in e e s f o r t h e N o m in a t in g C o m m i t t e e
t o r e p o r t in 1981.
Alm os t eve r y m e m b e r r e c o m m e n d e d fo r t he s e o ff ic e s h a s se r ve d
ex te n sively a t t h e c h a p t e r l e ve l, inc lu d in g t h e office o f c h a p t e r Pr e side n t . Th e n o m in e e s w e r e s e le c t e d in
ac c or d an c e w it h t h e ob je c tive s of
th e N a t io n a l Se r vic e D e ve lo p m e n t
P r o g r a m , w h ic h pr o vid e s e ve r y
N A A m e m b e r an o p p o r t u n it y to
pa r t icip a t e in lea d e r sh ip p os it ion s a t
th e n a t io na l le ve l.
Bec au se t h e y h a ve s e r ve d s o w e ll
in c h a p t e r an d na t ion a l c o m m it t e e
p o s it io n s , w e b e lie ve t h e y w ill o f f e r
e x c e lle n t le a d e r s h ip in t h e p o s t s f o r
w h i c h t h e y a r e n o m in a t e d . W e t a ke
p r i d e in r e c o m m e n d in g t h e s e n o m ine es f or t he lea de rs hip of t he A ss oc iat io n .

R e s p e c t f u lly s d b m it t e d ,
N o m in a t in g C o m m it t e e , 1979 - 80

Nominating Committee
Chairman — CLEMENS A. ERDAHL, New York
ELROY A. BERGQUIST, Portland - Willamette
ROBERT H. CARNEIRO, San Antonio
R. LESLIE ELLIS, Lancaster
KIRTLAND FLYNN, JR., Charlotte Blue
GEORGE D. GEE, Kansas City
JAMES O. INGLE, Atlanta North
CLARK H. JOHNSON, Raritan Valley
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JOHN C. KUDZMA, Mass. North Shore
BETTY J. OLDHAM, Cincinnati
THOMAS M. O'TOOLE, Macomb County Michigan
EDWARD M. PALUGA, Chicago
ANTHONY P. SPAGNOL, Pittsburgh
EARL E. SPULLER, Niagara
BURNIEL 0. SWARTZMILLER, Los Angeles
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Nominee for President
ROBERT J. DONACHIE
Dallas; Olean - Bradford; Elmira Area th at t erm, h e was named Ch ai rman o f
(1953). He s erved as Nat io n al Di rector, 1962 -63, and as Vice President,
1966 -67. He served on the Committee
on Chapters, 1967 -68; Co mmi t tee o n
Education, 1969 -70; Committee on Research, 19 70 -72 , an d as a member of
the Commi tt ee on Management Accounting Practices, 1972 -75, and as
Chairman, 1972 -74. In 1974, he was appointed to the Executive Co mmit tee
for a three -year term, and following

th e Co mmit tee on R es earch, 1977 -78,
an d reap po in ted fo r 1978 -79. He was
appointed again to the Executive Commi tt ee for 1979 -80. He wo n t wo Lybrand Silver Medals, 1958 -59, and,
1963 -64, for outstanding articles published du ring tho se years. In 1978 , he
was appointed to the Steering Committee o f t he Pro gram E val uat io n Grou p
(PEG). He is Executive Vice President
of Earth Resources Company.

Nominees for Vice Presidents
JOHN E. BROWN
Eugene - Springfield; Lansing - Jackson
(1960). He s erved o n th e C o mmi tt ee
on M emb ersh ip , 1975 -76; as N a t io n a l

y

RICHARD W. HARRIS
Los Angeles; Cincinnati (1957). He
served on th e Committee on Member sh ip , 1972 -75; as Na t io n a l D ir e c t o r ,
1975 -78, a n d o n t h e C o m m i t t e e o n
Public R elat ions , 1978 -80. He is A ssis t a n t V ic e P r e s id e n t , A m e r ic a n Apprais al As socia tes, Los A ngele s, Ca lif.

Dir ec t o r, 1 97 6 -7 8 , a n d o n t h e C o m m it t e e o n M a r k e t in g a n d M e m b e r s h ip ,
197 8- 8 0. H e is Tr e a s u r e r a n d D ir e c t o r
of � A cc o u nt in g —� F in a n c e Div isio n , Eu ge n e W a t e r & E l e c t r ic Bo a r d , E u g e n e ,
Ore.

RICHARD A. DURO
Canton (1961). He served on the Committee on Publications, 1976 -78, and as
a National Director, 1978 -80. He is
Controller, Research & Development
Divis ion and C ontract R esearch Division, The Babcock & Wilcox Co., Alliance, Ohio.
JAMES B. EDWARDS
Columbia; Atlanta; Nashville (1965).
He served as President of the Carolinas
Council, 1976; on th e C o mmit t ee o n
Research, 1974 -75; National Director,

�►
'� -

THOMAS F. HART
Buffalo (1961). He served on the Commi tt ee on Members h ip , 1973 -75; as a
National Director, 1975 -77, and on the
Committee on Education, 1977 -78. He
is t h e Own er, Th o mas F . Hart , C P A,
Buffalo, N.Y.

LEO M. LOISELLE
Bangor- Waterville (1965). He served
on the Committee on Public Relations,
1975 -76; as National Director, 1976 -

!
w

7 8 , a n d o n t h e C o m m i t t e e o n P u b lic
Re la t io ns , 1978 -80. H e also se r ve d as
C h a i r m a n o f t h e N e w E n gla n d Co u n cil, 1979 - 80. H e is a P a r t n er , L a ege r &
Lo is e lle , C P A , Ba ngo r , M e .

1975 - 77, a n d o n t h e C o m m it te e o n E d uc at ion , 1977 -80. H e is Pr o f e s s o r a n d
C h a ir m a n , D e p a r t m e n t o f A c c o u n t in g ,
Co lle ge of Bu s in e ss A d m in is t r a t io n ,
Un ive r s it y o f S o u t h Ca r o lin a , C o lu m -

bia, S.C.
BARBARA A. ELKINS
South Central Indiana (1966). She

WILLIAM J. MAUS
Erie (1960). He served as a National

served o n t h e Co mmi tt ee on C h ap t er
Operations, 1974 -75; as National Di rector, 1975 -77, and as a me mb er o f
the Commi tt ee on Chapter Development , 1977 -79. She is Financial Control
Analyst, Cummins Engine Co., Colum bus, Ind.

Director, 1976 -78, and as Principal,
Keystone Mountain States Council,
1979 -80. He is Corpo rate Con trol ler,
Lord Corporation, Erie, Pa.
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BILL G. MCCLAIN
Central Texas (1965). He served on the
Committee on Public Relations, 197476, an d as a Natio nal Director, 197678. He is Corporate Controller, Texas
Farm Bureau & Affi liated Companies,
Waco , Tex.

BRYAN H. MITCHELL
Chicago (1962). He served on the Commi t tee o n Membership, 1974 -76, and
as National Director, 1978 -79. He is
Controller, A.C. Nielsen Co., North brook, Ill.

„r

WILLIAM C. MERRICK
Atlanta Central; Birmingham (1964).
He served on the Committee on SocioEconomic Programs, 1973 -74, and as a

CHARLES E. TOTHERO
Reading (1961). He served on the
Committee on Public Relations, 1972 73, and as National Director, 1973 -75.

b, -

Na t io n a l D ir e c t o r , 1974 -76. H e also
se r ve d as P r in c ip a l o f th e D ix ie Re gio n a l C o u n c il, 19 7 8 - 7 9. H e is M a n a g m g P a r t n e r , A r t h u r Yo u n g & C o . , A t la n t a , G a .

He als o s e rve d a s P r inc ipa l of Ke y s to n e
M o u n t a in St at es R e gio n a l Co u n c il,
1977 -78. H e is C o s t A c c o u n t i n g Man a ge r , Ba ld w in H a r d w a r e M a n u f a c t u r in g C o r p . , R e a d in g, P a .

s
t.

, '%,

Nominee for Treasurer
GERALD W. DEVLIN
New York (1962). He served on the Committee on Education,
1971 -75, and participated as a member of the Continuing Education Program faculty, 1972 -77. He was elected National Director, 1975 -77, National Vice President, 1977 -78, and was app o in t e d C h a i r m a n o f t h e C o m m i t t e e o n Ed u c a t io n , 1978 -79,
an d ele ct e d N a t io n a l Tr e a s u r e r , 1979 -80. H e is M a n a g e r of
P r o f e s s io n a l S e r v ic e s f o r t h e N o r t h e a s t R e gi o n o f Bu r r o u gh s
Co r p . , N e w Yo r k , N . Y. a n d is lia is o n b e t we e n h is f ir m a n d t h e
h e a d q u a r t e r s o f m o s t a c c o u n t in g a n d m a n a ge m e n t c o n s u lt in g
fir m s.

Nominees for Directors
CHARLES L. ABEL
Washington Tri- Cities (1966). He
served on t he Co mmitt ee on Membership , 1977 -79. He is Business
Plannin g Anal yst, U. N.C. Nuclear
Industries, Richland, Wash.

MICHAEL V. BARNES
:,

At

y

,A
w

ROBERT L. ASHTON
Ma s s a c h u s e t t s N o rt h S h o r e ( 1 9 7 2 ) .
H e se r ve d o n t h e C o m m it t e e o n
Ed u c a tio n , 1978 -80. H e is a Co n su lta n t, Ly n n f ield , M as s .

ABEL

DONALD W. BAKER
Wes t Georgia; At lan ta Nort h; Atlant a (1 966 ). He served as a member o f t h e C ommit t ee on Ch apt er

,,,

Op er a tio n s , 19 7 8 - 80 , a n d a s P rin cip a l, D ix ie R e g io n a l C o u n c il, 19 7 7 78. H e is Ass ist an t V ic e Pre side nt — C o n tr o ller , S o u t h w ir e Co .,
C a r r o llt o n , G a .

PETER B. BAKER
Brooklyn - Queens (1970). He served
on the Co mmit tee on Socio -Economic Programs, 1977 -80. He is a
Partner, Peat, Marwick, Mitchell &
Co., New York, N.Y.
68

ASHTON

O k la h o m a C it y ( 1972) . H e s e r ve d
on t h e C o m m it t e e on Socio=
E c o n o m ic P r o gr a m s , 1978 - 80, a nd
as P r in c ip a l, H e a r t la n d Re gio n a l
Co u n cil, 1978 -79. H e is Bus ine ss
M a n a ge r , P h ilb r o o k A r t C e n t e r ,
Tulsa, Okla.

BAKER, D.
DONALDH.BARRY
Bridgeport; Omah a (1962). He
served on th e C ommit tee o n M ar-

BAKER, P.

ke t in g an d M e m b e r s h i p , 1979 -80.
H e is Ass ist ant C o n t r o lle r , Che sebrou gh- Pon ds, Inc ., G r e e n w ic h ,
Conn.
BARNES

BARRY

JEROME A. BRINER

Cleveland; Columbus (1969). He
served on t he Co mmi tt ee o n M arketi ng an d M embersh ip , 1979 -80.
He i s M anager, E rns t & Wh inn ey,
Cleveland, Ohio.

+

GERALD W.BURKE
Mo b ile ( 1968) . H e s e r ve d a s P rin c ip a l o f t h e D ix ie R e gio n a l C o u n c il,

BRINER

BURKE

CASSIDY

1975 -76, and on the Committee on
MANAGEMENT ACCOUNTING /MAY 1980

Socio- Economic Programs, 1978-

GLENN L. GOODWIN

80 . H e i s M a n a g e r o f A c c o u n t in g ,
Ryan - Walsh S t e v e d o r in g , M o b ile ,
Ala.

Gran d
Ra pids ; Co n e j o Va lle y
( 1970) . H e s e r ve d o n t h e C o m m it t e e o n E d u c a t io n , 1977 - 80. He is a

1

WILLIAM M. CASSIDY, JR.

Partner, Seidman

j

Elmira Area (1 96 8). He s erved on
the Committee on Public Relations, 1978 -80. He is Manager, Factory Accounting, at Ingersoll Rand
Co., Painted Post, N.Y.
JAMES H. CHILDERS
Wi ch it a (19 63 ). He s erved o n th e

.`
CHILDERS

COVINGTON

Committee on Public Relations,
1978 -80. He is Vice President,
Chief Financial Officer and Director, Garvey Industries, Inc., Wichi-

RONALD M. HALL
North San Diego County; St. Louis
(1966). He served on the Commit tee on Membership, 1977 -79. He is
Controller, Van Camp Seafood Co.,
San Diego, Calif.

CUPPLES

LLOYD C. HILLARD, JR.
Blue Grass Area (1968). He served
two terms on the Committee on
Public Relations, 1976 -78, and
1979 -80, and as Principal, Lincoln
Trail Council, 1979 -80. He is Vice
President and Secretary, First Secu-

..��

ta, Kans.

RUBY C. CON1N6YON
Charlotte Gold (1973). She served

DALY

DEPPMAN

on the Commi tt ee on Socio -Economic Programs, 1979 -80. She is
Controller, Village Distributing,

Charlotte, N.C.
RICHARD A. CUPPLES
Central

Arkansas

(1967).

DUBKE

rity National Bank & Trus t Co.,
Lexington, Ky.

CHARLES C. HUNNICUTT
Asheville (1966). He is a Manager,

Mb

He

served on t he Co mmi tt ee o n E du cation, 1978 -80. He is Financial
Vice President, First National
Bank, Ft. Smith, Ark.
DENNIS C. DALY

-

ENGLERT

La Crosse - Winona Area; Southern
Minnesota (1963). He served as
Principal of the Minnesota Regional Council,on1978
Committee
Education,
-79, and1978
on -80.
the

f Olin Corp., Pisgah Forest, N.C.

HUGH H. HURSEY

'

d

i

o

FARR

GOODWIN

served on the Co mmit tee on Ed u NO
cation, 1979 -80. He is Manager, FiPHOTO
nancial Planning Analysis, General
AVAILABLE Foods Corp., Winter Haven, Fla.

R.HORACEJOHNSON

o lis , M in n .

Miami; Illowa (1962). He served

'

HALL

HILLARD

on the Co mmit tee on Education,
1978 -80. He is a Partner, Deloitte
Haskins & Sells, Miami, Fla.

MARIE E. DUBKE
Memphis; Detroit (1960). She
served on th e C ommit tee o n E du cation, 1976 -78. She is a Professor
in th e Dep art ment o f Acco u n tan cy, Memphis State University,
Memp his , Tenn.

Montgo mery (1971 ). He served on
the C ommi tt ee o n Ch ap ter Development, 1977 -79. He is Director of
Tax es , B lo unt , Inc., Mo nt gomery,
Ala.

ROLF S. JAEHNIGEN
Polk County Florida (1973). He

k A� .

Un
it
yBusiness
o f M inProfessor
n eAdministration,
s o t a , M ininn e athe
pSchool
Heiveisr sof
Visiting

EDWARD R. DEPPMAN

& Seidman,

Grand Rapids, Mich.

ears

Raleigh Area; Raleigh- Durham
Area
(1969). He served on the
HUNNICUTT
Commit tee on Membersh ip, 19 7879, and on the C ommittee on Marketi ng and Membership, 1979 -80.
He is a Partner, Ernst & Whinney,
Raleigh, N.C.

WILLIAM D. JOHNSTON, III

HURSEY

JAEHNIGEN

JOHNSON

Bu t l e r A r e a ( 1 97 1) . H e s e r ve d on
t h e C o m m it t e e o n E d u c a t io n ,
1979 -80. H e is S e n io r Staff Acc o u n t a n t , J o n e s & L a u gh lin St ee l
C o r p . , P it t s b u r gh , P a .

LAWRENCE R. ENGLERT

NICHOLAS P. JONES

Indiana East; Dayton (1974). He
served on th e C ommit tee o n E du cation, 1978 -80. He is Chairman,
Business and Economics Department at Indiana University -East,
Richmond, Ind.
PHILLIP G. FARR
e 4 k

Peninsula -Palo Alto (1967). He
served on t he Co mmitt ee on Membership, 1976 -78, and as Principal
of the Golden West Regional
Council, 1978 -79.
DENTON L. KANOUFF
Valley Forge (1969). He served on

Committ
Publ
Au ust a ee
(19on
74).
Heications,
served o1978n t he

``�

80. He is Managing Partn er, Ph illip G. Farr & Associates, Thomson, JOHNSTON
Ga.
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JONES
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KANOUFF

opment,
1975t ee-78,
theDevelComth e Co mmit
o n and
Ch aonter
mittee on Chapter Operations,
1979 -80. He was Principal, Mid Atlantic Regional Council, 197869

79. He is Vice President and Controller, Norcross, Inc., West Chester, Pa.

�

GLEN R. KELLAM
Kalamazoo (1966). He served on
the Committee on Research, 1975 80. He is Controller, Do me,
Pharmaceutical Operations, Th e
Upjohn Co., Portage, Mich.

nance an d Treasu rer, Ryan Homes,
Inc., Pittsburgh, Pa.

THOMAS K. McCORD
Marion Area; Ohio -Mid Eastern
(1968). He served on the Commit tee on Membership, 1978 -79, and

"=
KELLAM

A#
KENWORTHY

KRAUSE

MAX R. KENWORTHY

on the Co mmit tee on Marketing
and Memb ersh ip, 1979 -80. He is
B I S Representative, General Telet)hone Co.. Marion. Ohio.

Central Pennsylvania (1970). He
served on t he Co mmitt ee on Membership, 1976 -78. He is Manager of
Financial Operations , Pennsylvania
State Un ivers it y, Un ivers it y P ark,
Pa.

ROBERTS. McCOY, JR.
Columbia; Columbus (1967). He
served on the Committee on Socio-

RAY L. KRAUSE
Illowa (1970). He served on the

ROBERT L. McCRACKEN
LIGHTHISER LUMSDEN Oakland County (1961). He served

Committ ee on M emb ers hip, 19 7879; and the Committee on Marketing and Membership, 1978 -80. He
is a Partner, McGladrey Hendrickson & Co., Cheyenne, Wyo.

Economic Programs, 1978 -80. He
is a P art ner , Price Wat erh ou s e &

Co., Columbia, S.C.
LIANG

on t he Commit tee on Pub lic Relations, 1976 -78, and as a P rin cip al,
Michigan Regional Council, 197879. He is Director of Finance,
Olymp ia Stadium Corp., Detroit,
Mich.

W. WALTER LIANG
Sacrament o (19 72). He s erved o n
the Co mmit tee on Public Relations, 1978 -80. He is Utility Accountant , Sacramento Municipal
Utility District, Sacramento, Calif.

FREDERICK E. MILLER

MANDLEY

MAYBERG

McCANN

E.C. LIGHTHISER
Pittsburgh (1957). He served on
the Committee on Socio- Economic

San Diego (1970). He served on
the C ommit tee o n Chapt er Op erations , 1978 -80. He is President,
Ames Food Service, Inc., Ames,
Iowa.

LARRY E. NEWMAN
Birmingham (1966). He served on
the Commi tt ee on Education,
1978 -80 . He is a P artn er , Ernst &
Whi nney, Birmi ngh am, Al a.

Programs , 1977 -79, and on the National Board, 1979 -80. He is Assistant C ontroller, Al uminu m Co mpany of America, Pittsburgh, Pa.

GEORGE H. LUMSDEN
J i '
Hawaii (1967). He served on the McCORD

McCOY

C o m m it t e e o n M e m b e r s h ip , 1 9 7 7 79. H e is P a r t n e r - in - Ch arge, D e lo it t e, H a s k in s & Sells, H o n o lu lu ,
Canton
H a w a i i. (1971). He s erve d o n t h e

BRENDA L. NORVAL
M x " '
Portland - Willamette;
Portland
McCRACKEN (1970). She served on the Commit t e e o n C h a p t e r O p e r a t io n s , 197980. She is Vi ce P r e s i d e n t - F in a n c e ,
Fin e Ar t s E n gr a ve r s , P o r t l a n d ,
Fresno
Area (1977 ). She served on
O
re.

M

GARY E. MANDLEY

S. CHERYL OTTLEY

Committee on Chapter Operations,
1978 -80. He is Assistant Vice Presiden t - M ark et i n g Service, Westfield Insurance Co., Westfield Center, Ohio.

the Commi tt ee on Publications,
1979 -80. She is Office M an ager Accountant, A.B. Dick Products
Co., Fresno , Calif.
OLNEY F. OTTO

MILLER

NEWMAN

NORVAL

NORMAN S. MAYBERG

St. Louis (1955). He served on the

East Jersey (1963). He s erved on
the Committee on Socio -Economic
Programs , 1974 -78, and as Pri ncipal of the New Jersey Regional
Council, 1974 -75. He is President
o f N . Stewart Associates, Hightstown , N.J.

Co mmi t tee on Socio - Economic
Programs, 1976 -78, and on the
Co mmi t tee on Public Relations,
1979 -80. He is a Partner, Deloitte,
Haskins & Sells, St. Louis, Mo.

_
tt

JOSEPH J. McCANN

Pittsburgh (1955). He served on
the Commi tt ee on Membership,
1978-80. He is Vice President -Fi70

,
OTTLEY

OTTO

,.

POLITO

VINCENT POLITO

Mass. Route 128; Boston (1955).

He served on the Co mmit tee on
Public Relations, 1975 -76. He is
Co nt ro ll er at th e Walt ham Ho sp ital, Waltham, Mass.
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IMOGENE A. POSEY
Knoxville, (1970). She served on the
Commit tee o n Pub licat ions, 197880. She is Associate Professor, The
University of Tennessee, Knoxville,
Ten n .
JACK S. SELLERS
Illinois Northeast (1971). He
served on the Committee on Publi-

Programs, 1975 -77; on the Committee on Chapter Develo pment,
1978 -79; and on the Committee on
Marketing and Membership, 1979 80. He is Assistant Director, Group
Director, U.S. General Accounting
Office, Washington, D.C.

.. �
POSEY

SELLERS

SHEDIO

ROBERT L. THOMPSON
Indianapolis (1959). He served on

ca tion s, 197 7 - 80 . H e is P la n t C o n tr olle r, F ia t - Allis Co n s t ru ct io n Ma -

t h e C o m m it t e e o n P u b lic Re la tions, 1978 -80. H e is C o n t r o lle r ,

chinery, Deerfield, I11.

Standard Change Makers, Indianapolis, Ind.

SUSAN J. SHEDIO
Butler Area (1969 ). She served on
the Commi tt ee on Publications,
1977 -79. She is Office Manager,

DONALD J. TRAWICKI
Morristown; Milwaukee (1961).
He served on the Co mmit tee on

Eis le r N u r s e r ies , Bu t le r , P a .

SHIELD

ASA L. SHIELD, JR.
Virginia

Peninsula;

SIMONEK

Re s ea r ch , 1967 -70, a n d on
C o m m it t e e on M a n a ge m e n t

SMITH, G. counting Practices, 1976 -79. He is
a Partner, To u ch e Ross & Co.,

Hampt o n

Ne w a rk ,

Roads (1975). He served on the
Committee
Chapter
DevelopCen t , tree a n9, an
d on the
Com-

Tulsa (1970). He served on the
Co mmi t tee o n Research, 1976 -77,
and o n t he C ommit tee o n Chapt er

Operations, 1977 -79. He is Audit

RAYMOND J. slHONFK

Manager, Get ty Oil Co., Tulsa,
Okla.
SMITH, Jr.

SOUTAR

STARK

GLEN V. SMITH
Waukesha Area; Milwaukee (1968).
He served on the Commi tt ee on
Chapter Operations, 1977 -79. He is
Division Controller, A.O. Smith
Corp., Milwaukee, Wis.

I n c . , G r a n d R a p id s , M ic h .

1

SUBALUSKY THOMPSON

TRAWICKI

REX D. SOUTAR
Los Angeles (19 62). He served on
the Co mmitt ee on Ch ap ter Operations, 1978 -80. He is Business Ad- VAN DE WIELE VAUGHN
ministrator, Pulmonary Disease Institute, Long Beach, Calif.

fa

PHOTO

gional Council, 1974 -75. He is
Controller, Frischs Restaurants,
Inc., Cincinnati, Ohio.

AVAILABLE
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partner, Branch Manager, Strand

WENTZ

West ern Wayn e; Detroit (1952).
He served on the Co mmit tee on
Chapter Operations, 1978 -80. He is
Second Vice President, National
Bank of Detroit, Detroit, Mich.
'
WEAVER

NO

1975 -78, and as Principal, Ohio Re-

FRANK V. SUBALUSKY
Was hin gt on (1 964 ). He served on
the Committee on Socio- Economic

ROBERT E. WEAVER
Raleigh- Durham Area; Piedmont
(196 8). He served on t he Committee on Membership, 1977 -79. He is
Skees & Jones Co., Raleigh, N.C.

Akron Cascade; Akron (1956 ). He
served o n the Co mmittee on Chap ter Operations, 1978 -80. He is Assistant Corporate Controller, General Ti re & Rubber Co., Akron,
Ohio.

ROBERT A. STARK
Cincinnati (1965). He served on
the Co mmit tee on Membership,

THEODORE N. VAUGHN
Gran d Rapids; Muskegon (1967).
He s erved on the Co mmit tee on
Research, 1977 -80. He is Dealer Management Consultant, Steelcase,

Industries, Inc., Montgomery, I11.

MARTIN S. SMITH, JR.

N.J.

CHARLES E. VAN DE WIELE, JR.

mittee on M arket ing and Membership, 1979 -80. He is a Partner,
Peat, Marwick & Co., Norfolk, Va.
Fox River Valley (1967). He served
on the C ommit tee on C hap ter Development, 1977 -79. He is Treasurer and Assistant Secretary, Aurora

the
Ac-

WILLARD

BRUCE K. WILLARD
Boston (1961). He served on the
Committee on Education, 1975 -77,
and on t he Commi ttee on Market ing and Membership, 1979 -80. He
is Ass is tan t C omptrol ler, M .I.T. Lincoln Lab, Lexington, Mass.

G. THOMAS WILLIS

WILLIS

Southeast Los Angeles County
(1972). He served on the Commit tee on P ubli cati ons, 1978 -80, and
as a Principal, Wild West Regional
Council, 1979 -80. He is Audit Partner, Price Waterhouse & Co., West
Los Angeles, Calif.
71

HERMAN WINDSOR
Abi len e Area; Fo rt Worth (1 973 ).
He served on the Co mmit tee on
Chapter Development, 1978 -79,
and o n t he C ommit tee o n Marketing and Membership, 1979 -80. He
is a self - employed Certified Public
Accountant, Abilene, Tex.

Y

WINDSOR

JACK J. WOOLF
Wes tch es ter (1 96 1). He s erved on
the Co mmit tee on Education,
1977 -80. He is Vice President —Finance, Hilt, Inc., Tulsa, Okla.

WOOLF

Nominating Committee Nominees to Report in 1981
Chairman —R. LEE BRUMMET, Durh am Area
NORTON M. BEDFORD, Sangamon Valley
ROBERT V. DODD, Boston
JERRY L. DODSON, Tulsa
R. LESLIE ELLIS, Lancaster
CLEMENS A. ERDAHL, New York
MICHAEL HROMISH, Cincinnati
PAUL R. JOHNSTON, (ventral Penn.

RAY F. LEUTZ, Lansing Jackson
WILLIAM J. McHUGH, Westchester
LEO C. OLSEN, Peninsula -Palo Alto
DAVID F. STRAWN, Bi rmin gh am
WILLIAM R. TAYLOR, Chattanooga
GUY B. WILSON, Orange County
JOHN A. YANNACONE, Delaware County Penn.

Chairman of the Association
R. LEE BRUMMET
From the NAA Bylaws, Article VI, Section 2:

4■

Chairman: The Ch ai rman o f the Ass ociati on sh al l be t he immedi at e Past
President of the Association, and shall take office when the Chairman's successor as president takes office. The Chairman of the Association shall serve
until succeeded by a new Chairman of the Association, and shall be considan elective officer by virtue of prior election as President.

Hayes Appointed to Board
Anita B. Hayes, Cuyahoga valley past president, has been
appointed to the NAA Board of Directors to serve out the
unexpired term of Orville (Bud) Keister. The appointment
was made by President R. Lee Brummet. Miss Hayes joined
the Association in 1970 and, as president of her chapter, led
it to a successful first -place finish in the competition for the
Warner Trophy. She served on the Committee on Chapter
Operations, 1978 -80. She is a partner with Escott & Co.,
Kent, Ohio.

72
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CEPISINSESSION
THISSUMMEF
Be a representative in the continuing education
process�—�register�for�one�of�our�17�Courses.

WASHINGTON,DC
JULY21-25

WED. /THU.
Modern Budgeting Methods for Loca
Governments and Nonprofit Institut

CAPITAL HILTON HOTEL

Long -Range Strategic Planning
and Analysis

MON./TUE.
Developing and Using Standard Costs

Flexible Budgeting and Performance
Reporting

Operational Auditing

THU, /FRI.
Advanced Standard Costs for
Manufacturing

■

■

W E D. /T HU.'FRI.

Internal Control for Management
Accountants
Accounting for Foreign Operations
The Controller: Role and Techniques
Financial Accounting Standards
Review
MON./TUE./WED,
Data Pr
Data�Processing�—�Concepts�and
Information Systems Design
WED.
Budgeting and Performance
Reporting for Service Industries

�I

Economic Evaluation of Capital
Expenditures
Effective Cash Management
Accounting for Planning and Contro
of Not for Profit Organizations
Computer Security and Internal
Control
FRI,
Financial Aspects of Long -Range
Planning

___

MA -5/

(Please type or print)

. c y x . o �

I Name

I
I
I

I
I

Title
Division, Plant or Office

Social Security No.

I

Company
Street Address

I

City, State, Zip Code
Firm's
Principal Product or Service
� �NAA�Member�(Chapter)
� CMA�Holder�(Cert.#
Please
me for the
following
Print orregister
type complete
name
of eachCourses:
Course

I 1

I2.

Business Phone
(Account
No.)
)
Dates

I

� Nonmember
Location

I
Fee

$

I
I

.J

w n

n n v n w . . v n

To register for any Course listed, fill
out and return the registration form
together with your check to:
National Association of Accountants
919 Third Avenue
New York, N.Y. 10022
Att: CEP Registrar
■
(212) 754.9758
Fees
Members Nonmembers*
1 day course
$125
$150
2 day course
250
300
3 day course
375
425
The fee for NAA Courses includes daily
luncheons, refreshments, and all
technical materials.
"Nonmembers: The differential
per Course for nonmembers may be
applied to NAA membership; or it
may be applied against the dues of
an NAA member of the same firm
(organization). The differential may
be used anytime after the Course is
completed and before June 30, 1981.

® Accredited by the Council for Noncollegiate Continuing Education

r+-

WA

Controller

DataBase

WA

..

,

-y

CostAccountant

Auditor
Accountant

EDPAuditor

Consultant
MISDirector
r

Bookkeeper
CreditManager
FinancialAnalyst
TaxManager

Computeroperator
SystemsAnalvct

SystemsManager
_EDPManager

FinancialV.P.

Name the one specialist qualified
to fill all of these positions
It's the Robert Half organization. And filling a
position means carefully matching the individual to
your precise requirements.
We start with the largest selection of the best
accounting, financial and edp professionals. The best
people on the job market come to us first because
word has gotten around that the best companies,
large and small, have come to us for over 30 years.
Next the trained accounting, financial and edp

professionals who staff our over 65 offices use the
latest personnel evaluation techniques to zero in on
the candidates best suited to your requirements. And
because our people are professionals, they understand your requirements.
The result you get the right person without time consuming searching and interviewing— reducing
costly employee turnover. Contact the Robert Half
specialist. You'll find us in the White Pages.

ENI MM MT &A LF
© accounting, financial and edp personnel specialists
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